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Executive Summary
Purpose of the study
Frontier Economics has been appointed by the European Commission, DG
Internal Market and Services, to carry out a study on The Principles used to calculate
the net costs of the postal USO.
The purpose of the study is to promote information sharing in relation to the
different approaches used to date to calculate the net cost of the USO. The study
aims also to inform public debate on the parameters that could potentially
influence the calculation of the net costs of the USO, and subsequent
determination of the unfair financial burden, in the light of full market opening
which will be accomplished by the end of this year.
The objectives of the study are to provide the following:
 A presentation of the current state of play in relation to the experience of
universal service providers (USPs) and national regulatory authorities
(NRAs) in calculating the net cost of the USO.
 A review of the different methodologies used for calculating the net cost
of the USO, as well as their main features and critical assumptions.
 A review of the considerations given to the other “relevant elements” as
identified in Annexe I of the 3rd Postal Directive: the allowance for
reasonable profit, the incentives for cost efficiency, and the intangible and
market benefits.
 A review of the approaches put forward to establish whether a USO
financial burden is “unfair” for a USP.
 An appreciation of the characteristics of the cost accounting systems in
place and their implications for the calculation of the net cost of the USO.
 An overview of the information available across Member States for the
calculation of the net cost of the USO.
The research for this study is based on several sources of information. In
particular we benefitted from the responses to two surveys on both the methods
for calculating the net cost of the USO, and on cost accounting and cost
allocation, addressed to both universal service providers and national regulatory
authorities in 28 countries.
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Experience in calculating the net cost of the USO
The net cost of the USO has been calculated in at least 13 countries (Belgium,
Norway, Spain, Italy, Ireland, Estonia, the Netherlands, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Denmark, the UK and in 2 countries which requested confidentiality).
Table 1 shows that in most cases, the calculation has been undertaken by the
USPs. Just in the cases of Denmark, Slovakia and the UK, the NRAs or other
bodies, such as the competition authority, performed the calculation. This is
consistent with the fact that such a calculation is not an obligation per se, but it is
to be carried out if an application for compensation is to be considered. In fact,
this is the reason given by all respondents other than the UK and Denmark.
Experience in the calculation of the net cost of the USO can be inferred from the
frequency under which these calculations are/have been undertaken. We find
that such a calculation has been



an annual exercise in Norway, Belgium, Italy and Spain and more
recently in Estonia;



a one-off exercise in the UK, Denmark, Ireland and one other country
in the recent past; and



a first time exercise in Bulgaria, the Netherlands, and another country in
the year 2012.

Reserving postal services for exclusive provision by the USP has been the typical
funding mechanism to support any net cost, if applicable, associated with the
delivery of universal service obligations, at a uniform and/or affordable tariff.
With full and effective market opening (and thus the absence of a reserved area),
the directive acknowledges in paragraph 26 that the external financing of the residual
net costs of the universal service may still be necessary for some Member States. Therefore,
following the full liberalisation of the market it is expected that more USPs
and/or NRAs might start considering calculating the net cost of the USO.
Our survey indicates that this will likely be the case. According to the responses
by NRAs, in 11 countries (Netherlands, Ireland, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Greece, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Finland and Portugal) there are
plans to consult on how to calculate the net cost of the USO in the near future.
In the majority of cases, such consultations are to be held in countries with no
past history of calculating the net cost of the USO.
Overall, the net cost of the USO is or is about to be a topic considered in 24
countries in Europe.

Executive Summary
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Table 1. Reasons for calculating the net cost of the USO
USPs

NRAs/ Other

Country

Reason

Country

Reason

Norway

Funding

Belgium

Funding
consideration

Spain

Funding

Denmark*

Impact on USP

Italy

Funding

Slovakia**

Funding
consideration

MS X

Funding
consideration

Ireland

Strategy

Estonia

Funding

UK

Impact on USP

Bulgaria

Funding
consideration

The Netherlands

Funding
consideration

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
A “funding consideration” reason refers to a USP who has undertaken a calculation of the net cost of the
USO to come to a view about whether to apply for compensation or not and have not applied for funding to
date. In Slovakia and in Member State X, the calculation of the net cost was prospective, to inform
whether a claim for compensation would be warranted. In Bulgaria and the Netherlands, the calculation of
the net cost is ongoing.
* In Denmark, the Chamber of Commerce commissioned a study to assess whether the USO might be a
financial burden when the market would be fully opened to competition. ** The postal market of Slovakia
was liberalised in 2012

Methodologies available for the calculation of the
net cost of the USO
The net cost of the USO has been estimated in general according to 3 groups of
methodologies: (1) The Deficit Approach with Fully Allocated Costs (DA); (2)
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The Net Avoidable Cost approach (NAC); and (3) The Profitability Cost (PC)
approach. Table 2 sets out what each methodology seeks to measure as the net
cost of the USO.
Table 2. Methods used in the estimation of the net cost of the USO
Definition of the net cost of the USO
Deficit Approach

The sum of losses of loss making USO products netted off by the profits of
profitable USO products, as reported in the USP accounts.

Net Avoidable Cost

The sum of the loss-making USO products, where a product in this context is
broken down in elements of products along a number of dimensions. (e.g.
format, delivery zone, type of sender, class). This approach put emphasis on the
fact that the net cost arises from the joint obligation of charging a product at a
geographically uniform price.

Profitability Cost
Approach

The net cost of the USO is measured as the difference between a USP’s profit
level with and without USO in a liberalized market. The Profitability Cost can also
be expressed as the net avoidable costs – given by the sum of the change in
incremental costs and the change in revenues.

Source: Frontier Economics

There are several differences between these approaches.
First, the DA differs from the NAC and the PC in the definition of the
counterfactual (i.e. the scenario where a USP is not subject to the USO). In the
DA approach the counterfactual is implicit (measuring the losses in the USO is
akin to assuming that in the counterfactual the USP would cease the provision of
universal services altogether). Unlike the DA, the NAC and the PC approaches
assume a certain change in behaviour of the USP if the USO is removed. Under
the NAC approach the USP without the USO would cease the provision of
unprofitable “products” - where the term “product” is defined according to mail
characteristics that explain the variations in the costs of providing the delivery of
a mail service (e.g. delivery areas, type of sender, size, etc.). Under the PC, the
degree of flexibility of the USP in the counterfactual is even greater than in the
NAC, as it considers how the whole USP operation could be modified in order
for the USP to try and ‘maximise’ profits absent the USO.
Second, these three groups of methodologies make use of different cost
concepts. Conceptually, the DA differs from the NAC and the PC in that it
assumes the use of fully allocated costs, whilst the NAC and the PC approach are
based on the concept of avoided costs/incremental costs. In actual practice,
however, the NAC approach has also been applied using FAC cost accounting
information..
Third, these three groups of methodologies put different emphasis on the
importance of calculating the net cost of an efficient operator. The PC approach
stresses that its application must be using the costs of an efficient USP. We also

Executive Summary
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find that, in practice, efficiency adjustments are not considered in the NAC. The
DA methodology, because it is based on accounting costs, assumes actual
operation and hence does not include efficiency considerations.
Fourth, these three groups of methodologies account differently for the impact
of removing the USO on demand. The PC approach considers in principle how
the cessation in the provision of USO services impacts on demand of the USP
and its market share ought to be accounted for. Our review of the NAC
approach indicates that whilst demand effects are not discarded in this
methodology, they have not been applied in practice. Finally, in terms of the
application of these methodologies, the PC approach could be the most data
intensive, given the potential ‘richness’ a counterfactual may seek to capture
including demand effects. The data needs for the NAC approach are more
demanding than for the DA, but less than for the PC, as the counterfactual in the
NAC approach is typically less complex.

Main features
methodologies

of

the

applications

of

the

The PC is the approach most commonly used in the estimation of the net cost of
the USO. According to our survey, it has been applied in six countries and a
seventh has chosen it as its preferred methodology. More importantly, the ongoing and most recent estimations of the net cost of the USO have been under
the PC approach: Netherlands (2012), Finland (2011, methodology only),
Norway (2012) and Slovakia (2012).
The DA approach is currently applied in Estonia, and has been applied until
recently, in Belgium and Italy. We understand that a variant of the DA approach
may also be deployed in the Netherlands. The NAC approach is currently applied
in Bulgaria and has been applied until recently in Spain (2005-2010), Ireland
(2008), Norway (before 2002) and Denmark (2007). In Norway, it was felt that
general drawbacks of the NAC-model were that it did not take into account a
realistic commercial counterfactual; and that the final result depended on the
level of the breakdown of the data.

Executive Summary
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Table 3. Methods applied for the calculations of the USO net cost to date
Country

Method chosen

Years of application

Belgium

DA with FDC

2000-2010

Italy

DA with FDC

Until 2010

Spain

NAC

2005 – 2010

Denmark

NAC

2007

PC

2008 *

UK

PC

2008

Ireland

NAC

2009

Estonia

DA with FDC

2009 to date

NAC

before 2002

PC

2002-to date

Country X

PC

2010

Finland

PC (2011)

No application to date

Slovakia

PC

2010 and 2012 - in progress

Bulgaria

NAC

2012 – in progress

The Netherlands

PC/DA

2012 – in progress

Norway

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
* The 2008 and 2007 calculations of the net cost of the USO were carried out for the Danish Chamber of
and the Competition Authority respectively.

An interesting feature in the application of the DA approach is that in Italy and
Estonia, the net cost is the losses in the whole USO area, whilst in the case of
Belgium it is the residual of the difference between the losses of USO products
and the profits in the reserved area. In a context of full liberalisation however,
both varieties of the DA approach would be expected to yield similar results.
Regarding the NAC approach, the service break-down at which the analysis was
undertaken varied by country. In Denmark, the analysis was undertaken at the
level of 5 universal service products. In Ireland, the analysis was carried out by
delivery area and for 5 mail flows, defined as a combination of 10 mail handling
characteristics, including format. In the case of Bulgaria, the USP broke down
each retail product according to 4 handling characteristics: type of mail, sender,
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weight and delivery zones. In neither of these cases demand response or
efficiency considerations were taken into account.
The responses to the questionnaire confirm the richness of the counterfactual
under the PC approach. The most frequent hypothetical modifications to the
postal service in the counterfactual are:
 A lower frequency of delivery. A nationwide reduction in the frequency of
delivery has been evaluated in countries where the USP currently provides
six deliveries a week (UK, the Netherlands, Denmark). In the UK and
Denmark, the nationwide 6th weekly delivery obligation was found to
represent a net cost to the USPs. In Norway, the counterfactual assumes
a “local” reduction in the delivery frequency from 6 to 5 a week for 15%
of households; and from 6 to 2 days a week for the 5% of households
that are the most costly to deliver to. Another USP is considering a
reduction of the delivery frequency to 3 a week in rural areas only.
 Modifications to the post office counters. In the Netherlands and another
country, a reduction in the size of the post office network (i.e. the number
of post offices) would be part of their counterfactual service strategy
absent the USO. In Norway, the counterfactual presumes no change in
the number of post offices but a higher proportion of them being run by
third parties.
 A reduction in the quality of service targets. Two USPs would consider this
option for their national targets and another would modify its target only
for delivery in rural areas.
 New pricing: There were 2 examples of price constraints lifted. In two
member states, the USPs were of the view that they would change their
pricing structure, with no national price uniformity in one of the
countries.
All USPs and NRAs implementing the PC approach sought to quantify the
demand effects associated with the changes to the product offering for given
counterfactual definitions. The magnitude of demand effects in the
counterfactual is mixed. The examples in the UK and Denmark indicate that
demand effects can be significant. For instance, in the UK it was found that the
demand response would erode a large part of the net cost saving associated with
reducing 1st class quality of service and would further worsen Royal Mail’s
financial position if a two day mail product was introduced (in place of the
current two classes). In Norway, the reductions in the service in only a few areas
in the counterfactual were expected to have a negligible effect on sales.
Uncertainties around demand effects remain.
Regarding the estimation of avoidable costs, we find that all applications of the
PC approach involved the development of bespoke cost models. This is in line
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with expectations, as cost accounting systems to date do not produce the costs of
operating in hypothetical operating conditions (for instance when the quality of
service is reduced or the delivery/collection frequency altered). For the
estimation of costs in the base case, these applications rely on the use of cost
accounting information and therefore actual data.

Impact assessment of key features of the
methodologies
In order to provide an evaluation of the impact of key features of the
methodologies, we have combined methodological insights with quantitative
estimates using: (a) publicly available information and (b) developing a model
that estimates the net cost of the USO of a hypothetical average European USP
under both PC and NAC approaches.
The key features whose impact we have investigated are: (i) the different
measures of what constitute a net cost under these methodologies , in particular
DA vs the NAC approach; (ii) the different definitions of the counterfactual
under the NAC and PC approaches; (iii) the use of Long Run Incremental Costs
(LRIC) or Fully Allocated Costs (FAC) as proxy to estimate the avoidable costs;
(iv) level of aggregation of services; (v) the risks of double counting; (vi) the
different treatment of indirect demand effects; and (vii) the impact of country
specific characteristics.
Different measures of the net USO cost : DA vs. NAC
Comparing methodologies is not a simple exercise as they are not applied in a
vacuum. Thus, the actual results are affected by the method chosen and its actual
application. The figure below shows the diagram generally used to represent the
NAC approach. For a given service, the net cost of the USO is the sum of the
losses generated by the ‘unprofitable traffic flows’ (Area A1).
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Figure 1. Comparison between the DA and the NAC approach

Total unit cost per post item delivered

PROFITABLE USO
SERVICE

A1

B1

Unprofitable areas
NAC: Net cost is area A1
DA: No net cost as the service is profitable
(B1>A1)

Source: Frontier Economics

The profit of that service is the difference between the figures B1 and A1. It
therefore follows that a profitable service (i.e. where the area B1 is larger than the
area A1) can produce a positive net cost of the USO under the NAC approach,
whilst with the DA approach, the same profitable universal service would not
generate a net cost of the USO. Subject to the use of the same accounting
information, the NAC approach would therefore be expected to produce higher
estimates of the net cost of the USO.
Impact of the different counterfactual definitions in the NAC and PC
approaches
The NAC approach is focused on whether USO products are profitable. The
counterfactual in the PC approach allows for the possibility that the USP would
choose to change the product specification of both USO and non-USO services
absent the USO with the aim of maximising profits as a whole, rather than the
profitability of individual services (as is the case under the NAC) ..
Public information, as well as our own modelling1 as reported in Table 4 suggest
that some counterfactual scenarios under either approach (removal of
unprofitable services or changes in operation) may lead to relative material
estimates of the net cost of the USO.

1

We developed a cost model that simulates the operations of an ‘average’ EU postal operator.
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Table 4. Estimate of the net cost of the USO or elements for the USO under the NAC and the
PC approach
Net cost of the USO under
the PC approach

Net cost of the USO under
the NAC approach

Assumed counterfactual:
changes in delivery
frequency

Assumed counterfactual:
withdrawal USO services
in unprofitable areas

2.6%

4%

USO in country
Hypothetical average
European operator
NERA (1998)
Denmark
Norway
UK

5%
1.3%
3%
4.8%

Source: Estimates produced by Copenhagen Economics for Denmark and Frontier Economics for the UK and an
hypothetical average European operator, as reported by Jagg et al. for Norway.
Note : Net cost of the USO as % of total costs, with the exception of NERA (1999) % of USP revenues.

The impact of including changes in the network coverage is also likely to be
significant. Based on our modelling, we find that a reduction of 10% in the
number of delivery points (addresses) in rural areas would lead to a net cost of
the USO of around 2% of USP’s costs.
Therefore, both the provision of unprofitable services but also other obligations,
such as 6 days delivery or network coverage, could have a material impact on the
net cost of the USO.
Impact of using different cost concepts
Annex I of the Postal Directive indicates that “due attention is to be given to
correctly assessing the costs that any designated universal service provider would
have chosen to avoid”.
In the actual implementation, the DA and NAC approaches use cost accounting
information to estimate the costs caused by the USO. They are generally based
on the Fully Allocated Cost standard (FAC). This means that some of the costs
that are common to the provision of USO and non-USO services (and therefore
would not be avoided if USO services were no longer provided) may be allocated
to the costs of the different services used for the purposes of the net USO cost
calculation.
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The use of FAC for the calculation of the net cost of the USO could have a
significant impact, as indicated by both previous research, as well as our own
modelling (see next table). We note that the numbers reported should be treated
with caution, as they do not show the actual size of the potential overestimation,
but rather aim to illustrate that the impact could be material, if the FAC measure
used overestimates avoidable (or incremental) costs.
Table 5. Impact on the net cost of the USO of using FAC to estimate avoided costs under the
NAC approach

FAC
Avoided
costs

AU

DK

FR

EL

IE

PL

UK

Frontier
(*)

14.3%

2.3%

5%

4.7%

5.4%

4.8%

4.8%

4%

8%

0%

0%

0%

0.3%

0.5%

0.5%

2.5%

Note: Net cost of the USO stated as % of revenues for NERA estimates and as % of costs for Frontier’s calculations
(*) Assumption: 50% of costs are avoidable.
Source: NERA (1998) and Frontier Economics.

The extent to which FACs is a good or bad proxy of avoided (or incremental)
costs will depend on the size of the increment, as we explain below. Therefore,
rather than disregarding FACs information as a basis to estimate the net cost of
the USO, a meaningful use of this information is advisable.
Impact of different level of aggregation of services
The degree to which the use of FAC to estimate avoidable costs can lead to
overestimation of the net cost of the USO is related to the level at which the
analysis is undertaken. For instance, if the counterfactual assumes that the
delivery of one service can be removed in one delivery area whilst the others are
still provided, the USP may hardly save any delivery costs. However, a FAC
estimate would allocate part of the office and postman costs to the service
removed, thus overestimating the avoidable costs. Nevertheless, if the
counterfactual assumes that all services are removed at that delivery office, the
divergence between FAC and avoidable costs may not be large.
This is the reason why the level of aggregation of services at which the
calculation of the net cost of the USO is undertaken affects the final result. This
mainly affects the NAC approach as applied in practice, although it could also
affect the PC approach if it includes a similar counterfactual as in the NAC.
One way to mitigate this problem is by shifting the focus of the calculation in the
NAC approach from the withdrawal of individual services to the withdrawal of
all postal services in a given area (e.g. delivery office area). By doing so, the costs
that are common across services (e.g. postmen wage costs, office rental, fuel
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costs) would be incremental to the level at which the analysis is undertaken (e.g.
delivery office). This is reflected in the following figure
2

Figure 2. Size of common costs when the increment changes

Common costs (space,
energy, etc.)

Service A

Service
B

If service B is discontinued
but service A is provided,
the FAC measure will treat
some common costs as
avoidable

Common costs (space,
energy, etc.)

Service A

Service
B

If both services are
withdrawn (i.e. the delivery
office is closed down)
common costs become
avoidable

Source: Frontier Economics

Risks of double counting of the net cost of the USO
Under the PC approach, the net USO cost is typically calculated on the basis of a
counterfactual where a number of dimensions of the USO are modified (eg
withdrawal of services, delivery frequency, number of post offices). In suich
cases, there is a risk that the net cost of the USO is overestimated (double
counted) or underestimated. This issue arises because of the interdependency
between the estimation of the overall cost of the USO and the different USO
elements.
For instance, consider that the USO consists of a national delivery of a single
mail service, 6 days a week under a uniform tariff. Under these conditions, the
delivery of services in rural areas is unprofitable, therefore a profit maximizing
USP would not provide the service in these areas. In addition, assume that absent
the USO, the USP would find it commercially more attractive to deliver 5 days a
week instead of 6. If the net cost of the USO is calculated as the sum of the net
costs of removing each one of these obligations, the calculation will not take into
account that the net cost of delivering in rural areas already includes the costs of

2

The ERGP (2012), page 13 defines common costs as “costs that are incurred in the supply of more
than one product, and that cannot be attributed to a single product as they are not directly affected
by the variation in the output of any one product”.
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6 days delivery. Therefore the net savings of going from 6 days to 5 days delivery
would be double counted, overestimating the net costs of the USO.
One way to overcome these problems is by using a sequencing approach. In the
example above, the net cost of the USO of the combined counterfactual is
comprised by the sum of the cost differences according to the delivery frequency
change, plus the net avoided cost from any areas that still remain unprofitable
after the delivery cost adjustment. 3 As part of our modelling exercise we use an
example to illustrate that ignoring this effect could have a material impact:
avoidance of double counting implies that the net cost of the USO is 5.5% of
total USP’s costs, whereas with double counting, the cost would be 7% of total
USP costs.
Accounting for demand response to the removal of the USO
The operation in the counterfactual may lead to direct and indirect changes in
demand. For instance, going from 6 to 5 days delivery will produce a direct loss
in volumes in the sixth day. Additionally, for some products there could be losses
in volumes for the other 5 days (e.g. newspapers). Other examples of potential
indirect demand effects identified include reductions in mail items sent because
the counterfactual is perceived as a reduction in service quality, volume shifts to
other mail and non-mail products, and switching to competitors, amongst others.
Conceptually only the DA does not consider indirect demand effects. Whilst it
can be argued that the NAC approach can include demand effects, in practice
only the NRAs and USPs which have implemented the PC approach have
considered and sought to quantify the indirect demand effects.
The evidence on the impact on the calculation of demand effects is mixed. This
suggests that in general, the demand effect can be expected to depend on (a) the
extent to which the counterfactual changes a dimension that is valued for the
user (the more valuable the larger the impact) and (b) how disruptive is the
counterfactual with respect to the current provision, and (c) the degree to which
the services offered by the USP are contestable by rivals. Overall, this indicates
that the impact of demand effects cannot be neglected a priori, but their
materiality is an empirical issue, dependent on the definition of the counterfactual
and customer demand and market characteristics.
Country specific cost drivers
For a given methodology the net cost of the USO is also affected by
country/postal market specific characteristics, such as population density,
3

The sequencing approach is followed by at least one USP using the PC method. This USP indicated
that the net cost for delivery frequency was calculated before the net cost of minimum number of
postal offices. Thus the net cost of the post offices was calculated based on the lower costs
following the frequency element.
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population, and items per capita. The table below reports the impact of the net
cost (as % of total USP costs), indicating that in relative terms, significant
changes in the geographic factors (+/- 20%) have an effect on the net cost of the
USO.
Table 6. Impact of country specific cost drivers on the net cost of the USO (as % of
total USP costs)
-20%

Base

+20%

Change in
population density

4.8%

4.8%

4.7%

Change in
population level

4.5%

4.8%

4.9%

Change in volume
per capita

5.1%

4.8%

4.4%

Source: Source: Carslake et al (2009) - Frontier Economics

These changes have however a more limited impact than other elements (such as
the counterfactual or the estimates of avoidable costs). For instance, 20% more
items per capita would vary the net costs in relative terms with respect to the
base case by 0.4%.
From the above we draw two main implications. The fact that country specific
factors affect the net cost of the USO implies that any benchmarking exercise
should be taken with care. Nonetheless, divergences in the estimates of the net
cost of the USO across countries (at least in relative terms, i.e. with respect to
the total costs of the USP) will likely reflect more differences in aspects such as
the methodology used, the definition of the counterfactual, and the cost concept
used, than country specific drivers.

Reasonable profits
In economic terms, a reasonable profit can be defined as the level of profit that
would be earned in a competitive market. This should be sufficient to cover the
cost of paying a company’s debt and equity holders – i.e. the cost of capital.
Hence the term reasonable profit can be used interchangeably with the cost of
capital under this economic interpretation.
The estimation of the net cost of the USO under the DA and the NAC
approach, to the extent they use accounting information which does not include
a cost of capital, would need to be adjusted to include the cost of capital. This
would lead to an increase in costs and hence an increase in the net cost of the
USO as more services would be loss making. The PC could suffer from the same
issue if the cost of capital is not included in the costs of the base case and the
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counterfactual. However, this may not have a material impact on the level of the
net cost of the USO, as this is calculated as a difference in profits: if the level of
capital employed is not materially affected by the removal of the USO, and the
WACC can also be considered to be largely unchanged, then the difference
between the cost of capital under the base case and the counterfactual would not
be expected to be significant.
In practice we found that most exercises that have been undertaken to calculate
the net cost of the USO have taken into account the cost of capital, which has
been evaluated in most cases by reference to a capital base and a rate of return on
capital (WACC – Weighted Average Cost of Capital).

Efficiency adjustments
From an economic point of view, it is desirable that the universal service is
provided at efficient costs and this should therefore be considered in the
calculation of the net cost of the USO.
In the treatment of efficiencies, it is worth considering: (i) whether adjustments
are necessary; (ii) the relationship between the adjustment and the methodology
used to estimate the net cost of the USO; and (iii) the stage at which the
adjustment is undertaken.
Regarding the first aspect, there are circumstances under which the efficiency
adjustments may not be required. For instance, the USP may already be operating
at efficient levels following the presence of competition or external constraints
that it is not in a position to change (for example limitations in the ability to
adjust labour costs because of legislation). Also the USP may already be making
efficiency improvements within the regulatory regime (e.g. as part of a retail price
regulation regime aimed to incentivise efficiency improvements, such as a multiyear RPI-X type of regulation). Finally, comparators to use as benchmark to test
the efficiency of the USP may not be readily available.
The DA and NAC methods, as applied in practice, use actual costs, which may
reflect inefficiencies. Therefore an efficiency adjustment could be required. The
impact of efficiency adjustments in the PC approach is more subtle. As in the
DA and NAC approach, if actual cost data is used to derive the costs in the base
case and in the counterfactual, they may incorporate inefficiencies. However, as
the inefficiencies would be included in both scenarios, the materiality impact on
the net cost of the USO may be relatively small.
The adjustment for cost efficiency could be done to the raw cost data used as an
input in the net cost of the USO calculation. For example, an adjustment could
be undertaken through the estimation of the long run efficient avoidable costs
for the provision of the USO. If this were the case, the net cost of the USO
estimated will be that of an efficient operator.
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In other cases, the efficiency adjustment could be undertaken once the net cost
of the USO has been estimated. This ex-post adjustment can and has been
applied under the Deficit Approach, NAC (using FAC) and PC methods based
on actual cost data.
In practice among the 13 calculations of the net cost of the USO, seven have
explicitly considered cost efficiency incentives. It is more often considered under
the PC approach than DA and NAC. Cost efficiency adjustments have been
made more often after the calculation of the net cost of the USO.

Intangible benefits
From the literature review as well as the responses to the questionnaires the most
common intangible market benefits that have been considered are: economies of
scale and scope, enhancement of brand value, advertising, and VAT exemption.
A few respondents argued that brand value should not be attributed to the USO,
and hence should be excluded from the calculation.
In practice, the DA and the NAC approach do not include intangibles in the
calculation. Thus, any such benefits would need to be considered separately, and
this has been the practice in Belgium (which applied the DA approach until 2010)
and in two of the countries which undertook the NAC approach.
The inclusion of intangible benefits in the PC approach needs to avoid the
double counting of intangibles, which would lead to an underestimation of the
net cost of the USO. The reason is that the definition and quantification of the
counterfactual could capture some of these effects. Mailers who value the brand
of the USP because it provides the USO, may reduce their demand for the USP’s
products in the counterfactual, in which case the revenues in the counterfactual
would be reduced, resulting in a lower estimate of the net USO cost. If this effect
is then also considered in the quantification of intangibles, the net cost of the
USO would be underestimated.
Nine out of the 13 countries which have estimated the net cost of the USO
expressed an opinion on the treatment of intangibles. Two of them did not
include them as they did not consider it necessary for the analysis. Two others,
using the PC approach, indicated that the intangibles were accounted for in the
counterfactual. In five other countries (four applying the PC approach) the
intangibles were considered after the calculation of the net cost of the USO.
Information available regarding the estimation of intangibles, in particular in the
public domain, is however relatively limited.

Unfair financial burden
The concept of unfair financial burden is not clearly developed. As the term
“unfair” is more related to equity aspects than to efficiency considerations, it is
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probably not surprising that a range of criteria have been put forward to define
what is considered “unfair” financial burden. These relate to the absolute level of
the net cost of the USO; the absolute level of the USPs profits (the universal
service provision imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s economic profit with the
USO is negative); the absolute net cost of the USO relative to the USP’s size; the
the absolute USP profit relative to competitors’ profit (the net cost of the USO is
unfair if the USP’s profit is lower than its competitors); and a combination of the
above criteria.
Precedent from other industries or legal decisions is also in general consistent
with a range of criteria being used. For example, the Court of Justice defines
unfair burden as “(..) a burden which, for each undertaking concerned, is excessive in view of
the undertaking’s ability to bear it, account being taken of all the undertaking’s own
characteristics, in particular the quality of its equipment, its economic and financial situation
and its market share.” According to the Court, “it falls to the national regulatory authority
to lay down general and objective criteria which make it possible to determine the thresholds
beyond which – taking account of the characteristics mentioned in the preceding paragraph – a
burden may be regarded as unfair (...)”4.

Cost accounting and other information
Information from cost accounting is an important input in the estimation of the
net cost of the USO regardless of the methodology applied. In the case of the
DA, the net cost of the USO is the sum of the losses generated by the USO
services. In the NAC approach, ideally the incremental costs and revenues of the
USO mail flows are required, although in practice fully allocated costs and
revenues have been used. In the PC approach the cost and revenues of the base
case need to be reliably determined and accounting data may also be used as an
input, for instance, in the cost modelling of the counterfactual.
We have analysed the state of play in the development of cost accounting
systems across the EU and found that:



The cost accounting systems are developed in application of regulatory
guidelines which specify the main cost accounting principles in 22
countries, based in all cases on Activity Based Costing.



The vast majority of countries (22) maintain separate accounts for USO
and non-USO services. 16 out of 22 countries further separate the USO
accounts for specific services.

4

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d51efd6b08ca404786
850cdce3f2d498e9.e34KaxiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4Oa3qLe0?text=&docid=83745&pageIndex=0&do
clang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=3693252. The above paragraph was also
reiterated in Case C-389/08, Base NV and Others, judgement of 6 October 2010.
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Most operators classify costs as direct, indirect and common. The
majority of countries consider that most costs are indirect, and in
general common costs are allocated through proportionate mark-ups.

In what relates to the different methods, we conclude that the data for the
application of the DA appears to be easily available, at least for the countries
which have applied this method. We note that the application of this method is
the most simple and just requires fully allocated costs and revenue information
on USO services. The application of the NAC approach requires more complex
cost and revenue information. 14 countries would have information to separate
mail flows by geographical zone, of which 2 estimated the net cost of the USO
using the NAC and classified the mail flows according to destination of mail
items.
The application of the PC approach involves an ‘off-system’ modelling tool (i.e.
the USP needs to model at least the costs in the counterfactual scenario, outside
the accounting system) in all but one cases that have used the PC approach to
calculate the net cost of the USO.
We have also investigated the extent to which other operational information
would be available. This would be most useful for the application of the NAC
and especially the PC approach. Most countries already have information on the
use of different network elements, including some geographic disaggregation
(either by geographic areas or by population density). In some specific cases (a
minority), the geographic disaggregation is performed at a very detailed level (e.g.
zones based on postal network operational data, postal offices and branches and
neighbourhoods). USPs have also in general a reasonable degree of detailed
delivery statistics available. Given that delivery is the main cost item within the
postal value chain, this information could allow them, with the use of additional
information, to develop models that link universal service elements to the cost of
the delivery.
There is less information available on how different operational changes would
feed through the postal value chain. This implies that in calculating the net cost
of the USO these impacts would need to be estimated. As the economies of scale
are less significant in these other activities, by using reasonable assumptions,
USPs could link the changes in the costs of these activities to changes in
volumes. Although there is not much information available on how demand is
affected by operational changes, from the responses received to the questionnaire
we understand that USPs have a reasonable understanding of consumers’
preferences for postal products, including those of other operators, as well as
trends in demand and market information. The use of this information combined
with additional studies and analysis would allow USPs to include demand effects
in the calculation of the net cost of the USO.
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Introduction
On behalf of the European Commission, DG Internal Market and Services,
Frontier Economics has undertaken the study into The Principles used to calculate the
net costs of the postal USO. This document presents the final report to the
Commission in relation to this study.

1.1

Purpose and objectives
The purpose of the study is to promote information sharing in relation to the
different approaches used to date to calculate the USO. The study aims also to
inform public debate on the parameters that could potentially influence the
calculation of the net costs of the USO in the light of full market opening which
will be accomplished by the end of this year.
The objectives of the study are to provide the following:

1.2



A presentation of the current state of play in relation to the experience
of universal service providers (USPs) and national regulatory authorities
(NRAs) in calculating the net cost of the USO.



A review of the different methodologies used for calculating the net
cost of the USO, as well as their main features and critical assumptions.



A review of the considerations given to the other “relevant elements” as
identified in Annexe I of the 3rd Postal Directive: the allowance for
reasonable profit, the incentives for cost efficiency, and the intangible
and market benefits.



A review of the approaches put forward to establish whether a USO
financial burden is “unfair” for a USP.



An appreciation of the characteristics of the cost accounting systems in
place and their implications for the calculation of the net cost of the
USO.



An overview of the information available across Member States for the
calculation of the net cost of the USO.

Overall methodology
Research for this study was based on four primary sources of information:



two surveys on both the methods for calculating the net cost of the
USO and cost accounting and cost allocation, addressed to both
universal service providers and national regulatory authorities;
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a dialogue by email with USPs or NRAs who have calculated the net
cost of the USO in the last ten years;



a review of literature, and other secondary materials; and



an economic assessment of the key factors affecting the calculation of
the net cost of the USO.

Frontier Economics presented the objectives of the study, initial findings, and
final conclusions in three public workshops hosted by the European Commission
in Brussels on 24 January 2012, 26 July 2012, and 20 November 2012.

1.3

Structure of the report
The report is structured as follows:










Section 2 presents the current state of play in relation to the calculation of
the net cost of the USO.
Section 3 describes at a conceptual level the main features and critical
assumptions of the methodologies for calculating the net cost of the USO.
Section 4 discusses how these methodologies have been applied in practice
in the last ten years.
Section 5 presents an assessment of the impact of the key features and
assumptions of these methodologies on the net cost of the USO.
Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9 discuss the treatment of reasonable profits, incentives
for cost efficiency, intangible and market benefits and consider the
approaches taken to determine whether the net cost of the USO constitutes
an unfair financial burden.
Section 10 introduces the characteristics of the cost accounting systems in
place and discusses their implications for the calculation of the net cost of
the USO.
Section 11 presents the information available for estimating the net cost of
the USO in the Member States and the extent to which it is sufficient for
implementing the methodologies applied to date.



Section 12 concludes.



In addition, this report includes the following annexes:
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Annexe 1 presents an overview of the SGEI obligations in postal and its
relationship with the estimation of the net cost of the USO



Annexe 2 describes the counterfactuals under the PC approach in
selection of countries



Annexe 3 includes an outline of the bottom-up model developed by
Frontier Economics (2008)



Annexe 4 describes the bottom-up model used to estimate the impact
on the net cost of the USO of key methodological aspects



Annexe 5 explains the methodology to avoid double counting issues in
in the estimation of the net cost of the USO



Annexe 6 sets out the SGEI guidance in relation to reasonable profits



Annexe 7 outlines the EU Member State approaches to “reasonable
profit” in the calculation of the net cost of the USO



Annexe 8 presents examples of methodologies to measure efficiency



Annexe 9 describes a case study of the determination of the unfair
financial burden in relation to telecoms



Annexe 10 provides detailed information on the cost accounting
systems in postal in the EU



Annexe 11 includes the questionnaires developed for this study.
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This section identifies the countries where NRAs or USPs have calculated the net
cost of universal service obligations (USO) from the 28 European countries
surveyed. It also gives further background as to why and under what guidance
these calculations have been performed. The rest of the section is structure as
follows:

2.2



Section 2.2 sets out the timing of the full market opening across Europe
as background;



Section 2.3 presents the state of play in calculating the net costs of the
USO to date; and



Section 2.4 presents the conclusions.

Background
The impetus for USPs or NRAs to undertake calculations of the net cost of their
respective USOs has been the gradual opening of the postal market, which was
introduced with the Postal Directives and followed by full market opening, as set
out in the 3rd Postal Directive. The USO does not mix well with full
liberalisation in the sense that liberalisation unravels any cross-subsidisation the
USP had in place to internally fund the USO burden. Some USPs have therefore
sought external funding for their net cost of the USO as allowed under the third
Postal Directive. The latter requests that a net cost of the USO calculation be
undertaken, with the verification of the regulators, for an application for funding
to be considered by regulators.
The map below shows the timing of full market opening of the postal market in
Europe. Relatively early full or anticipated liberalisation explains why there have
been instances where USPs or NRAs have calculated the net cost of the USO to
come to a view on whether the USO needed to be funded.
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Figure 3. Full postal market liberalisation across Europe
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Source: Roy (2010)
The Slovakian postal market was fully liberalised in January 2012 even though it is included in the fourth
group above.

2.3

State of play in calculating the net costs of the
USO to date

2.3.1

Where, when and how often has the net cost of the USO been
calculated?
Out of the 28 countries surveyed, Table 7 lists those where the USP, the NRA
or other authority have actually calculated the net cost of the USO since 2002
when the 2nd Postal Directive5, which introduced a further gradual market
opening in post, was published.
The table shows that the net cost of the USO has been calculated:



5

in at least 13 countries by USPs (Belgium, Norway, Spain, Italy, Ireland,
Estonia, the Netherlands, Bulgaria, Slovakia and in 2 countries which

The 2nd Postal Directive reduced the reserved area. The weight limit was reduced from 350 grams to
100 grams from 1 January 2003 and 50 grams from 1 January 2006. http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002L0039:EN:NOT
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requested confidentiality) and, on fewer occasions, by NRAs, or other
bodies such as the Competition Authority (Denmark, Slovakia and the
UK);



annually in five of the 13 countries and as a one-off in the other
member states; and

The calculation of the net cost of the USO has been performed at different
stages of market liberalisation as set out in the 3rd postal directive:



after the full liberalisation of the postal market (year of full
liberalisation) in the UK (2006), Estonia (2009), Netherlands (2012) and
Bulgaria (2012);



prior to the full liberalisation of the postal market in 2011 in Ireland
(2009), Italy (until 2010), Denmark (2007-2008), Belgium(2000-2010)
Spain (2005-2010) and Norway (to date)6; and



prior to the full liberalisation of the postal market in 2013 in Slovakia7
and another member state which requested confidentiality (referred to
as “MS X”) - both indicated that their analysis was a preparatory
exercise for the imminent market opening.

In three member states, Belgium, Italy and Spain, the annual calculation of the
net cost of the USO has been produced from 2002 to 2010. The calculations for
2011 are on hold and will be based on new methodologies following the
transposition of the 3rd Postal Directive in at least Italy and Belgium.

6

Norway is not part of the European Union. In Norway, Postal Services Act specifies that Norway
Post has the exclusive right to convey letters weighing less than 50g and costing less than two and a
half times the basic tariff (“the reserved area”).

7

The postal market of Slovakia has been fully liberalised in January 2012 and this before the allowed
postponement to January 2013.
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Table 7. USPs or NRAs which have calculated the USO net cost
USPs
Country

NRAs/ Other

Year of calculation

Country

Year of calculation

Net cost of the USO calculated before date of full postal market opening
Belgium

Annually (2000 – 2010)

Denmark

2007 and 2008*

Norway

Annually (2002 – to date)

Slovakia

2007**

Spain

Annually (2005 – 2010)

Italy

Annually (Until 2010)

Ireland

2009

Slovakia***

2010 and 2012 (in
progress)

MS X

2010

Net USO cost calculated after date of full postal market opening
Estonia

Annually (2009 – to date)

The
Netherlands

2012 (in progress)

Bulgaria

2012 (in progress)

MS Y

2012 (in progress)

UK

2008

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
MS = Member State. * The 2008 and 2007 calculations of the net cost of the USO was carried out for the
Danish Chamber of Commerce and the Competition Authority respectively. ** This 2007 study was realised
by a Ministry rather than the NRA. *** The postal market of Slovakia was liberalised in January 2012 and
therefore their first calculation of the net cost of the USO was prior to such market opening.
In 1997, before the Postal Services Directive came into force, the Ministry in Sweden presented an
overview of the net cost of the USO faced by Sweden Post at the time. No detailed information about the
calculation was made available. We therefore do not report Sweden in the table.

2.3.2

Reasons for the net cost of the USO calculation
Table 8 sets out the reasons why USPs / NRAs have chosen to calculate the net
cost of the USO. The reason given by all but two NRAs (UK and Denmark) was
that they wanted to consider whether they should make an application for
compensation. The calculation of the net cost of the USO has led USPs to then
either:
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make a formal application for funding: (Italy, Norway, Spain and
Estonia); or



consider funding to date, without making an application.

In both Bulgaria and the Netherlands8, the NRA and the USP respectively are in
the process of calculating the net cost of the USO. Whether this will lead to an
application for funding is not known to date. In Slovakia and another Member
State, the calculation of the net cost of the USO was performed before the full
liberalisation of their respective markets, at which point compensation was not
available.
In Ireland, the Irish USP performed a calculation of the net cost of the USO to
assist its internal strategic decision making.
In Belgium, it was the NRA which, until 2010, was legally mandated to undertake
this calculation, to ascertain whether there was an outstanding burden on the
USP after the profits made in the prevailing reserved area had been taken into
account.
In the UK, Frontier Economics performed calculations of the net cost of the
USO on behalf of the NRA in order to quantify the impact of a change in the
USO specification on the financial status of the USP9. We understand that in
Denmark, the Chamber of Commerce commissioned a study to assess whether
the USO might become a financial burden when the market was fully opened to
competition10.

8

In the Netherlands, the USP has to file a claim for compensation within six months of the year end
where it finds the USO to be an unfair financial burden.

9

Frontier Economics (2008), http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/post/1579.pdf

10

Copenhagen Economics (2008)
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Table 8. Reasons for calculating the net cost of the USO
USPs
Country

NRAs/ Other
Reason

Country

Reason

Net cost of the USO calculated before date of full postal market opening
Norway

Funding

Belgium

Funding
consideration

Spain

Funding

Denmark*

Impact on USP

Italy

Funding

Slovakia**

Funding
consideration

MS X

Funding
consideration

Ireland

Strategy

Net USO cost calculated after date of full postal market opening
Estonia

Funding

Bulgaria

Funding
consideration

The Netherlands

UK

Impact on USP

Funding
consideration

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
A “funding consideration” reason refers to a USP who has undertaken a calculation of the net cost of the
USO to come to a view about whether to apply for compensation or not and have not applied for funding to
date. In Slovakia and in Member State X, the calculation of the net cost was prospective, to inform
whether a claim for compensation would be warranted. In Bulgaria and the Netherlands, the calculation of
the net cost is ongoing.
* In Denmark, the Chamber of Commerce commissioned a study to assess whether the USO might be a
financial burden when the market would be fully opened to competition. ** The postal market of Slovakia
was liberalised in 2012

2.3.3

Reasons for not having calculated the net cost of the USO
USPs or NRAs which have not calculated the net cost of the USO to date
explain this by indicating that there is no legal obligation on either the USP or the
NRA to do so. This is consistent with the fact that such a calculation is not an
obligation per se, but has to be carried out if an unfair financial burden is
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claimed. A number of USPs noted that they had not applied for compensation
as can be seen in Table 9.
According to the 2010 French postal law, the NRA (ARCEP) will be in charge of
the net cost calculation. However, the decree that should define the methodology
has not yet been published. There have been no recent calculations of the net
cost of the USO in Belgium and Italy as specific USO legislative acts are still
being considered.
Table 9. Reasons for not having performed a calculation of the net costs of the USO
to date
According to
responses from:

USPs

NRAs

USP not applied for
compensation

DE, DK, FI, FR, LT, RO, SI,

CY, IE, EL, MT, PT, SI, SE,
UK

No legal framework
requiring USP or NRA
to calculate it

BE, FI, FR, HU, LT, LU, PT,
RO, SI, UK

HR, CZ, HU, PL, RO, SE, UK

FI, LU, SI, UK

LV,SE,

Not necessary for
other reasons

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost method questionnaire, question 3a
Notes: In Denmark it is the Danish Chamber of Commerce rather than the NRA who has commissioned
a calculation of the net cost of the USO as reported in Table 1. The USP or the NRA of Denmark have not
done so to date. In the UK Both USP and NRA responses say that they have not calculated the net costs
of the USO, whereas our previous table indicate that the NRA has done such calculation. The two are
consistent with one another. The NRA work and undertaken by Frontier Economics calculated the net cost
of specific elements of the USO to assess the financial impact of the current provision on the USP. This
exercise did not seek to calculate the net cost of the USO per se, hence the reply chosen by both UK USP
and NRA.

2.3.4

NRA’s guidelines on how to calculate the net cost of the USO
Table 10 shows whether guidelines on how to calculate the net cost of the USO
have been made available by the NRAs. In five of the 13 countries where a
USO net cost has been/ is being calculated (Bulgaria, Norway, Spain, Slovakia,
and Estonia), such guidelines have been produced and diseminated. In two
other countries (Finland and Latvia), where no calculation of the net cost of
USO have been performed, such guidelines are also available or in the case of
Poland, are in preparation.
The comprehensiveness of the guidelines appears to vary greatly by country. In
the case of Denmark, the USP indicated that the annex of the postal directive
constituted the NRA’s guidelines. In Slovakia, the Postal Act provides guidance
which does not appear to go further than the annex of the postal directive. In
Estonia and Bulgaria, more detailed documents have been produced and are
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more prescriptive in relation to certain elements of the calculation of the net
cost of the USO11. FICORA indicated that the report produced by Copenhagen
Economics indicated how their chosen method will be applied12.
Table 10. Availability of guidelines on net USO cost calculation
Where net USO cost calculation

Guidelines available

Has been performed in the past

ES, SK, EE, NO, BG

Has not been performed to date

FI, LV, PL

Source: Frontier Economics, Question 2 of USO cost method questionnaire according to NRAs’replies.

2.3.5

Some NRAs plan to consult on the calculation of the net cost of the
USO in the near future
According to the responses by NRAs, in 11 countries (Netherlands, Ireland,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Greece, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Finland
and Portugal) there are plans to consult on how to calculate the net cost of the
USO in the near future. In the majority of cases, such consultations are to be
held in countries with no past history of calculating the net cost of the USO (see
Table 11).
Table 11. Plans to consult on net USO cost calculation in the near future
In countries

Yes

Have calculated the net cost of the USO
Have not calculated the net cost of the
USO to date

NL, IE
HR, CY, CZ, EL, LT, PT, RO, FI,
PL

Source: Frontier Economics, Question 3 of USO cost method questionnaire

2.4

Conclusions
The net cost of the USO has been calculated in at least 13 countries (Belgium,
Norway, Spain, Italy, Ireland, Estonia, the Netherlands, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Denmark, the UK and in 2 countries which requested confidentiality) by both

11

http://www.konkurentsiamet.ee/?id=19332

12

http://www.ficora.fi/attachments/englantiav/657t4ohrE/Final_Report_190112.pdf
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USPs and on fewer occasions, by NRAs (or other bodies such as a Competition
Authority).
The reason given by all but two NRAs for undertaking a calculation of the net
cost of the USO has been to apply or consider whether to apply for
compensation.
USPs or NRAs which have not calculated the net cost of the USO to date
explain this by indicating that there is no legal obligation on either the USP or the
NRA to do so. This is consistent with the fact that such a calculation is not an
obligation per se, but has to be carried out if an unfair financial burden is
claimed.
In five of the 13 countries where a USO net cost has been calculated (Bugaria,
Norway, Spain, Slovakia, and Estonia), guidelines on the methodology for
calculating the net cost of the USO have been produced. In two other countries
(Finland and Latvia), where no calculation of the net cost of USO have been
performed, such guidelines are also available or in the case of Poland, are in
preparation The comprehensiveness of the guidelines vary greatly by country.
According to the NRA’s responses, in 11 countries (Netherlands, Ireland,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Greece, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Finland
and Portugal) there are plans to consult on how to calculate the net cost of the
USO in the near future. In the majority of these cases, these consultations are to
be held in countries with no past history of calculating the net cost of the USO.
This indicates that more estimates of the net cost of the USO can be expected in
the future.
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Methodologies available for calculating the
net cost of the USO

3.1

Introduction

35

The calculations of the net cost of the USO performed by the 13 NRAs or USPs
during the last decade are based on one of three groups of methodologies:



The Deficit Approach with Fully Allocated Cost – termed DA in the
rest of this report;



The Net Avoidable Cost approach – termed NAC; and



The Profitability Cost approach – termed PC.

The DA approach measures the profitability of the current provision of the
universal services as stated in the separated accounts. This approach considers
whether the current provision of the USO is made at a loss.
The NAC and the PC approaches measure the change in a USP’s profitability
associated with moving between operating with and without the USO – termed
the base case and counterfactual in this report. These approaches seek to estimate
the cost of the USO by estimating how much the USP’s profits would increase if
the USP did not have to provide the USO.
Figure 4. What are the different methods for measuring the net cost of the USO?

DA with Fully
Allocated Cost
(DA)

Net Avoided
Cost (NAC) &
Profitability Cost
(PC)

Profitability of USO services only

Profits of USP with USO
Minus
Profits of USP without the USO

Source: Frontier Economics

In this section, we set out how these different methods measure the net cost of
the USO, and their key methodological features. Chapter 4 deals with the
application of these three methodologies in the EU and Chapter 5 with the
impact of these different methodological features.
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The Deficit Approach
The net cost of the USO under the Deficit Approach is determined by deducting
the profits of some USO products, as reported in the separated accounts from
the sum of the losses of other USO products (also taken from the separated
accounts).
Cost of USO = Σ i (Ci – Ri) for all “i”
Where: Ci = costs associated with the provision of USO service “i”; R i = revenues associated
with the provision of USO service “i.

It measures the overall profit or loss that the USP generates today from the
provision of its USO. For a net cost of the USO to exist under this method, the
profits of some USO products have to be lower than the losses of some other
USO products.
The DA approach does not involve an analytical exercise to define what the USP
would choose to do without the USO (i.e. the counterfactual). Table 12
illustrates the basic principles behind the DA approach. The USP produces
separated accounts (generally on a fully allocated costs basis) for USO, non-USO
and non-postal areas. For the sake of the example, we have assumed that the
accounts provide individual revenues and costs for 3 universal services. We note,
however, that the application of the DA approach only requires that the
separated accounts are produced for the USO services in aggregate, rather than
for individual USO services. Under the DA approach, the net cost of the USO is
given by the profit generated by the USO, that is -25 in this example. Note that
under the DA approach the profit from USO service, A compensates part of the
losses generated by services B and C.
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Table 12. Calculation of the net cost of the USO under the DA approach – hypothetical
examples
Fully Allocated
Costs

Fully Allocated
Revenues

Net profits

USO Service A

10

15

5

USO Service B

30

10

-20

USO Service C

25

15

-10

Net cost of the
USO = Profits USO
services

65

40

-25

Non USO Service 1

25

35

10

Non USO Service 2

23

18

-5

Non postal services

15

35

20

Total

128

128

0

Source: Frontier Economics
Note: the figures are for illustration purposes

3.2.1

Notable features
The DA approach measures the profitability (positive or negative) of the current
provision of the USO. The analysis is performed at the level of the USO
products/services only rather than the USP as a whole.
The data required to implement this methodology is mainly obtained from a
USP’s cost accounting systems, which can produce separated accounts for the
USO area.



13

The approach uses fully allocated costs. The costs of the USO
therefore include both the incremental costs13 of the USO area and a
share of the fixed and common costs (i.e. common to both USO and
any other Non-USO activities of the USP). See section 5 for a
discussion of the implications of using FAC to estimate the avoided
costs.

Incremental costs are accosts that would not exist if the product at its current output level was not
offered. These include the products variable costs and product specific fixed costs.
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3.3

The data used is typically the USP’s actual operating costs and revenues
associated with the provision of USO products and services. Therefore,
an efficiency adjustment (if applicable) and an allowance for reasonable
profit (to recover the cost of capital) are not taken into account as part
of the approach (unless if, in producing their regulated accounts, USPs
take into account the cost of capital or “reasonable profit”). These
latter items would need to be considered ex-post. The allowance for
reasonable profit would be added to the costs of the USO already
calculated (if it is a cost). This would therefore increase the losses and
the net cost. In Section 7 of this report we also comment on how to
deal with efficiency issues.

The NAC approach
Under the NAC approach, the net cost of the USO is given by the sum of the
loss-making mail flows of the USO products.
Net cost of the USO = Σj (Cj – Rj) for all “j” where Rj – Cj < 0
Where: Cj = operating costs associated with the provision of USO mail flow “j”; Rj = revenues
associated with the provision of USO mail flow “j”.

This approach puts emphasis on the fact that the burden of the USO arises from
the obligation to charge a geographically uniform price for a USO service (and
quantity/frequency) whilst incurring different costs for providing that same
service in different geographic regions. Products of the same type may have to be
handled differently by the USP. So for example, customers will be charged the
same price for an item regardless of whether it is going to a rural or an urban
area. However, the USP will incur higher average costs in delivering this item in
a rural area than delivering it in an urban area. It follows that a USP will make
different margins on the same product, depending on the factors that drive the
costs of handling mail.
In recognition of these binding constraints, the NAC approach, as it has been
applied in post, typically does not evaluate the net cost of the USO as a whole
but the net cost of all the elements of the USO products14. The elements capture
the different handling characteristics of a product. Handling characteristics
known to entail different costs are, amongst others, the format, or weight of the
mail, the type of sender and delivery area and whether the item can be sorted by
machine. Breaking down a product along its handling characteristics reveals that
an item sold at a uniform price makes different margin contributions to the USP.

14

Nera (1998) developed this methodology in the context of the postal sector as part of a study for the
European Commission
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In NAC parlance, such a breakdown leads to “mail flows”, “segments” of a USO
product or “routes” of a USO product.
Hence the NAC approach consists of three steps:



The first step involves disaggregating the products into “mail flows” or
“routes” based on handling characteristics and then allocating volumes,
revenues and costs of USO services to the corresponding mail flows.



The second step involves estimating the direct profit or loss to the
operator of each flow, segment or route identified in the first step (or
contribution if incremental cost is being used).



Finally, the third step is to calculate the net cost of the USO as the sum
total of the net cost savings that would result if the universal service
provider were to cease to provide a mail delivery service in these 'lossmaking' flows, segments or routes.

Figure 5 illustrates the contribution and losses a USO product makes according
to its delivery zone. The X axis ranks the unit cost of routes in ascending order
(e.g. a stamped letter for delivery in an urban area is cheaper than a stamped
letter for delivery in a rural area). The vertical line delineates the routes where
the uniform tariff is above the unit cost (i.e. the profitable areas) from those
where the uniform tariff is below the unit cost. The sum of the loss-making
routes is depicted by area A and constitutes the net cost of this single USO
product. This exercise is repeated for all USO products, and the loss-making
routes across all USO products are summed to give the total net cost of the USO
to the USP.
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Total unit cost per post item delivered

Figure 5. The NAC approach

USO
volume

Uniform tariff

Traffic in profitable
areas

A

Traffic in
unprofitable
areas

Table 13 illustrates the basic principles behind the NAC approach. In this
example, we assume the same USP as in the example of the DA approach above.
This USP provides the same services at the same costs but here the costs are
disaggregated by geographic area (rural and urban).
In the following table, the costs of universal services are broken down into two
delivery zones (rural and urban). For ease, we have assumed that there are two
units under each service, one delivered in urban areas and one delivered in rural
areas. Thus, for USO service A, the costs of delivering the item in rural areas is 9
and 1 in urban areas, which produces a total cost for service A of 10. As we
reported in Table 12, total revenues from USO service A is 15, which leads to
unit revenues of [7.5 (=15/2)] (note that the NAC approach assumes uniform
pricing). The same logic applies to services B and C
Under the NAC approach, the net cost of the USO is given by the sum of the
loss-making mail flows of the USO, that is, 36 in this example. For instance,
delivery service A in rural areas costs 9 and generates revenues of 7.5. Thus, the
net cost of delivery service A in rural areas is 1.5. By applying the same rationale
to service B and C, the net cost is 22 and 12.5 respectively, which makes up a
total net cost of the USO of 36.
Note that despite the fact that USO service A is profitable, it generates a net loss
and hence contributes to the net cost of the USO. This contrasts with the DA
approach, in which Service A did not generate a net cost, but its profits reduced
the net cost of the USO. Similar to the DA approach, under the NAC approach
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the other areas of activity (non-USO and non-postal) have no impact on the net
cost of the USO.
Table 13. Calculation of the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach –
hypothetical example
Incremental
Costs
Urban/Rural

Unit
Revenues

Profits from rural
traffic

Urban/Rural

USO Service A

1

9

7.5

-1.5

USO Service B

3

27

5

-22

USO Service C

5

20

7.5

-12.5

Net cost of the
USO = Sum of
losses from
unprofitable traffic

-36

Source: Frontier Economics
Note: the figures are for illustration purposes

3.3.1

Notable features
The NAC approach focuses on the individual products under the scope of the
USO but still considers the profitability of the USP as a whole. In other words,
the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach can be estimated as the
difference between the profits with and without the universal service obligation.
The sum of loss-making routes depicted as A in the figure (or 36 in the numerical
example), is also the result of the difference between the profits from USO
services in the base case and the profits of the USP without the USO. The profits
in the base case are -25 (see Table 12) The profits under the counterfactual can
be calculated using the profits from urban routes, as under the NAC approach,
the USP would choose not to provide services in rural areas15. Thus, as per
Table 13, the revenues from urban routes are 20 (=7.5+5+7.5) and the costs are
9 (=1+3+5), producing a profit of 11 for the USP under the counterfactual.
Therefore the net cost of the USO would be equal to the profits under the base
case (-25) minus the profits in the counterfactual (11) which leads to a net cost of
the USO equal to 36.

15

As these generate losses.
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The data required to implement this methodology is mainly obtained from cost
accounting systems, which can produce product costings at a detailed level, to
account for differences in handling characteristics.
In theory, the cost concept which should be used under this approach is the
avoidable cost/ incremental cost of a product. In application however, fully
distributed costs have often been used as a proxy for avoidable cost. The costs
of the USO used in calculating the net cost of the USO, therefore can include in
practice both the incremental costs of the USO area and a share of the fixed and
common costs. Section 5 deals with the impact of this assumption, which is
linked to the disaggregation issue mentioned above.
One of the criticisms of the NAC approach is that it presumes that costs can be
isolated/ clearly allocated to each product. The outcome of estimating the net
cost of the USO under the NAC approach will be influenced by the level at
which cost data is disaggregated.
Another criticism of this approach is that it does not take into account demand
effects. In other words, it is argued that the NAC approach assumes that
customers would not react if the USP was no longer able to meet all their
delivery needs. Methodologically, the NAC approach can include demand
effects16, although in practice this has not been the case (Section 5 discusses how
demand effects could be accounted for under the NAC approach).
The NAC approach uses the USP’s actual operating costs and revenues
associated with the provision of the USO products and services. Therefore, an
efficiency adjustment (if applicable) and the allowance for reasonable profits (to
cover reasonable capital costs where these are not already taken into account) are
not accounted for as part of the approach. These items would need to be
considered ex post. Section 7 and 6 comment on the impact of efficiency
assumptions and reasonable profits on the NAC approach.

3.4

The Profitability Cost approach
Cremer et al. (2000) and Panzar (2000) developed the PC approach and provided
a theoretical foundation for its application in the postal sector. The PC approach

16

“Just as costs may be interdependent, so too may be revenues. This can occur in two main ways: (1)
if some people do not receive mail delivery, then they may post fewer letters, so there may be fewer
letters posted to low delivery cost addresses from residents of high delivery cost areas; and (2)
mailers may derive benefits from knowing that they can mail to every address in the country. If this
is the case, their willingness to use postal services to serve the remaining part of the network may be
reduced. We refer to this benefit as “ubiquity”. Both of these factors would lead to a reduction in
the financial burden which universal service imposes on the postal operator”. NERA (1998), page
38.
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measures the difference between a USP’s profit level with (w) and without (w/o)
the USO in a liberalised market17 and can be expressed as stated below.
Net cost of USO = USP profit w/ USO – USP profit w/o USO
= (Π w USO) – (Π w/o USO)
Where: Π = net profit; w/o USO = without USO; w/ USO = with USO

If the USP is compensated for this difference, the USP achieves the same profit
as it would in the postal market without any obligations. The PC approach
therefore provides an estimate of the net cost of the USO which, if fully
compensated, would make the designated USP indifferent about whether to
provide the USO or not in a liberalised market. The PC approach is a conceptual
approach for which its authors articulate the best conditions necessary to obtain
a “true” efficient net cost of the USO: the market is effectively competitive, and
therefore, in the long run the USP would have to be efficient to be financially
sustainable.
The PC approach consists of four steps:



The first step of the PC method is to define a counterfactual scenario
where the USP faces no binding constraint regarding the services it
offers. This step involves identifying the part of the USO services that
would not be provided or would be modified by a (profit maximising)
USP, not subject to a universal service obligation.



The second step is to calculate the costs that the USP would avoid
should it move to the counterfactual scenario.



The third step involves calculating the revenues that would be foregone
under the counterfactual as the product offering is modified compared
to the base case. Both direct and indirect demand effects are expected
to impact revenue in this alternative scenario. The direct effect is the
demand loss for products which would no longer be provided. The
indirect effect is the impact of a change in one service on the demand
for the other products of the USP.



The final step of the PC method is to calculate the USO net costs as the
difference between the USP’s profit level with and without the USO.
Alternatively, and more frequently, analysts calculate the change in costs
and the change in revenues.

Table 14 illustrates the principles behind the PC approach. The USP reconsiders
the operation of its whole organisation and its service offerings under the
counterfactual. In this example, it chooses to make some modifications to its
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service provision. We assume that the USP modifies its mail collection and
delivery frequencies to 5 days a week and withdraws services for the 5% of
addresses with the highest delivery costs. This affects not only USO products but
also non-USO products. A consumer using a non-USO product may enjoy the
benefits of a nationwide 6 day delivery service, in which case demand for this
product and profits under the counterfactual of a 5 days delivery service would
be less18.
Under the counterfactual, the losses from USO services (25) are removed entirely
and the profits from non-USO services are reduced from 5 to 3. This leads to a
net cost of the USO of 23. This illustrates the principle that under the PC
approach, consideration needs to be given to both costs and demand of USO
and non-USO products and services.
Table 14. Calculating net cost of USO under the PC approach - basic principles
Base profit

Counterfactual

Change in profit

-25

0

-25

Non-USO area

5

3

2

Non postal

90

90

0

Total Profit

70

93

-23

USO

Net cost of the
USO

-23

Source: Frontier Economics
Note: the figures are for illustration purposes

3.4.1

Notable features
The PC approach is focused on both the operational and product implications of
having to meet the universal service obligations (rather than providing the USO
products or business per se). It also considers the USP as a whole (i.e. the net
costs of the USO can be calculated as the difference in profits from operating
with and without the USO).
The cost concept under this approach is the avoidable cost/incremental cost of a
product.

18

The reverse could also be true, a reduction in the attractiveness of USO products could lead to
demand shifts and an increase in profit from non-USO products.
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The counterfactual definition is the centre piece of the method as it requires the
development of how the USP would re-optimise its whole operation, including
servicing its non-USO and other activities, absent the USO. Given this, the
approach is likely to be relatively more data intensive, at least when the
calculation is first undertaken, especially because of the hypothetical nature of the
counterfactual. This will likely require more resources from the USP and
monitoring by the NRAs.

3.5

Concluding remarks
Three main methodologies for calculating the net cost of the USO have been
applied in the postal sector in the recent past. These are the Deficit Approach
(DA), the Net Avoided Cost Approach (NAC) and the Profitability Cost
Approach (PC). These were developed and first applied before the introduction
of the 3rd postal directive.
The DA approach differs from the other two in that there is no explicit
counterfactual. There is no analytical exercise that defines what the USP would
choose to do without the USO per se. It could be argued that the DA approach
includes an implicit counterfactual that says absent the USO, the USP would stop
providing all USO products whilst continuing to provide all non-USO products
via an unchanged network.
In the case of the NAC approach as it has been applied in post to date, the
counterfactual scenario can be interpreted as the USP ceasing to provide all lossmaking USO “mail flows”, and continuing to provide all non-USO products
together with profitable USO mail flows via an unchanged network.
Under the PC approach, the USP absent the USO in a competitive market would
seek to reorganise its operations in order to “maximise its profits”. This may
include removing elements of USO products that are loss-making as under the
NAC. But importantly, the USP would also be expected to seek further changes
in its operations to minimise costs.
Table 15 summarises the definition of the counterfactual under each approach
described above.
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Table 15. Behaviour of the USP without the USO (counterfactual)
Features of methods

DA

NAC

PC

Remove whole of USO

Yes

No

No

Remove elements of USO
products

N/A

Yes

Possible*

Relax provision constraints for
remaining services (e.g.
delivery frequency)

N/A

No

Yes

Relax pricing constraints

N/A

No

Yes

Relax quality constraints

N/A

No

Yes

Changes in USP’s operation
and network (for instance re
optimising the network

N/A

No

Yes

Changes in demand for USP’s
“remaining” products

N/A

Not done to
date but
possible

Yes

Changes in market share of
USP

N/A

No

Yes

Source: Frontier Economics
*For example, a USP absent the USO may decide to provide a daily newspaper service to urban areas
only and remove the delivery of newspapers in rural areas. Hence the USP would remove elements of this
USO product, hence the term “possible in the table”.

Another element of methodological divergence between the DA and the NAC
and the PC approach is the cost concept used to measure the net cost of the
USO. Whilst the DA approach is based on accounting cost data, the NAC and
PC approach use the concept of avoidable/incremental cost.
The PC approach is the only approach where the methodology explicitly includes
demand effects and efficiency adjustments. The DA approach, as it is based on
accounting costs, assumes current efficiency levels and does not take into
account the impact on existing demand flows if the USO services were no longer
provided. The methodology of the NAC approach, although based on the
concept of avoidable costs, does not specify that this should be the costs avoided
by an efficient operator. In fact, the actual application is based on accounting
costs, therefore efficiency adjustments would need to be implemented to allow
for inefficiency. Demand effects are not excluded under this methodology, but
they have not been implemented in practice.
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Regarding implementation, overall the PC approach is the most data intensive
given the richness of the counterfactual. The data needs of the NAC approach
are more demanding than the DA approach. The latter just requires a proper
accounting separation of USO services, whilst the NAC approach will require the
costs of the mail flows on which the analysis is based.
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Applications of methodologies for
calculating the net cost of the USO

4.1

Introduction

49

In this section we discuss how the approaches for calculating the net cost of the
USO, described conceptually in the previous section, have been applied in
practice.
The topics covered in this chapter are as follows.



Section 4.2 describes which methodologies for calculating the net cost
of the USO have been chosen by USPs or NRAs over time.



Sections 4.3 to 4.5 provide an overview of how the three approaches
(DA, NAC and PC) have been applied in practice.



The following sections focus on specific aspects regarding the
application of the PC approach, as it has become commonly applied in
practice. Thus:



4.2



Section 4.6 compares the definitions of the counterfactuals;



Section 4.7 discusses the treatment of demand responses; and



Section 4.8 discusses data and techniques used to calculate
avoidable costs.

Section 4.9 concludes.

Methods applied for calculating the net cost to
date
Table 16 shows the methodologies that have guided the calculation of the net
cost of the USO to date. According to the responses received, we find the
following:



The most common method chosen for calculating the net cost of the
USO is the PC approach. This methodology has been applied in
practice in Denmark, UK, Norway, Slovakia, the Netherlands and in
another country which requested confidentiality. The NRA in Finland
has chosen the PC as its preferred approach to be implemented when
necessary in the future.



The NAC approach has been used recently in three countries (Spain,
Ireland and currently in Bulgaria) and in the past also in Norway and
Denmark.
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the Deficit Approach with fully distributed costs is used in Estonia and
was used until 2010 in both Belgium and Italy.

Respondents to our survey which have used the DA approach in the past have
indicated that it will be replaced by a new methodology which will take account
of a counterfactual scenario.19
Equally, we note that in a few countries the NAC method has been replaced or
complemented by the PC approach. In Norway, the USP used the NAC until
2002 and since then has been applying a PC approach. It was felt that general
drawbacks of the NAC-model were that: i) it did not take into account a realistic
commercial counterfactual; and ii) the estimate of the net cost of the USO it
generates is dependent on the chosen breakdown of data. In Denmark, the NAC
and PC applications were produced by two separate bodies – the Competition
Authority and the Danish Chamber of Commerce respectively.
The on-going and most recent estimations of the net cost of the USO have
tended to be under the PC approach by the USPs in the Netherlands (2012),
Norway (2012) and Slovakia (2012, and the NRA in Finland (2011) has adopted
it as a methodology,). As we understand, in Bulgaria an NAC approach is
currently being implemented.

19

We understand there are no plans for a replacement of the DA approach in Estonia.
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Table 16. Methods applied for calculating the USO net cost to date
Country

Method chosen

Years of application

Belgium

DA with FDC

2000-2010

Italy

DA with FDC

Until 2010

Spain

NAC

2005 – 2010

Denmark

NAC

2007

PC

2008 *

UK

PC

2008

Ireland

NAC

2009

Estonia

DA with FDC

2009 to date

NAC

before 2002

PC

2002-to date

Country X

PC

2010

Finland

PC (2011)

No application to date

Slovakia

PC

2010 and 2012 - in progress

Bulgaria

NAC

2012 – in progress

The Netherlands

PC/DA

2012 – in progress

Norway

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
* The 2008 and 2007 calculations of the net cost of the USO were carried out for the Danish Chamber of
Commerce and the Competition Authority respectively.

The following sub-sections discuss the features of the applications under these
three approaches.

4.3

Applications of the DA Approach
Three countries have applied the DA approach to calculate the net cost of the
USO: Italy, Belgium and Estonia. We understand that it may become the
approach in the Netherlands. The calculation of the net cost has been undertaken
to consider or to implement an application for compensation.
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Country

Method chosen

Reason for calculation

Belgium

DA with FDC (2000-2010)

Funding consideration

Italy

DA with FDC (Until 2010)

Funding

Estonia

DA with FDC (2009 to date)

Funding

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
A “funding consideration” reason refers to a USP who has undertaken a calculation of the net cost of the
USO to come to view as to whether to apply for compensation or not and have not applied for funding to
date. A “Funding” reason refers to actual funding applications.

Both Italy and Estonia appear to have used a straight DA approach. If the USO
generates a deficit, the losses are assumed to represent the cost of the USO.
Reciprocally, if the USO area as a whole makes a profit, the conclusion would be
that there is no net cost of the USO. In these applications, the profitable USO
products offset the loss- making USO products. If the sum of the profitable
USO products is smaller than the sum of loss making USP products, then the
difference between the two corresponds to the cost of the USO. This is
consistent with the conceptual approach for the DA described in the previous
chapter.
In Belgium an adjusted DA approach was applied until 2010. The net cost of the
USO, if it existed, was the residual of the difference between the losses of USO
products and the profits of the USO products in the reserved area prevailing at
the time20,21.

4.4

Applications of NAC Approach
The specificity of the NAC approach as applied in post and as defined in this
study is its definition of the counterfactual. The counterfactual assumes that the
USP absent of the USO would choose to remove the provision of any mail flows
from the USO products that are loss-making (e.g. provision of a service to a
particular geographical region).
According to our survey, the NAC approach has been applied in the past in
Spain, Ireland, Norway and Denmark and is being applied for the first time in

20

http://www.bipt.be/EN/594/ShowContent/1599/Calculation_methodology/The_universal_po
stal_service_cost_calculation_meth.aspx
21

In contrast non-reserved USO profits were taken into account in the DA approach applied in Italy.
Such considerations do not apply in Estonia since the calculation of the net cost of the USO started
from the year the market was fully liberalised, and therefore the reserved area was removed.
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Bulgaria (Table 17 below). The NAC approach was used for calculating the net
cost of the USO, in the context of active funding applications in Spain and
Norway. In Ireland and Denmark, the calculations of the net cost of the USO
were produced as a “one-off”, before the markets were fully liberalised - they
aimed to inform the internal strategy of the USP and were used as an input to the
liberalisation decision respectively22.
In the next paragraphs we describe the main features of the NAC applications
for which information is available. In particular we report the level at which the
NAC application has been carried out. This feature is of importance as the more
the data are disaggregated into mail flows the higher the NAC estimate of the net
cost of the USO is likely to be, as more segments of a USO product can be
separately identified as loss-making.
Table 17. Which method has been applied for calculating the USO net cost to date
Country

Method chosen

Reason for calculation

Spain

NAC (2005 – 2010)

Funding

Ireland

NAC (2009)

Internal strategy

Bulgaria

NAC (2012 – in progress)

Funding consideration

NAC (before 2002)

Funding

Norway
PC (2002-to date)
Denmark

NAC (2007)

USO impact on USP

PC (2008) *
Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
* The 2008 and 2007 calculation of the net cost of the USO were carried out for the Danish Chamber of
Commerce and the Competition Authority respectively.
A “funding consideration” reason refers to a USP who has undertaken a calculation of the net cost of the
USO to come to view as to whether to apply for compensation or not and have not applied for funding to
date. A “Funding” reason refers to actual funding applications.

4.4.1

NAC application in Denmark
Back in 2007, The Danish Competition Authority (DCA) calculated the net cost
of the USO under a NAC approach23. The DCA broke down data for five
different universal service products (letters under 50 grams, letter over 50 grams,

22

Copenhagen Economics (2008).

23

Id
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un-addressed mail, parcels and daily papers) according to the delivery zone (rural
and urban districts). It therefore obtained 10 mail flows (5 x 2 possible zones).
Using accounting data for these mail flows, the DCA found that 4 of them were
loss generating for Post Denmark: letters under 50 grams, letter over 50 grams
and un-addressed mail in the rural delivery zone, and letters under 50 grams in
the urban delivery zone.
4.4.2

NAC application in Ireland
In 2009 consultants updated a calculation of the net cost of the USO under the
NAC approach for An Post. They produced two estimates of the net cost of the
USO in that they carried out the analysis at two different levels and broke down
the data in two ways:



NAC by delivery area: the net cost of the USO was the sum of lossmaking delivery areas in Ireland; and



NAC by mail flow: the net cost of the USO was the sum of loss-making
USO mail flows of five product categories. A “mail flow” was defined
as a combination of 10 mail handling characteristics such as format and
payment channel.

It concluded that there was a burden under both approaches24.
No demand response is considered in the counterfactual as typically the case
when an NAC approach is applied in post.
4.4.3

NAC application in Bulgaria
In its first calculation of the net cost of the USO for the year 2011 under the
NAC approach, the USP of Bulgaria breaks down each retail product according
to four handling characteristics: type of mail, weight, sender type and two
delivery zones (profitable and unprofitable post office counters).
No demand response is considered in the counterfactual as typically the case
when an NAC approach is applied in post.
The calculation of the net costs makes use of data associated with the actual and
audited accounts of the USP for a given accounting year. This covers costs,
revenues and volumes. Some data manipulation is required on the outputs from
the cost accounting system to make the data fit for the calculation of the net cost
of the USO.

24

The details of the calculation of the net cost of the USO for strategic reason were provided as part
of An Post’s reply to our questionnaire on USO cost methods for this study.
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Applications of the PC approach
According to our survey, the PC approach has been applied for the calculation of
the net cost of the USO in six countries and has been chosen as the preferred
methodology in a seventh country, Finland. These occurrences are in Norway,
Denmark, UK, Slovakia, the Netherlands, another member state and Finland
respectively.
To date Norway Post is the only example of a USP that uses this approach as the
basis for its claim for compensation, which is granted on an annual basis (see
Table 18). Among the three other USPs, Slovenská Pošta and PostNL have not
completed their analysis to date. The third USP calculated the net cost of the
USO in 2010 before the full market opening. This was a preparatory exercise to
consider the materiality of the net cost of the USO and therefore the likelihood
of applying for compensation.
Table 18. Reasons for the calculations of the USO net cost under a PC approach to
date
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Calculation
done by
whom?

Method chosen

Reason for calculation

USP - Norway
Post

NAC (before 2002)

Funding

Denmark

NAC (2007)

PC (2002-to date)
USO Impact on the USP

PC (2008) *
NRA in the UK

PC (2008)

USO Impact on the USP

USP Slovenská pošta

PC (2010 and 2012 - in progress)

USP - Country X

PC (2010)

Funding consideration

USP - PostNL

PC (2012 – in progress)

Funding consideration

NRA in Finland

PC (operational method only)

-

Funding consideration

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost questionnaire, Q1
* The 2008 and 2007 calculations of the net cost of the USO were carried out for the Danish Chamber of
Commerce and the Competition Authority respectively.
A “funding consideration” reason refers to a USP who has undertaken a calculation of the net cost of the
USO to come to view as to whether to apply for compensation or not and have not applied for funding to
date. A “Funding” reason refers to actual funding applications.

4.6

The counterfactual in the PC approach

4.6.1

Overview
A comparison of counterfactuals as listed in the next table shows some
similarities across our sample of countries, with three USPs choosing similar
hypothetical modifications to their postal service under the counterfactual25.



A lower frequency of delivery that is either envisaged nationally or locally.



25

The nationwide reduction in the frequency of delivery has been
evaluated in countries where the USP currently provides six deliveries a
week (UK, the Netherlands, Denmark). In the UK and Denmark, the
nationwide delivery obligation on the 6th day was found to represent a
net cost to the USPs.

Section 5 includes an analysis of the impact of some of these counterfactuals on the net cost of the
USO.
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In Norway the counterfactual assumes that as a commercial choice
would be made to reduce the delivery frequency from 6 days to 5 days a
week for 15% of households and from 6 to 2 days a week for the 5 %
of households for which delivery is most costly. Another USP is
considering a reduction of the delivery frequency to 3 days a week in
rural areas only.

Modifications to the post office counters network can also be seen as
probable change under the counterfactual.



In the Netherlands and another country, a reduction in the size of the
post office network (i.e. the number of post offices) would be part of
their counterfactual strategies absent the USO.



In Norway, the counterfactual presumes no change in the number of
post offices but a higher proportion of them being run by third parties.

Few other USPs think that they would reduce the quality of service targets
or remove a class of service if the universal service obligations were lifted.
Two USPs would consider this option for their national targets and another
would modify its target only for delivery in rural areas.

Modifications to the postal service in the counterfactuals are envisaged by two of
the six comparators, as follows.




Two USPs are of the view that they would withdraw free mail for the blind,
and would charge for it instead.
In the Netherlands, the USP is of the view that it would change its pricing
structure and level together with the timing of when it can introduce changes
in its prices for a broad range of its products (how this shall be evaluated
quantitatively is not known to date). In Norway such pricing modification
would be localised and there would be no price uniformity for the mail to
and from Svalbard.

A few other changes in the counterfactuals are perhaps more country specific.
In the Netherlands the USP indicated that the number or density of pillar boxes
was also an issue. The times of collection and delivery was evaluated in the UK.
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Table 19. Definitions of counterfactuals under PC applications
UK

NL

DK

NO

USP1

USP
2













Nationwide delivery service
Reduction in frequency of delivery
-

locally

-

nationally



st





Reduction in size or ownership of
counters network
Removal of 1 class






Withdrawal of banking services


Withdrawal of free mail for the blind
(would be fully charged)
Reduction in quality of service
targets - nationally









Reduction in quality of service
targets - locally
Reduction in number of pillar boxes



Changes in price level and
structure



Change in collection and delivery
times









Source: Frontier Economics

To come to a view on what constitutes a reasonable counterfactual, two
operational versions of the profitability cost approach, the Commercial
Profitability Cost approach (CPC) and the Alternative Commercial Strategy
approach (ACS) applied in Denmark and Norway respectively, suggest some
analytical frameworks. Whilst the CPC approach elicits this definition by asking
a defined set of questions, the ACS approach anchors the counterfactual scenario
in the current strategy of the USP. This is considered to produce a credible,
viable scenario.
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In Annexe 2 we provide more insights on the counterfactual used in the UK, the
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, and two member states whose USPs requested
anonymity.
4.6.2

Adjustments for double counting
Under the PC applications, a number of USPs measure the net cost of elements
of the USO individually and therefore consider a number of counterfactual
scenarios. To arrive at a global estimate of the net cost of the USO, some
applications have added up the net cost of the different elements of the USO.
In the UK, in line with the scope of the study, Frontier Economics did not seek
to produce a global estimate of the net cost of the USO. In other countries where
the PC approach was applied, the individual elements have been summed. The
risk of double counting is considered in two cases and is judged not to be a
concern in one other application26.
Table 20. Elements vs global estimate of net cost of the USO under PC
applications
U
K
Net cost of individual elements of the
USO only
Global estimate based on sum of net
cost of individual elements of the USO
Global estimate based on sum of net
cost of individual elements of the USO –
with an adjustment to minimise risk of
double counting

DK

NO

USP1

USP2





*





Source: Frontier Economics, based on replies to question 39 and 26 of USO cost method questionnaire
* Sum of 6th day delivery constraints and mail for the blind

4.7

Demand response in the PC approach
All USPs and NRAs implementing the PC approach considered and sought to
quantify the demand effects associated with the changes to the product offering
for given definitions of the counterfactual.

26

Section 5.6 provides an assessment on the impact of double counting.
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The UK
In the UK, demand effects have been taken into account in a variety of ways.



Non-price demand effect, where mail volumes and mix may vary
directly in response to a modification of the universal service
specification.



Non-price market share effect, where the proportion of mail being
carried by Royal Mail end to end, under access agreements and by
alternative end to end bypass providers may vary in response to a
change in the USO.



Price effects where volumes, product mix and market entry may vary
further in response to price changes resulting from changes in costs.

In evaluating the demand effect associated with a change in the universal service
Postcomm was guided by an approach proposed by Royal Mail: the “pyramid
approach”. The pyramid approach suggests a ranking of alternative information
sources:



where there is direct evidence of revealed preference, such as
econometric or other statistical evidence of demand changes, this
should be given a strong weighting;



the next strongest weighting should be given to quantified market
research with stated preferences which can be scaled using insights from
the revealed preference data; or



in the absence of direct quantitative evidence, a reasonable assessment
needs to be made from qualitative information sources.

The study examined the impact on Royal Mail’s operations, costs and revenues of
elements of the universal service. As a consequence, the analysis relied on
assessments of how the behaviour of Royal Mail, its competitors and its
customers would change in different scenarios. Since this cannot be known
precisely, there is a range of uncertainty around the estimates, in some cases this
range was small, in others it was larger27.

27

Based on Frontier Economics (2008)
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Figure 6. Demand effect in the application of the PC approach to the UK

Source: Frontier Economics (2008)

4.7.2

Denmark
The demand responses to different counterfactuals were as follows.





Ceasing a nationwide provision: The consultants28 estimated that Post
Denmark would lose revenue by not offering nationwide service. The direct
revenue loss was calculated to be DKK 33 million29. However, the indirect
revenue loss to Post Denmark could reach DKK 80 million30 as more emails
would be sent instead of letters and customers would switch to nationwide
competitors.
Removal of Saturday delivery: Moreover, the revenue lost to Post Denmark
if Saturday delivery was discontinued would reach DKK 116 million. The
calculation is based on the effect that discontinuing the delivery would have
on other services such as newspapers, unaddressed mail, letters and parcels.

28

Copenhagen Economics, 2008

29

The estimation is based on the assumption that if the one per cent of the population living in the
most expensive postcode areas receive one per cent of the total mail volume, it would correspond to
revenue of approx. DKK 100 million. If Post Denmark loses a mere third of the mail sent to the
one per cent of the population living in the most expensive postcode areas, Post Denmark would
stand to lose revenue of DKK 33 million.

30

The estimation is based on the assumption that because of the lack of nationwide coverage, each
citizen would receive three letters less in the course of one year.
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Norway
Similarly, in the case of Norway, the USP considered the potential demand
response in its calculation. However, Norway Post is of the view that the
hypothetical reductions in service for few areas defined in the counterfactual
would have only a negligible effect on sales31.

4.8

Determination of avoidable costs
Table 21 shows the analytical techniques used to estimate the avoidable costs in
a given counterfactual. With the exception of Bulgaria, countries using the NAC
approach left this question unanswered or requested confidentiality (Bulgaria
used a scenario tool analysis).
It can be seen that all applications under a PC approach involved the
development of bottom-up models to evaluate the avoidable costs that may
emanate from a given counterfactual definition. Econometric techniques are less
frequently used with only one USP making explicit reference to this.
Table 21. Analytical techniques used to estimate the costs in the counterfactual
Analytical technique used to estimate
the costs in the counterfactual

Country

Applied approach in
these countries

Bottom-up technical-economic model

NO, SK, UK, DK

PC

USP

PC

Scenario tool in the existing
accounting system

BG

NAC

Other

NO*

PC

Econometrics

Source: Frontier Economics, question 31 (*) Profitability analysis

This is in line with expectations as cost accounting systems produce the costs of
the current operations but not the costs of providing postal services under
different operating conditions (for instance when the frequency of delivery has
changed). Therefore bottom-up models or econometric estimates allow the USPs
to calculate how costs change when operating factors change.
Interestingly, the estimates of the costs under the base case rely on cost
accounting data (as the following table reflects). This overcomes one of the

31

Weseth,
12th
Konigswinter
Seminar
in
Postal
Economics
(23.02.2010).
http://www.wik.org/fileadmin/Konferenzbeitraege/2010/12th_Koenigswinter_Seminar/S1_4_We
seth.pdf
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shortcomings of bottom-up models, which is the possibility of mis-estimating
actual costs given the hypothetical nature of the operation under the
counterfactual and the need to use simplifying assumptions. Thus, cost
accounting would provide an anchor for the actual costs32 under the base case,
and the bottom-up models can be used to figure out how these costs change
when the operation is modified. Thus, whilst the risk of under or overestimating
the change in costs exists, the impact will be less important with respect to a
situation in which bottom-up models are used to estimate the total costs of the
USO in the base case and counterfactual. Annexe 3 provides an outline of the
bottom-up model developed by Frontier Economics (2008) for Postcomm, the
UK NRA at the time.
Table 22. Calculation of costs in the base case and in the counterfactual under
the PC approach
Use of cost accounting
in the Base Case?

How costs are
estimated in the CF?

UK

No

Avoided costs

Norway

Yes

Avoided costs

Slovakia

Yes

Total costs of operation
in the CF

Source: USO cost questionnaire, questions 15 and 30

4.9

Conclusions
Our survey identified that the net cost of the USO has been calculated in twelve
countries and another one has set out in detail the approach it would follow in
the future. The number of countries calculating the net cost of the USO is
gaining particular momentum in 2012. USPs in three additional countries are
calculating the net cost of the USO for the first time for the purpose of claiming
compensation (Bulgaria, the Netherlands and Slovakia).
The most common method implemented is the PC approach (Denmark, UK,
Norway, Slovakia, the Netherlands, a country which requested confidentiality and
Finland, which states that it will use this approach). To date, Norway Post is the
only example of a USP that uses this approach as the basis for its claim for
compensation, which is granted on an annual basis.

32

The use of accounting costs raises the issue of how to take into account efficiency and the impact of
it under the PC approach. We cover this issue in Sections 5 and Error! Reference source not
ound..
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The DA approach to calculating the net cost of the USO has been applied in
three countries. In two of these, Belgium and Italy, this approach is being
replaced by an approach that accounts for an explicit counterfactual scenario. In
Estonia, the current plan is to continue to use this approach, which was firstly
applied back in 2009 as the postal market became fully opened to competition.
The NAC approach has been used recently in three countries (Spain, Ireland and
Bulgaria) and in the past also in Norway and Denmark.
In all countries implementing the PC approach, the counterfactual including at
least two of the following modifications to the USP service: removal of
nationwide delivery service; reduction in frequency of delivery; reduction in size
of counters network; removal of 1st class mail; withdrawal of banking services;
withdrawal of free mail for the blind; reduction in quality of service targets;
reduction in number of pillar boxes33; changes in price level and structure; change
in collection and delivery times. Amongst these elements, the reduction in the
number of weekly deliveries and the size of the counters network were the most
common.
To come to a view on what constitutes a reasonable counterfactual, two
operational versions of the profitability cost approach, the Commercial
Profitability Cost approach (CPC) and the Alternative Commercial Strategy
approach (ACS) applied in Denmark and Norway respectively, suggest some
analytical frameworks. Whilst the CPC approach elicits this definition by asking
a defined set of questions, the ACS approach anchors the counterfactual scenario
in the current strategy of the USP. This is considered to produce a credible,
viable scenario.
All USPs implementing the PC approach considered and sought to quantify the
demand effects associated with the changes to the product offering for given
counterfactual definitions. Regarding the impact on the calculation the evidence
is mixed. Whilst in the UK and Denmark, the demand effects can be significant,
in Norway it is considered that the reductions in the service for the few areas
defined in the counterfactual would have only a negligible effect on sales.
In the PC, to estimate the avoidable cost given the counterfactual defined, a
majority of applications involved the development of bottom-up economic
models. This is in line with expectations, as cost accounting systems produce the
costs of the current operation but not the costs of providing postal services
under different operating conditions (for instance when the frequency of delivery
has changed). As the estimates of the costs in the base case rely on cost

33

Pillar box is the term used in Britain to refer to the free-standing post boxes where mailers can
deposit their mail. In other countries mail may be dropped in wall boxes.
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accounting information, one of the shortcomings of bottom-up models, which is
the possibility of deviating from actual costs given, is reduced if not eliminated.
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The purpose of this section is to illustrate the impact of the various
methodological approaches on the estimation of the net cost of the USO.
In order to do this, we use a ceteris paribus approach to understand the impact
of a given effect in isolation. We combine methodological insights with
quantitative estimates using publicly available information and the results of a
model replicating the provision of postal services. This model, built in Excel,
estimates the net cost of the USO of a hypothetical postal operator under the PC
and the NAC approach. The hypothetical operator delivers two types of products
– letters and packets – to two distinct areas: urban and rural. The model is
focused on delivery costs. These are estimated on a bottom-up basis and total
costs are calculated by assuming that delivery represents a proportion of total
costs (currently set at 40%). Annexe 3 provides a more detailed description of
the model’s characteristics.
The structure of this section is as follows:



Section 5.2 analyses the impact of the different methodologies on the
net cost of the USO.



Section 5.3 investigates the importance of the counterfactual.



Section 5.4 focuses on the impact of selecting FAC or LRIC as a proxy
for the avoidable costs.



Section 5.5 deals with the impact of the level of aggregation of services
at which the estimation is undertaken, given that USP’s cost accounting
systems provide quite disaggregated information.



Sections 5.6 and 5.7 discuss the issue of double counting when the
counterfactual combines different USO dimensions, and the impact of
including indirect demand effects.



We also cover in section 5.8 the impact of country specific
characteristics, such as country size, population and postal items per
capita.



Section 5.9 provides the conclusions to the chapter.
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The impact of the different methodologies
From current practice, we observe that the net cost of the USO is estimated by
using three of the methods described in the literature: NAC, DA and PC, with an
increasing preference for PC methods. It is therefore relevant to analyse the
relationship between each of these methodologies and the net USO cost
calculation.
In doing so, it is important to note that the methodologies are not applied in a
vacuum. The actual results are not only affected by the method selected but also
by how this method is applied in practice. The application of the same
methodology may yield different results, for instance, because of differences in
the avoidable cost definition or the level of aggregation of services at which the
analysis is undertaken (see sections 5.4 and 5.5).
At a conceptual level, if we hold everything else constant, in other words, we assume
that the three methodologies currently used (DA, NAC and PC) rely on the same
input data, for the same country and assume the same level of reasonable profits,
a comparison between the different methodologies could be undertaken34. In
particular, it is interesting to understand the relationship between the NAC and
the DA approaches. Although they are conceptually different, in application, the
DA and the NAC approaches typically rely on cost accounting information, and
calculate the net cost of the USO as the sum of losses in the provision of
universal services. We also compare the impact of the definition of the
counterfactual under the PC and NAC approach in section 5.3 below.

34

The impact of efficiency assumptions on the different methodologies is dealt with in Section 7
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Relationship between NAC and DA
Figure 7. Net cost of a USO service under the NAC approach

Source: Frontier Economics

From the figure above, it can be seen that the profit generated by the USO is the
difference between the areas A and B. Therefore, it follows that under the NAC
approach, it may be the case that a profitable USO service (i.e. a service where
the area B is larger than the area A) produces a net cost.
This diagram is generally used to represent the NAC approach: for a given
service the net cost of the USO is the sum of the losses generated by
unprofitable traffic (Area A).
The DA approach has been applied in two ways:



In Belgium, the net cost of the USO is the sum of the losses generated
by loss making USO services, minus the profits of reserved services.



In Italy, the net cost of the USO is the deficit from the USO area as a
whole.

The main difference between the two variants of the DA approach is that in the
case of Italy, by focusing on the USO area as a whole, it can be the case that
profitable non-reserved universal services offset some part of the losses from
loss-making universal services.
Under the NAC approach, profitable USO services can yield a net cost, which
can’t be the case with the DA approach. For instance, in the following figure,
whilst the service shown in the diagram on the left hand side is profitable, as area
B is much larger than area A, the NAC approach would report a net cost of the
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USO following the existence of unprofitable traffic (area A1 in the diagram
below).
Figure 8. Difference between the NAC and DC approaches

Total unit cost per post item delivered

PROFITABLE USO
SERVICE

UNPROFITABLE
USO SERVICE

USO
volume

A1
A2
B2

B1

Unprofitable areas

Unprofitable areas
NAC: Net cost is area A1
DA: No net cost as the service is profitable
(B1>A1)

NAC: Net cost is area A2
DA: Net cost is A2-B2

Source: Frontier Economics

Under a scenario in which all USO services are reserved services35, which has
never been the case in practice, and the profits of reserved services are used to
fund the net cost of the USO, the NAC and the DA approaches will produce the
same results in terms of the need for funding. The reason is that in these
circumstances, although the NAC approach will report a different net cost of the
USO (which will be area A of the USO services), the need for funding the net
cost, will be the profits of USO services as in the DA approach.
In summary, ceteris paribus, the NAC approach will produce higher estimates of
the net cost of the USO than the DA, because under the NAC, USO services
that may be profitable overall, may generate a net cost. Under the DA, if
universal services are profitable overall, the approach will not produce a net cost).

5.3

Counterfactuals
Section 3 explains the different methods and how they define the counterfactual.
How these counterfactuals have been applied in practice is also reported in
Section 4. Thus, whilst the counterfactual under the NAC approach is focused on
whether services, or more specifically mail flows, are profitable, the PC approach

35

If all USO services are open to competition and there is no reserved area, then the NAC approach
will yield higher estimates of the net cost
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can also include changes in operations, such as modifications in the delivery
frequency (see next figure).
Figure 9. Different counterfactuals under the NAC and PC approaches

Exploiting freedoms with USO removal

NAC

PC

Removal of USO services

Yes

Yes

Pricing

No

Yes

Non-price features
• Quality
• Geographical coverage
• Frequency of delivery/ collection

Yes

Changes in operations

No

Yes

Changes in demand & mix

No

Yes

No
Yes

No

Source: Frontier Economics

5.3.1

Quantitative assessment
We have developed a model to understand the importance of the counterfactual
in the calculation of the net cost of the USO. We emphasise that these results are
indicative of the relative importance of the modelled counterfactuals, rather than
an estimate of the size of a given counterfactual.
In our model we have distinguished two geographic areas: urban and rural, and
two sets of products: letters and parcels. The NAC approach can be
approximated by the removal of unprofitable individual universal services in rural
areas36. Given the assumptions in our model, the net cost of the USO would, in
this case, represent 4% of the total costs faced by the USP.
Public estimates of the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach show
similar results. For instance, NERA (1998) estimates that although the net cost of

36

See section 5.5 for a discussion on the impact of the aggregation of services on the net cost of the
USO.
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the USO under the NAC approach (FDC variant37) varies across Member States,
the results cluster around 5% of USP revenues38.
As a proxy of the sort of counterfactuals modelled under the PC approach, we
have estimated the impact of going from a 6 to 5 day delivery service in rural
areas. We find that the net cost of the USO represents 2.6% of the USP’s costs.
According to our modelling, if the delivery frequency is changed from 6 to 4
days, the net cost of the USO would be 5% of the total costs of the USP. These
results show that the delivery frequency can be one of the main drivers of the net
cost of the USO: in our illustrative calculation, the change in the frequency of
delivery results in a net USO cost estimate which is of a similar order of
magnitude as the estimates obtained under the NAC approach (see above).
These estimates are also within range of the international experience as set out in
the next table.
Table 23. Public estimates of the net cost of the USO of reducing delivery frequency
Country

Net cost of the
USO

Net cost of
the USO as %
of total costs

Assumptions under the
counterfactual

Denmark

DKK 130 million

1.3%

6 to 5 days

€41 million

3%

6 days to 5 days for 15% of
households and to 2 days for 5% of
households

GBP271million

4.8%

Removal of Saturday deliveries
would save GBP320 million and
reduce revenues (because of
indirect demand effects) by 55m

Norway

UK

Source: Copenhagen Economics for Denmark; Jaag et al. 2010 for Norway and Frontier Economics
(2008)39 for UK.

Another change in operation that we have modelled is the impact of reducing the
delivery points in rural areas (whilst keeping the delivery frequency the same).
This would be a proxy for adjusting network coverage. We find that the impact
of such an assumption can also be significant. If the number of delivery points

37

See section 5.4 for an explanation of the FDC approach according to NERA (1998).

38

We note that in our model, revenues are modelled as being 6% above costs. Although a comparison
of the net USO cost as a % of revenues, with the net USO cost as a % of costs is not comparing like
with like, although if the prices of the main postal services are regulated, overall one would expect
revenues to be close to costs.

39

Frontier Economics (2008) also estimate the net cost of providing the current 93% first class quality
of service in 70 million (116 million reduction in costs and 40 million reduction in revenues)
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(addresses) in rural areas was reduced by 10%, the net cost of the USO would be
around 2% of the total costs of the USP. 40

5.4

FAC vs. LRIC to estimate avoidable costs
For a given methodology, the results of the net cost of the USO could change,
dependent on the cost concept used to estimate the avoidable costs.
From a methodological point of view, the literature review indicates that the
NAC and PC approaches are linked to the concept of avoidable costs. The DA
approach, as applied in Italy and Belgium, uses accounting costs, which in
practice are based on fully allocated costs (FAC)
Therefore, although it can be argued that only the DA approach for estimating
the net cost of the USO is methodologically linked to the use of fully allocated
costs to estimate avoidable costs, in actual implementation, they can also be used
under the NAC and the PC approaches. It is important to understand the impact
of using Fully Allocated Cost (FAC) or Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) as a
proxy for avoidable costs.

5.4.1

Fully Allocated Costs and Long Run Incremental Costs
The FAC of a service is the cost of providing that service when all the operator’s
costs are allocated across all services. In other words, the fully allocated cost of a
service includes all costs that have a causal relationship with that service (i.e.
costs that would be avoided if this service were not provided) but also a share of
the operator’s common costs.
The LRIC of an increment of output is the additional cost that an operator
would incur for providing that increment in the long run41. When the increment
of output is the total demand for a given service, the LRIC is also known as Total
Service Long Run Incremental Cost (TSLRIC) or Long Run Average Incremental
Cost (LRAIC).
The following figure shows the difference between LRIC and FAC42:

40

Copenhagen Economics found that in Denmark, the saving from not delivering mail in the most
expensive 1% of postcode areas was DKK 40 million or approximately 0.5% of total costs.

41

For instance it would include the operating costs of providing that increment (for instance salary
costs) as well as any investment needed (capital costs).

42

It also shows the Stand Alone Cost (SAC) of a service, which is the cost of a service when no other
service is provided (therefore all common costs are included in the SAC of the service.
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Figure 10. Different cost concepts
Cost of Service A given that
Service B is already provided

Common cost of
providing Service
A and Service B

Cost of Service B given that
Service A is already provided

Total cost of providing A and B

Incremental cost of A

Incremental cost of B

Stand alone cost of A
Stand alone cost of B

Fully allocated cost of A

Fully allocated cost of B

Source: Frontier Economics

From the figure above, it can be seen that one of the reasons why the FAC and
the LRIC (or incremental cost) of a service may diverge is because of the
allocation of part of the common costs to the former.
This implies that if FAC estimates are used to estimate avoidable costs, they will
tend to produce more significant overestimates the more important the common
costs are. On the contrary, LRIC estimates of universal services will tend to
produce closer estimates for the costs that would be avoided if the USO were not
provided.
Also, it should be noted that the importance of common costs (and the
divergence between LRIC and FAC) is related to the level at which the analysis is
undertaken. For instance, if the counterfactual assumes that the delivery of one
service can be removed whilst the others are provided, the USP may not avoid
any of the delivery office costs (or even other costs such as the wages of the
postmen), in which case the LRIC measure of avoidable costs would be almost
zero. However, the FAC would allocate part of the office and postmen costs to
the service removed. The greater the increment, the closer in general the estimate
of LRIC will be to FAC.
The LRIC and the FAC concept also diverge because of asset valuation. Whilst
the LRIC concept implicitly assumes that assets are valued at current cost, the
FAC may value assets at current or historic cost (although according to the
responses received to the questionnaire, the latter is used more frequently).
Absent common costs, broadly speaking if asset prices increase over time, FAC
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estimates based on historic costs will tend to produce lower values than LRIC
estimates.
5.4.2

Quantitative assessment
According to public information, the choice of LRIC or FAC for calculating the
net cost of the USO may have a significant impact. This would mainly be due to
the different approaches to allocating common costs to the individual services, as
difference in the asset valuation methodology is unlikely to have a material
impact, as fixed assets represent a small proportion of total costs.43
NERA (1998) ran estimates of the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach
and under, what is defined in the report as, the Fully Allocated Cost approach. In
practice they apply the NAC approach (the net cost of the USO is the sum of
losses for unprofitable USO traffic) to two proxies to estimate the avoidable
costs (LRIC and FAC). They found that the NAC estimates when the LRIC
proxy for avoidable costs is used were inevitably lower than when FAC is used
instead44. The following table reports these differences:

43

Depreciation charges are on average 5% of total costs (see NERA 2004)

44

NERA (1998)
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Table 24. Net USO cost as % of turnover on FAC vs NAC
NAC (with FAC)

NAC (with LRIC)

Austria

14.3%

8%

Denmark

2.3%

0%

Finland

0.7%

0%

France

5%

0%

Greece

4.7%

0%

Ireland

5.4%

0.3%

Portugal

4.8%

0.5%

UK

4.8%

0.3%

Source: NERA (1998)

As it can be seen, the difference is significant, and although the size of the
common costs is not identified, it indicates that the impact of the cost concept
used on the net cost of the USO is likely to be significant.
In our modelling we also observe that the impact is significant. The table below
reports different estimates of the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach
given different assumptions about the proportion of costs that are avoidable.
These assumptions are based on the proportion of total costs which are
considered to be “common”, as reported by the USPs in their responses to the
cost accounting questionnaire.
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Table 25. Impact of the % of costs avoided in the estimation of the net cost of the
USO under the NAC approach
% of costs that are avoidable

Net cost of the USO as % of total USP
costs

100%

4.9%

85%

4.2%

60%

3%

Source: Frontier Economics

5.5

Level of aggregation of services
The level at which services are aggregated for the purpose of calculating the net
cost of the USO can also affect the final result. This is related to the cost
standard used to estimate avoidable costs, particularly with the use of FAC
instead of LRIC.
The LRIC of a service can be defined as the difference between the costs of
providing all services minus the costs when all services are provided but that one.
For instance, if a company is offering ordinary letters (OL), priority letters (PL)
and parcels (PA), the incremental costs of ordinary letters is:
LRIC (OL) = TC (OL, PL, PA) – TC (PL, PA)
The existence of common costs may imply that for a single service, the costs
avoided by not providing that service, assuming that the other services are also
delivered, are very low. For instance, the incremental costs of delivering ordinary
letters, given that the other services are also provided, may be just the cost of the
walk-round sorting of that letter at the delivery office, as the postman will need
to do his round anyway for the delivery of the other products. Similarly, the USP
will still need to pay the office rental if one service is withdrawn but the others
are still provided.
In the example above, if FAC estimates are used, part of the common costs
(delivery office, postman salary) would be allocated to ordinary letters, even when
these costs would not be avoided in the counterfactual. This implies that any
estimation method involving the discontinuation of services based on FAC data
would tend to produce higher estimates of the net cost the more disaggregated
the services. This is illustrated below.
The figure below represents the costs for two universal services across different
delivery offices, ordered by the volumes supplied. We notice that although the
figure below is representative of the NAC approach, this issue could also arise
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under PC approaches, to the extent that they include in the counterfactual the
discontinuation of individual services and use FAC data to estimate the avoidable
costs.
Figure 11. NAC when removing all services in a given delivery office
USO SERVICE A

Total unit cost per post item delivered

USO SERVICE B

B2

Volumes of the service by delivery
office

10

11

Volumes of the service by delivery 10 11
office

Source: Frontier Economics

Under the NAC, the counterfactual implies that the USP would drop those
services in those delivery offices where the FAC unit cost of that service is above
the unit revenue. In the example above, this implies that service A would be
dropped from delivery office #10 and #11, whilst service B would still be
provided in delivery office #10. It may be the case that dropping service A from
office 10 whilst service B is still provided would not save many costs. However
FAC estimates (as opposed to LRIC) would assume that part of the common
costs of that office (for instance space, energy consumption, etc.) would be
avoided.
If the analysis is done at the level of delivery office instead, and it is assumed that
under the counterfactual office #10 is closed down, the FAC estimates would
not bias the cost that the operator would avoid under the counterfactual, as for
the increment assumed (no service is provided in office #10) all costs would be
avoidable (i.e. there wouldn’t be any common costs).
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Figure 12. Size of common costs

45

when the increment changes

Common costs (space,
energy, etc.)

Service A

79

Service
B

If service B is discontinued
but service A is provided,
the FAC measure will treat
some common costs as
avoidable

Common costs (space,
energy, etc.)

Service A

Service
B

If both services are
withdrawn (i.e. the delivery
office is closed down)
common costs become
avoidable

Source: Frontier Economics

5.5.1

Quantitative assessment
The impact of the aggregation of services in estimating the net cost of the USO
can be quite significant. For instance, if instead of not delivering unprofitable
individual services in areas where the unit cost of that service is higher than the
unit revenues, the counterfactual is defined as one in which “unprofitable”
delivery offices are removed46, the results will be significantly different if there are
profitable services in this area.
One of the criticisms of the estimates produced by the Danish Competition
Authority based on the NAC approach relates to this issue. 47 They point out that
calculations are based on total costs and not on incremental costs and put
forward the example that if delivery of letters to a household is discontinued, but
not the delivery of parcels, the actual avoided costs may be low, however the data
used by the Competition Authority allocates 50% of the postman costs to letters.
Although we cannot check the actual differences between the calculations made,

45

The ERGP (2012), page 13 defines common costs as “costs that are incurred in the supply of more
than one product, and that cannot be attributed to a single product as they are not directly affected
by the variation in the output of any one product”.

46

More specifically, delivery offices with costs which are higher than the revenues obtained from the
items delivered. Note that we are not considering indirect demand effects (see section 5.7)

47

Copenhagen Economics (2008), page 28
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we note that the difference between both calculations is rather significant48. In
addition, during a presentation at a postal economics seminar, Posten Norge
recognised that one of the reasons for changing the estimation method (from
NAC to the PC approach) is because the net cost of the USO will increase
proportionally with the disaggregation of services49.

5.6

Double counting
In some instances, the counterfactual includes different dimensions. For instance,
under the PC approach the counterfactual may combine the withdrawal of
services (either across the country or in high cost areas) with operational changes
such as modifications to the delivery frequency. Under the NAC approach, the
withdrawal of some services in rural areas could also be made in combination
with the closure of post offices or the removal of entire services across the
country (for instance free services for blind people).
Jaag et al. (2008) have highlighted that when the USO has several dimensions and
the costing obligation is estimated separately, there are risks of overestimating
(double counting) or underestimating the net cost of the USO. In Annex 5 we
describe their methodology, but here we provide an illustrative example.
For simplicity, assume that there is only one postal service and that the USO
comprises of national delivery provided six days a week. Under these conditions,
the delivery of service in rural areas is unprofitable, therefore under commercial
conditions, the USP would not provide the service in these areas. The net
avoidable cost of withdrawing the service in these areas is 100.
In addition, under commercial conditions, the USP would deliver 5 days a week
instead of 6. This new operating policy would lead to net savings of 50 across the
country.
If the net cost of the USO is calculated as the sum of both commercial changes
(150), the calculation is not taking into account the fact that the net cost of
delivering in rural areas already includes the costs of the 6 day delivery service.
Therefore, the net savings of going from a 6 day to a 5 day delivery service are
double counted.
The following figure illustrates this. The black line represents the unit cost curve
of delivering a given universal service across different areas and the dashed red
line the associated average revenue. With commercial freedom, the USP would
not deliver the service in unprofitable areas and hence the net cost of this
obligation would be equivalent to area A.

48

The net cost of the USO under the NAC approach was estimated at 700DKK million and at 150
DKK million under the PC approach.

49

Posten Norge (2010)
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If, in addition, we calculate the unit costs of the service if the delivery frequency
was reduced from 6 days to 5 days per week, we get the red solid unit cost curve
(for simplicity we assume that in either counterfactual the average revenue does
not change). The net cost from this change in delivery frequency would be the
area between the black and the red unit cost curves.
Figure 13. Illustration of double counting

Source: Frontier Economics

However, the net cost of the USO of a counterfactual which combines the
removal of this delivery service and a reduction in delivery frequency is not the
sum of the individual USO net costs. Graphically, it can be seen that the area of
the cost curves where unit costs are above unit revenues is counted twice.
One way to overcome the problem of double counting is by using a sequencing
approach. In the example above, the net cost of the USO of the combined
counterfactual (delivery in rural areas + 6 day delivery service) is comprised of
the sum of the cost differences according to the delivery frequency change, plus
the net avoided cost from any areas that still remain unprofitable after the delivery
cost adjustment (see the figure below).
Similarly, in the example above, the net cost of the USO would be
underestimated if the cost saving effect of a 5 day delivery service is calculated
for profitable areas (i.e. those delimited by the unit revenue and the red solid line)
and unprofitable areas are estimated by assuming that there is a 5 day delivery
service, instead of 6 (i.e. by using the red solid line). Thus the analyst would be
omitting that the net cost of the USO includes the losses from traffic when the
delivery service is 5 days a week, but also the cost savings for this traffic of going
from a 6 to 5 day delivery service.
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Figure 14. Underestimation of the net cost of the USO when the counterfactual
includes several dimensions

Source: Frontier Economics

5.6.1

Quantitative impact
We are not aware of any publicly available analysis where the impact of double
counting has been estimated50. As part of our modelling exercise we provide an
estimate of this effect. In the counterfactual, we assume that delivery frequency is
reduced from 6 to 5 days and the USP will no longer provide unprofitable
universal services in rural areas (as in the NAC approach). The results are
presented in the following table.

50

As the model identifies 2 zones, rural and urban, the size of the underestimation is the same as the
double counting.
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Table 26. Net cost of the USO (as % of total USP costs)
Without adjustment for
double counting

With adjustment for
double counting

Reduction in delivery
frequency (6 to 5 days)

2.6%

2.6%

Withdrawal of
unprofitable services

4.4%

2.9%

7%

5.5%

Total
Source: Frontier Economics calculations

The adjustment for double counting takes into account that the reduction in the
delivery frequency in rural areas will reduce the cost of providing services in these
areas, in which case the avoidable costs of withdrawing the services will be
reduced and hence so will the net cost of the USO. The modelling suggests that
the degree of overestimation following the double counting (1.5% of the total
cost of the USP in our modelling exercise) can be significant.

5.7

Inclusion of demand effects
The DA approach only takes into account the revenues and costs allocated to the
USO services. However, the PC approach also considers explicitly how the
revenues may be affected if the provision of a given service or the provision of a
service to a given customer is removed. Methodologically, the NAC approach
can include demand effects51, although in practice this has not been the case to
date.
To illustrate the demand effect, we use the example of a reduction in frequency
of delivery from 6 to 5 days a week. The direct loss in revenues of going from a 6
to 5 day delivery service would be the volumes lost from the sixth day. This
would be particularly relevant for direct mail to the extent that it requires
Saturday delivery. The indirect loss of revenue would then be the volumes lost in

51

“Just as costs may be interdependent, so too may be revenues. This can occur in two main ways: (1)
if some people do not receive mail delivery, then they may post fewer letters, so there may be fewer
letters posted to low delivery cost addresses from residents of high delivery cost areas; and (2)
mailers may derive benefits from knowing that they can mail to every address in the country. If this
is the case, their willingness to use postal services to serve the remaining part of the network may be
reduced. We refer to this benefit as “ubiquity”. Both of these factors would lead to a reduction in
the financial burden which universal service imposes on the postal operator”. NERA (1998), page
38.
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the remaining five days if one or more of the operator’s customers decide to buy
their services from a competitor instead who offers a six day delivery service.
Frontier Economics (2008) developed a framework to take into account the
impact of changes in the provision of Universal Services on Royal Mail’s volumes
and revenues. The approach includes three distinct effects through which a
modification to the universal service might affect volumes and revenues:



Non-price demand effect: mail volumes and mix may vary directly in
response to a modification of the universal service specification. For
instance, a change in collection and delivery frequency to some areas
under the counterfactual can be seen as a decrease in service quality
which may lead to a reduction in the number of mail items sent.



Non-price market share effect: the proportion of mail being carried by the
USP end to end may vary. This will reflect the following considerations:





aggregate market shares may change as mail volumes switch
between more- and less-contested mail routes. For instance, the respecification of the USO may lead to switch of demand from a
“1st” class or time critical service, to a “2nd” class or less time critical
service, with the latter being a more contested segment of the mail
market by those USP’s rivals.



market shares for individual routes may change in response to
modifications to the non-price characteristics of the universal
service. This might be the result for instance, if major changes
fundamentally alter the perception of a USP relative to competitors.
For instance, the USP may now be less valued by consumers
because of giving up the provision of universal services.

Price effects: Volumes, product mix and market entry may vary further in
response to price changes resulting from changes to costs. If the
modification in the provision of universal service saves net costs,
savings could be distributed to consumers through lower prices. These
changes in prices and may lead to a demand response (through own and
cross price demand elasticities) and changes in market shares.

A similar approach could be used to include demand effects under the NAC
approach. Thus, the demand effect and the market share effect could be
estimated following the removal of some USO mail flows in the NAC approach,
by estimating the impact on demand from the cessation of delivery of
unprofitable traffic flows by the USP.
To estimate indirect demand effects under the PC approach in the UK, different
types of evidence can be used to assess the demand effect under the
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counterfactual. For (first round) non-price effects52, a “pyramid approach” can be
used (as proposed by Royal Mail). Under this approach, potential sources of
information are ranked according to their reliability:

5.7.1



where there is direct evidence of revealed preference – such as
econometric or other statistical evidence of demand changes – this
should be given a strong weighting. For instance, Royal Mail has quality
of service elasticities showing how demand varies in response to
changes in the quality of service;



the next strongest weighting should be given to quantified market
research, such as customer surveys. For instance, this evidence shows
the stated preference of consumers to modifications in the QoS,
collection and delivery times and the frequency of collection and
deliveries; or



in the absence of direct quantitative evidence, a reasonable assessment
needs to be made from qualitative information sources. For instance
Frontier Economics use the responses from interviews with mail users
to assess how they might react to changes in service specifications could
be used.

Quantitative effects
As we saw in Section 4, the responses to the questionnaire indicated that demand
effects have been considered in some of the estimates of the net cost of the
USO. As expected, this includes all instances where the net cost of the USO was
calculated under the PC approach.
Buser et al (2007) find that a considerable decline in the number of post offices
in Switzerland had no significant influence on mail volumes. They explain this
result by showing that private customers only reflect a small fraction of total mail
volumes (about 15%) and as a collection channel for private customers, letter
boxes are a valuable and accessible alternative to post offices.
Other evidence points in the opposite direction. Copenhagen Economics
(2008)53 estimated that the indirect revenue loss from not offering nationwide
services was DKK80 million54 (for a 1% decrease in letters55) as opposed to the
cost savings generated of DKK 40 million. This was due to “the fact that some

52

Frontier Economics (2008): For (second round) price effects, own and cross price demand
elasticities are used.

53

Copenhagen Economics (2008)

54

Note that the total net cost of the USO was estimated at DKK 150 million

55

This figure is estimated from Post Danmark’s 2006 Annual Report which reports DKK 7.7 billion
revenue from letters.
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companies would start sending more e-mails instead of letters if they could not
reach all their customers by letter.” Also, Post Danmark would lose some
customers to nationwide competitors if Post Danmark stopped offering
nationwide delivery.
Frontier Economics (2008) also concluded that demand effects can be significant
(varying with the type of obligation removed under the counterfactual) although
they are subject to uncertainty. The following table includes the (first round)
demand effects of three different counterfactuals: going from a 6 day to a 2 day
delivery service; no Saturday delivery, and reducing Quality of Service (QoS) to
85% for first class mail.
Table 27. First round revenue change (million pounds)

Total RM

2006-07 Base

Two Day

No Saturday

1CQoS

5,270m

-633

-55

-40

Source: Frontier Economics (2008)

For instance, moving to a 2 day service56 would significantly reduce Royal Mail’s
revenues. This comes mainly from sacrificing the first class price premium on all
volumes switching from first class to the 2 day product. In part (less important)
this also comes from losing 5% of first class volumes. The least reduction comes
from volumes diverted to competitors, which are more successful at contesting
second class volumes.
Revenue losses are smaller if Saturday delivery is removed (1% of revenues). This
is consistent with Postcomm’s market research which found that only 1% of
businesses identify Saturday as the most important delivery day and 48% claim it
is the least important day.
In conclusion, the evidence found is mixed. Whilst there are some studies
indicating that indirect effects are negligible, others show that they can be
significant. We believe that this depends very much on the counterfactual in two
respects: (i) the extent to which the counterfactual changes a dimension that is
valued by the user (the more valuable the larger the impact) and (ii) how
disruptive the counterfactual is with respect to the current provision57.

56

The counterfactual implies a universal service two day mail product in place of the current two
classes.

57

See for instance, the Rand Study on Appropriate Methodologies to Better Measure Consumer
Preferences
for
Postal
Services
(available
at
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/post/studies_en.htm) which develop a methodology to test
customer preferences for postal services and apply it to Italy, Poland and Sweden.
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On the first issue, the findings of Buser et al (2007) may indicate that having
access to a post office may not be of much value for consumers, but this does
not imply that, for instance, QoS of national delivery is of no value. On the
second, Frontier Economics (2008) show that whilst a moderate change in the
counterfactual (removing Saturday deliveries) leads to limited revenue losses, a
more radical change (moving to a 2 day delivery service) would have a significant
impact.

5.8

Impact of country specific cost drivers
Carslake et al. (2009) provide estimates of the impact on the net cost of the USO
of country specific characteristics such as population density, population level
and number of mail items per capita. They find that the net cost of the USO may
vary from country to country if any of these three factors change significantly.
Using the Profitability Cost approach, a model is developed which estimates the
net cost of a hypothetical European USP based on the average characteristics of
15 EU members58. By flexing these variables in the model, Carslake et al. (2009)
report the following findings.

5.8.1

Population density
This scenario in fact evaluates the impact of the size of the country for a given
level of population. The authors find that the size of the country, assuming a
constant population and volumes, has an impact on the overall cost and the net
cost of the USO. The larger the country, the higher the level of the net cost of
the USO as delivery costs increase, and vice versa. However, the impact is less
clear when we consider the net costs of the USO relative to the total costs of the
postal operator.
Table 28. Estimated impact of country size on the net cost of the USO

Population
(pop/km2)

density

Corresponding country
size (km2)
Total cost (m€)

58

Low

Base

High

84

112

280

337,752

231,433

75,951

4,040

3,633

3,214

Europe 15 includes: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and Sweden.
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Cost of the USO (m€)

196

173

129

Cost of the USO (%)

4.8%

4.8%

4.0%

Source: Carslake et al (2009)

This change in the net cost of the USO is explained by changes in almost all
elements of the postal value chain (only the mail sorting element is independent
of the size of the country).
The authors conclude that for a given level of population, an operator in a larger
country could benefit more from the operational changes under the
counterfactual than in a small country.
5.8.2

Population
Keeping the size of the country constant, the authors find that the larger the
population, the higher the level of the net cost of the USO, given the increase in
delivery costs. This effect is observed in absolute and relative terms (see next
table).
Table 29. Estimated impact of population on the cost of the USO
Low

Base

High

Population (m)

19

26

65

Total cost (m€)

2,872

3,633

8,051

Cost of the USO
(m€)

130

173

422

Cost of the USO
(%)

4.5

4.8

5.2

Source: Carslake et al. (2009)

5.8.3

Number of postal items per capita
The authors find that the number of postal items per capita has a positive effect
on the absolute value of the net cost of the USO. The reason is that delivery
costs are higher with higher volumes (although the unit cost decreases) so the
overall cost savings from changing the delivery frequency under the
counterfactual are potentially higher. However, in relative terms, the net cost of
the USO as a percentage of total costs is reduced.
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Table 30. Estimated impact of volume per capita on the net cost of the USO
Low

Benchmark

High

57

254

490

2,049

3,633

5,200

Cost of the USO
(m€)

124

173

185

Cost of the USO
(%)

6.0

4.8

3.6

Mail volume (items
per head)
Total cost (m€)

Source: Carslake et al. (2009)

5.8.4

Conclusions
In order to rank the relative importance of these 3 exogenous factors, Carslake et
al (2009) assume that each of them changes +/- 20% with respect to the
assumption under the base case. Interestingly, they find that in terms of the
absolute value of the net cost of the USO, effects can be ranked as follows:
1. Change in population: a reduction of 20% in population with respect to
the base case reduces the net cost of the USO in absolute terms by 27%
2. Change in population density: a reduction in the population density of
20% (i.e. increase in country size) increases the net cost by 6.5%
3. Change in volumes per capita: a reduction of 20% in mail volumes per
capita, reduces the net cost of the USO in absolute terms by 4.5%.
However in relative terms (i.e. as a proportion of total costs), the rank is
reversed: volume per capita has proportionately more impact than population
density and population cost drivers.
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Table 31. Ranking of country specific cost drivers

Change in
population
density

Change in
population
level

- 20%

Base

+20%

Population density (pop/km2)

89.8

112.3

134.7

Total cost

3,851

3,633

3,451

Net USO cost (m€)

185

173

163

% deviation from Base

6.5

Net USO cost (% total cost)

4.8

4.8

4.7

Population (m)

21

26

31

3,029

3,633

4,227

136

173

208

Total cost in base (m€)
Net USO cost (m€)
% deviation from Base

Change in
volume per
capita

-5.8

-26.9

17.3

Net USO cost (% total cost)

4.5

4.8

4.9

Volume per capita

203

254

305

3,271

3,633

3,981

Net USO cost (m€)

165

173

175

% deviation from Base

-4.5

Net USO cost (% total cost)

5.1

Total cost

1.5
4.8

4.4

Source: Carslake et al (2009)

This indicates that country specific factors impact the estimation of the net cost
of the USO and hence, cross-country comparisons of the absolute value of the
net cost of the USO need to be performed with care. Nevertheless, in relative
terms, the impact of country specific factors on the net cost of the USO is less
important than the other factors considered throughout this section. In other
words, when comparing the net cost of the USO across countries relative to total
costs, it is likely that differences in other aspects such as the counterfactual or the
estimation of avoided costs, will explain more of the difference.
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Conclusions
Based on public information and on our own modelling, we conclude that the
impact of all of the elements identified in this section is significant.
Regarding the methodology used, from a purely conceptual perspective, we show
that the NAC approach leads to higher estimates of the net cost of the USO than
the DA. The reason is that the DA approach takes into account the fact that
profitable USO services reduce the net cost of the USO. However, the NAC
approach assumes that, for a given service, the USP would discontinue the
provision of a service only in high cost areas, thus retaining the profits generated
by profitable traffic.
We have seen that one of the main differences between the NAC and the PC
approach is the counterfactual. Whilst the counterfactual under the NAC
approach is focused on whether services are profitable, under the PC approach,
operational changes can also be made, such as modifications in the delivery
frequency.
The other issues discussed in this section may affect any methodology. These are
summarised below:



The cost standard used to estimate the avoided costs (either fully
distributed costs or long run incremental) has a significant impact both
when using NAC/DA, and when using the PC approach.



The effect of the cost standard may be somewhat mitigated depending
on the size of the increment. For instance, if the calculation under the
counterfactual is done at the level of individual services, there is a risk
that the net cost of the USO will be overestimated when the fully
allocated cost standard is used. If the counterfactual, instead of
withdrawing individual unprofitable services, considers the
discontinuation of the universal services altogether (i.e. profitable and
unprofitable) in a given zone (for instance, delivery area) the likelihood
of overestimation from using fully allocated costs can be materially
reduced.



When the counterfactual includes several elements of the provision of
the universal service, the net cost of the USO can be over or
underestimated, if the relationship between the different elements is not
accounted for. If the net cost of the USO is important in only one
dimension, this effect will not be large. However if the counterfactual
has several elements, each of which is responsible for a significant share
of the total net cost of the USO, the degree of double counting can lead
to significant overestimates/underestimates.
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In practice, demand effects are only considered under the PC approach.
There is mixed evidence regarding the impact on the net cost of the
USO calculation of ignoring them. The overall effect will depend on (i)
the extent to which the counterfactual changes a dimension that is
valued by the user (the more valuable the more demand effects will
reduce the net USO cost) (ii) how disruptive the counterfactual is with
respect to the current provision – the more disruptive, the more likely
that there may be a negative demand effect which will reduce the size of
the net cost of the USO and (iii) the degree to which the services
offered by the USP are contestable by rivals. If demand effects are
significant and are not included in the estimation, the net cost of the
USO will be overestimated.



Country specific factors significantly impact the estimation of the net
cost of the USO. Therefore, cross-country comparisons of the absolute
value of the net cost of the USO have to be made with care.
Nevertheless, in relative terms, the impact of country specific factors is
less important than the other factors considered in this section.
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Allowance for reasonable profits

6.1

Introduction
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Annex I of the Third Postal Directive (2008/6/EC) mentions that the calculation
of the net cost of the USO shall take into account all other relevant elements,
including the fact that the universal service provider is entitled to a reasonable
profit59. However, it does not specify what constitutes a reasonable level of
profit or how this should be taken into account.
This section explores how USPs/NRAs have interpreted the concept of
reasonable profits and the actual treatment of this issue under the three methods
for calculating the net cost of the USO.

6.2



Section 6.2 provides an economic definition of what reasonable profit
means and the justification for its inclusion in the calculation of the net
cost of the USO.



Section 6.3 discusses whether, from a methodological point of view, the
different methodologies for estimating the net cost of the USO include
an allowance for reasonable profit and the impact on the calculation of
the net cost of the USO.



Section 6.4 reports on the actual practice.



Section 6.5 summarises the main findings.

Economic rationale
In economic terms, reasonable profit can be defined as the level of profit that
would be earned in a competitive market (note that we are referring here to
operating profit, also termed “earnings before interest & tax”). This should be
sufficient to cover the cost of paying the company’s debt and equity holders – i.e.
the cost of capital. Hence the term reasonable profit can be used interchangeably
with the cost of capital under this economic interpretation. To the extent that a
measure of the net cost of the USO is calculated using operating costs, it would
need to be augmented to account for the cost of capital for the provision of the
USO.
Measure of profitability
The most accurate economic measure of profitability is the internal rate of return
(IRR), which is defined as the discount rate that yields a net present value of zero

59

“the calculation shall take into account [...] the entitlement to a reasonable profit […]”
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from a set of cashflows. Estimating an IRR requires detailed data about the cash
flows of the activity in question over the relevant time period, as well as the asset
values at the start and end of that period. In many cases, this data is difficult to
obtain. In this case, accounting measures of profitability may be used instead.
These essentially provide snapshots of a company’s performance at different
points in time, based on accounting data.
The closest proxy for economic profitability, i.e. the IRR of an activity, based on
accounting data, is the return on capital employed (ROCE). ROCE is the ratio
of EBIT (Earnings Before Interest and Tax, i.e. operating profit) over capital
employed and indicates the profit remaining to remunerate investors.
A “reasonable” ROCE can be defined as the weighted average cost of capital (or
“WACC”). This indicates the rate of return which must be generated in order to
ensure that investors are willing to maintain their investment under competitive
conditions.

WACC
The WACC is determined by weighting together the rate of return on debt and
an “appropriate” rate of return on equity (determined using the Capital Asset
Pricing Model, which takes into account the level of risk associated with an
investment in that market). The weights used can either reflect the actual relative
importance of both forms of finance to the operator, or the relative proportions
of debt and equity which a competitive operator in that market would be
expected to have.
The cost of equity to be used in the WACC formula is usually estimated using the
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The CAPM formula to be applied for this
purpose is:
Cost of equity = risk free rate + Beta * equity risk premium
The risk-free rate represents the return on a completely riskless asset and is
generally proxied by the yield on government securities. Beta measures the
business’s exposure to market (non-diversifiable) risk. The equity risk premium
(ERP, also referred to as the market risk premium or MRP) measures the
premium (over and above the risk-free rate) that investors might expect to earn
by investing in a fully diversified portfolio of all risky assets in the economy (i.e.
“the market”). The risk-free rate and ERP are economy-wide parameters. In
contrast, the CAPM’s beta is specific to an investment or activity.
The conventional statistical procedure for estimating beta is to regress the returns
of an asset against the returns on a suitable proxy for the market (often taken to
be the broadest possible local stock market index). This direct method of
estimation is only possible when the asset of interest is quoted, since an observed
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share price is necessary to compute the asset’s returns.
When the company is unlisted, as in the case of the network utilities including
post, regulators and other practitioners generally estimate beta by reference to the
betas of a set of comparator companies.
Therefore, if the cost of capital, measured using a weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) is included in the net cost calculation, this will ensure that all of
the relevant costs of the USP are being taken into account. The level of capital
costs which should be taken into account is provided by the following
calculation:
Cost of capital = WACC * Proportion of capital employed required for provision
of USO
Providing the allowance for the cost of capital can be determined in this way, this
approach would ensure that the net cost of the USO is calculated assuming that
the operator is able to make a reasonable rate of return on the capital it employs
to deliver the USO services.
Annexe 6: SGEI guidance in relation to reasonable profit.

6.3

Reasonable profits by USO net cost methodology
We now discuss the extent to which “reasonable profit” matter under each
methodology for calculating the net cost of the USO.

6.3.1

Deficit Approach
Under the Deficit Approach, there is a net cost of the USO if the USO area as a
whole (and as typically reported in the regulatory accounts) is loss-making. The
amount of this net cost, if based on operating costs, only corresponds to the net
operating loss for the USO area as a whole. In order to incorporate an allowance
for a “reasonable profit”, the cost of capital associated with each of those USO
services must also be included. Therefore, under this approach, the net cost of
the USO, after making an allowance for reasonable profits can be stated as
follows:
Net cost of the USO = (Cuso + CCuso – Ruso) if Ruso – Cuso – CCuso< 0
Where: Cuso = operating costs associated with the provision of USO as a whole; Ruso = revenues
associated with the provision of USO; CCuso = appropriate cost of capital associated with the
provision of USO

Since costs will be higher with the inclusion of the cost of capital, the net losses
of the USO area as a whole will be larger when compared to those on the basis
of operating costs only.
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NAC approach
Under the NAC approach, the net cost of the USO, given by the sum of lossmaking USO mail flows, is most likely based on operating costs and therefore
does not include an allowance for the cost of capital. An operator must be able to
meet all of the operating costs associated with the provision of the USO and the
costs incurred on the capital it has to raise, in order to provide the USO services.
The new USO net cost equation under the NAC approach is therefore:
Net cost of the USO = Σj (Cj + CCj – Rj) for all “j” where Rj – Cj – CCj < 0
Where: Cj = operating costs associated with the provision of USO mail flow “j”; Rj = revenues
associated with the provision of USO mail flow “j”; CCj = appropriate cost of capital associated
with the provision of USO mail flow “j”.

As a result, more mail flows will be deemed loss-making compared to a
calculation which used “operating” costs, excluding the cost of capital. This is
because some mail flows that were making profits based on operating costs will
become loss-making when both operating and cost of capital are accounted for.
In addition, the mail flows that were loss-making based on operating costs only
will now make larger losses per unit. Given these two effects the net cost of the
USO will be larger when compared to that on the basis of operating costs alone.
6.3.3

PC approach
Under the PC approach, the USO net cost is determined by comparing the
operating profits of the USP with the USO in place and the operating profits
under a counterfactual scenario where the operations of the USP are reoptimised assuming that the USO was removed.
Taking “reasonable profits” into account requires the relevant appropriate capital
costs to be deducted from the operating profit60 under the base case, and the
operating profit under the counterfactual. This then becomes a comparison of
net profits, rather than operating profits – see below:
Net cost of USO = Net profit w/o USO – Net profit w/ USO
= (Π w/o USO – CC w/o USO) – (Π w/ USO – CC w/ USO)
Where: Π = operating profit; w/o USO = without USO; w/ USO = with USO; CC = capital
costs

Both the PC and NAC methodologies can in principle take into account any
movement in the capital employed and the WACC. However, this may not have
a material impact on the level of the net cost of the USO. If the level of capital
employed is not materially affected by the removal of the USO, and the WACC
can also be considered to be largely unchanged, then the difference between the

60

This is the case if “operating” profit excludes the cost of capital.
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cost of capital under the base case and the counterfactual will not be significant.
The materiality of this will depend on the definition of the counterfactual. With a
counterfactual with limited modification in operations, the changes in the cost of
capital may be relatively small. Given the labour intensity of postal operations, it
is possible that in some cases, the reduction in the capital employed following the
removal of the USO would be relatively limited61.

6.4

Current practice
We now consider the practice to date and discuss the approaches used to
determine both capital employed and the rate of return on capital. Table 32
summarises current practice that is discussed in detail in the rest of the section. It
shows that:

61



In five instances, reasonable profits were interpreted as referring to cost
of capital and were evaluated with reference to a capital base and a rate of
return on capital (WACC).



In one instance, reasonable profit was set with reference to a percentage
return on sales.



In one instance, a separate allowance for reasonable profit is not
considered appropriate under the PC approach and in another it is dealt
with at the stage of assessing whether the burden is unfair.

From the responses to the questionnaire, we note that the counterfactuals do not seem to be
radically different to the current strategy of the operators. Hence the level of the capital base in the
counterfactual would not appear to be materially different to that of the USP with the USO under
the base case.
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Table 32. Overview of approaches to "reasonable profit"
USO
cost
method

USP

Definition

Adjustment
for
reasonable
profit
necessary?

Use of
WACC

DA

Estonia

Cost of capital

Yes

Yes

FA + 5% of
turnover

DA

Belgium

Cost of capital

Yes

Yes

FA

NAC

Bulgaria

-

No

-

-

NAC

Ireland

-

No*

-

-

Yes

No

-

10%ROS
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Capital
employed

PC

USP

PC

USP

Cost of capital

Yes

Yes

USO HCA
FA and
operating
cost

PC

USP

Cost of capital

Yes

Yes

-

PC

Finland

-

No

-

-

PC

Denmark

-

n/a

-

-

PC

Norway

-

No, in context of

-

“unfair financial burden”
PC

UK

Cost of capital

No*

-

Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost methods questionnaire, Chapter 6 and public documents FA: fixed
assets, HCA: historical cost accounting
* The purpose of the calculations was not to obtain an estimate of the net cost of the USO for considering
whether compensation should be claimed.

Further details of the approaches used in different Member States in relation to
reasonable profits is provided in Annexe 6.

62

ROS - Return on sale
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Conclusions
In economic terms, reasonable profit can be defined as the level of operating
profit that would be earned in a competitive market. This should be sufficient to
cover the cost of paying the company’s debt and equity holders – i.e. the cost of
capital related to the provision of the USO. Hence the term reasonable profit
can be used interchangeably with the cost of capital.
This economic definition highlights that it is not only a legal requirement but also
economically justifiable to estimate the net cost of the USO including a
reasonable rate of return on the capital employed to deliver the USO services.
The cost of capital is typically measured using a weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) approach. Such an approach will ensure that the net cost of the USO is
calculated assuming that the operator is able to make a reasonable rate of return
on the capital it employs to deliver the USO services.
To the extent that a measure of the net cost of the USO is calculated using
operating costs, it would need to be augmented to account for the cost of capital
associated with the provision of the USO.
The respondents to our survey provided information on the approach they
follow in practice in relation to “reasonable profit”:



In five instances, reasonable profits were interpreted as referring to
capital costs, and were evaluated with reference to a capital base and a
rate of return on capital (WACC). In another country, reasonable profits
are set with reference to a return on sales.



In both Belgium and Estonia, the application of the Deficit Approach is
adjusted to make an allowance for the cost of capital in the net cost of
the USO calculation.



Two USPs which have applied the NAC approach did not adjust it to
make an allowance for the cost of capital as it was not judged necessary.
In both cases, the purpose of the analysis was not to consider whether
compensation should be claimed.



The evidence on an allowance for the cost of capital under the PC
approach is mixed to date. Two USPs incorporated it, and two others
felt that reasonable profits were best considered at the stage where the
existence of an unfair financial burden.

Allowances for reasonable profits have been determined using an appropriate
WACC for the USP –either relying on past decisions of regulators, or
undertaking a full WACC analysis. It should be noted that recent case law in
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relation to state aid cases in post-show that the Commission made use of a
benchmark returns on sales measure as an indicator of reasonable profit63.

63

Annexe 6 provides a summary of the SGEI guidance in relation to reasonable profits. This includes
references to specific case law.
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Incentives for cost efficiency

7.1

Introduction
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Annex I of the Directive states that: “National regulatory authorities are to consider all
means to ensure appropriate incentives for postal service providers (designated or
not) to provide universal service obligations cost efficiently (…). The calculation shall take
into account all other relevant elements, including any intangible and market benefits which
accrue to a postal service provider designated to provide universal service, the entitlement to a
reasonable profit and incentives for cost efficiency.”
This section describes how stakeholders have interpreted the notion of incentives
for cost efficiency and its expected and actual treatments under the three
methods for calculating the net cost of the USO.

7.2

Economic rationale
Two main economic reasons support the recommendation that the universal
service be provided efficiently. First, delivering a postal universal service at least
cost will go towards maximising economic welfare and therefore providing most
benefits to customers. Second, to the extent a net cost of the USO might be
compensated by the State or rival operators, one would want to ensure the level
of compensation reflects an efficient provision of the USO. This in turn would
ensure that the level of compensation does not distort competition in the market
if rival operators contribute to a compensation fund, and/or ensures an efficient
use of taxpayer’s money, if paid by the State.
Consequently, there is a need to consider the methods available for determining
what would be an efficient cost level at which the USO can be provided and both
whether and how the net cost of the USO calculations might take account of
incentives for cost efficiency.

7.3

SGEI guidance
Some guidance on efficient costs does exist, in relation to claiming financial
compensation from the State for the provision of an SGEI (service of general
economic interest). To the extent that it is appropriate to cross-refer and apply
this guidance in the context of USO costing, it could be considered useful.
In order for financial compensation for the provision of an SGEI not to be
considered State Aid, it must meet certain criteria. Paragraph 70 of the SGEI
Framework Communication specifies the following:
“…where the undertaking… is not chosen pursuant to a public procurement
procedure, … the level of compensation needed must be determined on the basis of an
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analysis of the costs which a typical undertaking, well run and adequately provided
with means of transport so as to be able to meet the necessary public service
requirements would have incurred in discharging those obligations…The aim is to
ensure that the high costs of an inefficient undertaking are not taken as the
benchmark”
The Commission provides some guidance on how a Member State should assess
whether an operator is a “well-run undertaking”. This requires analysing
analytical ratios which are indicative of productivity (such as turnover to capital
employed, total cost to turnover, turnover per employee, value added per
employee or staff costs to value added). Member States can also use analytical
ratios indicating whether the quality of supply meets user expectations (Paragraph
72 of the SGEI Framework Communication).
In considering a “typical” undertaking, against which to benchmark, Paragraph
74 of the SGEI Framework Communication specifies:
“The reference to the costs of a ‘typical’ undertaking in the sector under consideration implies
that there are a sufficient number of undertakings whose costs may be taken into account. Those
undertakings may be located in the same Member State or in other Member States. However,
the Commission takes the view that reference cannot be made to the costs of an undertaking that
enjoys a monopoly position or receives public service compensation granted on conditions that do
not comply with Union law, as in both cases the cost level may be higher than normal.”
Paragraph 75 of the SGEI Framework Communication suggests that the onus is
on the Member State to demonstrate how the level of compensation was
determined on the basis of a well-run undertaking – which is a necessary
condition for concluding that a State compensation for the SGEI does not
breach State Aid rules64.
“75. If the Member State can show that the cost structure of the undertaking entrusted with the
operation of the SGEI corresponds to the average cost structure of efficient and comparable
undertakings in the sector under consideration, the amount of compensation that will allow the
undertaking to cover its costs, including a reasonable profit, is deemed to comply with the fourth
Altmark criterion.”

64

This point was raised in the Commission’s Decision of 25 January 2012 in relation to
the
compensation implemented by Belgium in favour of De Post-La Poste (now bpost).
Paragraph 194 of this Decision noted that bpost was not chosen to deliver the SGEI by
means of public procurement procedure and the “Belgian authorities had not proved
that
the level of compensation was determined on the basis of an analysis of the costs which a typical,
well-run undertaking with adequate means…”.
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Cost efficiency adjustment and net cost of the
USO methodologies
In the next paragraphs, we discuss whether a cost efficiency adjustment might be
necessary under the different methods for calculating the net cost of the USO.
The features of the methods may or may not embed efficient costs, and therefore
a separate cost efficiency adjustment, if necessary, may need to be considered.

7.4.1

Treatment of efficiency by USO cost method
Both standard DA and NAC (using FAC costs) approaches do not automatically
take into account the possibility that the USP is operating inefficiently. Both are
typically accounting cost based exercises and use actual cost data which may
reflect inefficiencies. Whether an adjustment for efficiency is best carried out on
the actual cost data before the calculation, or after the net cost has been
calculated, on the basis of actual cost data, is discussed next.
The NAC approach, if using long run incremental costs to identify the lossmaking mail flows, could in principle reflect efficient costs to the extent that long
run costs are also those that would be incurred by an efficient operator. If so, it is
not obvious that an efficiency adjustment would be necessary65. In practice,
however, to the extent that NAC based calculations are undertaken using actual
costs, they could reflect existing inefficiencies.
The PC approach presumes effective competition between efficient operators,
including the USP. In practice, however, competition might have been less
effective and the actual cost data of the USP may not be that of an efficient
operator. If actual cost data is used to derive the profitability under the base case
and counterfactual, then the difference between the two profit measures would
include any inefficiency. As the inefficiencies would be included in the costs of
the base case and in the counterfactual, however the materiality impact of any
inefficiency on the net cost of the USO may be relatively small.

7.4.2

Need for cost efficiency incentives
Under certain circumstances, the use of benchmarked efficient costs may not be
required or feasible. These are described below:



65

Firstly, the USP may already be operating at a level that is considered to be
efficient, given the external forces it faces and/or the fact that it incurs some
costs that are the result of external constraints that it is not in a position to
change. For example, any inability of a USP to reduce the size of its labour

The net costs of the USO “were to be based on the costs of efficient operations, rather than actual
cost which might be inflated by inefficient working practices and/or inflated wage.” NERA (1998)
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force due to legal constraints or to modify certain terms and conditions of its
employment contracts which may be more generous than under competitive
market conditions.




7.4.3

Secondly, the USP may already be making efficiency improvements as
requested under the wider regulatory regime that it operates under. For
example, under a multi-year RPI-type price regulation regime, assuming that
the operators’ objective is to ‘maximise profits’, the USP would be expected
to have an incentive to move its costs towards a more efficient level.
Thirdly, similar cost data from comparable but efficient operators (i.e.
benchmarked efficient costs) may not be readily available, as there is one
USP per country and the USO scope and terms are country specific.

Stage at which cost efficiency adjustments are made
Overall, if a cost efficiency adjustment is warranted, it can be made either before,
as part of, or after the net cost of the USO is calculated. These options are
discussed further below.





66

Ex-ante efficiency adjustment: the cost efficiency adjustment is applied to
the raw cost data used in the net cost of the USO calculation and hence the
cost input data is reduced. Under this option, an issue is whether the level
of revenues would also be adjusted. Should the USP actually reduce costs to
this lower efficient level, some of the savings relative to the inefficient costs
could be expected to be passed onto customers as lower tariffs, leading to
higher traffic volumes, in a competitive market. Hence it would not be
consistent to compare adjusted costs for efficiency with actual revenues, in
order to construct an adjusted base case under a PC approach, to establish
whether a mail flow is loss-making under the NAC approach or a USO area
is profitable or loss-making under the DA. Adjusting revenues and volumes
would require certain assumptions to be made on how revenues could be
expected to change, if prices changed.
Cost concept used in the calculation: long run avoidable costs are
efficient costs that would be incurred by an efficient operator66. To the
extent one properly derives long run avoidable costs and uses them in the
calculation of the change in costs under both PC and NAC methods, the net
cost of the USO estimated will be that of an efficient operator.

In the long run, costs are variable and based on modern equivalent assets. They correspond to the
costs that a new efficient operator would face should it choose to enter the market.
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Ex-post efficiency adjustment: the net cost of the USO is first calculated
using actual cost and revenue data and is then subsequently adjusted by a
factor of less than one to account for inefficiency. This would entail, for
example, coming to a view that, say, 2% of the costs for delivering a
universal postal service are inefficient, and adjust the net cost of the USO by
a similar amount67. This might be a practical and transparent step in the
calculation in the face of imperfect information on what a truly efficient USP
might look like in a specific country. This ex-post adjustment can and has
been applied under the Deficit Approach, NAC (using FAC) and PC
methods. How and whether one might be able to determine the level of
inefficiency and therefore the size of the adjustment to the net cost of the
USO is discussed next.

Techniques to evaluate cost efficiency targets
As part of their determination of regulated prices in utilities including posts,
regulatory authorities undertake efficiency reviews to establish the scope for
efficiency gains the USP might be able to deliver over the period for which prices
are regulated. Such reviews might be produced at activity level along the pipeline
of the postal delivery service, they may include some operational productivity
benchmark measurements or an analysis of cost variation across, say, the
different delivery offices of the USP, with statistical techniques. Equally, USPs
often set themselves efficiency targets in their business plans as competitive
pressures bind more and more.
Separately to the analysis of actual costs, and how they diverge from efficient
costs, techniques are also being developed to measure long run average
incremental costs of services or pipeline activities such as delivery (e.g. Royal
Mail, USP in the UK, had initiated a discussion of the development of such a
model back in 201068).
In Annex 7 we report on some techniques which can be used to estimate
efficiency adjustments.

67

An ex-post efficiency adjustment could potentially be considered preferable superior to an ex-ante
efficiency adjustment as it would not require an explicit consideration of the ‘translation’ of the
reduction in costs into a reduction in revenues.

68

http://www.royalmailgroup.com/sites/default/files/LRIC%20discussion%20document_2012.pdf
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7.5

Adjusting for cost efficiency in practice

7.5.1

Overview of results
Table 33 summarises the consideration given to cost efficiency as part of the
calculations of the net cost of the USO in practice. This table sets out the stage at
which a cost efficiency adjustment is made, the basis of the magnitude of cost
efficiency and other cost efficiency incentives via ex ante price regulation. Overall
we find that the adjustments for efficiency, if any, are made after the calculation
of the net cost of the USO. The basis for determining the magnitude of the
efficiency gains is more mixed:



PC approach (actual): Four USPs consider incentives for cost
efficiency. Three introduce a cost efficiency adjustment after the net
cost of the USO has been calculated. Two USPs observe that they are
already efficient and no further adjustment to their actual data is
necessary. A fourth USP deals with the topic indirectly as it performs a
sensitivity analysis on various input cost levels. For two USPs, the
magnitude of the cost efficiency adjustment is based on future
prospective cost savings based on the business plan of the USP. These
cost efficiency adjustments take place in a wider regulatory regime with
ex ante price regulation.



PC approach (proposal): The methodology recommended to the
NRA in Finland suggests an adjustment is made after the net cost of
USO has been calculated and the magnitude is to be based on a
benchmark analysis of a range of efficiency indicators.



NAC and FDC approach: Two USPs adopting NAC and FDC
reported adjusting for cost efficiency after the net cost of the USO has
been calculated, using historic efficiency gains.



No efficiency adjustments: Another four USPs reported the reasons
for not introducing a cost efficiency adjustment to their calculation.
Two USPs using NAC and Deficit Approach respectively mentioned
that the 3rd Postal Directive had not transposed (and so they were
exempt from the requirement). One reports that it was not justified
under the scope of the calculation and one indicated that it was difficult
to establish the appropriate level of cost efficiency adjustment.
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Table 33. Incentives for cost efficiency in net USO calculations to date
USP

USO cost
method

Stage of cost
efficiency
adjustments

Basis of
magnitude of
cost
efficiency

Other
incentives for
cost
efficiency
with ex ante
price
regulation

USP1

PC

After

Prospective

Yes

USP2

PC

Not required

Not required

Yes

USP3

PC

After

Prospective

Yes

USP4

NAC

After

Historic

Yes

USP5

DA

After - at the
discretion of
NRA

Historic

Yes

USP6

PC

Not required

Scenario
analysis

No

USP7

PC

After

Benchmarking
of efficiency
indicators

No

Source: Frontier Economics

7.6

Conclusions
The Directive specifies that “…The calculation should take into account all other
relevant elements, including… incentives for cost efficiency”69. This is to ensure
the USP is compensated for the net cost of the USO assuming that it was
provided by an efficient operator.
Under certain circumstances, adjustments for efficiency costs may not be
required or practical. Firstly, the USP may already be operating at a level that is
considered to be efficient, given the competitive pressures that is faces. Some
USPs may also incur some costs as the result of external constraints that they are
facing and are not in a position to change. For example, USPs may face specific
legal constraints in relation to labour force adjustments.

69

Paragraph 29 of the third postal directive
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Secondly, some USPs may already be making efficiency improvements as
requested under a wider regulatory regime that they operate under and assuming
that a USP is operating partly or fully under commercial conditions (i.e. which
include the objective of maximising profits), such a USP would be expected to
have an incentive to move its costs towards an efficient level.
Thirdly, technically, cost data from a comparable but efficient operator (i.e.
benchmarked efficient costs) may not be readily available.
The DA and NAC approaches use actual cost data and therefore the estimated
net cost of the USO may warrant an adjustment for efficiency if possible. An exante adjustment of costs for efficiency without an adjustment to revenues could
lead to misleading estimates of the net cost of the USO – as it would create
artificial improvements in margins/ profitability, which could not necessarily take
place in a fully competitive market. An ex-post adjustment to the calculated net
cost of the USO to the extent it assumes revenues follow costs, would lead to a
lower estimate of the net cost of the USO.
The PC approach assumes the same level of efficiency in both base and
counterfactual scenarios. To the extent the USP is inefficient, the approach using
actual cost data will include only the inefficiencies attributable to the USO in its
calculation of the net cost of the USO. As the inefficiencies would be included
in the costs of the base case and in the counterfactual, the materiality impact of
any inefficiency on the net cost of the USO may be relatively small.
A PC approach based on the change in costs under the counterfactual and using
long run avoidable costs will provide a reasonable estimate of an efficient net
cost of the USO. This will depend on the robustness of the estimates for the
long run avoidable costs themselves. An NAC approach also using long run
incremental costs would produce an efficient estimate of the net cost of the
USO. Hence the use of the cost concept, long run incremental cost, removes, in
theory, the need to adjust for efficiency.
In practice, among the 13 USPS which have calculated the net cost of the USO,
seven have explicitly considered cost efficiency incentives. It is more often
considered under the PC approach than DA and NAC. In addition, the cost
efficiency adjustment is made after the net cost of the calculation of the USO
(rather than before by adjusting actual cost data).
The net cost of the USO calculations that have included a cost efficiency
adjustment typically do not bring the cost base down to a fully efficient level.
Instead they use on-going efficiency targets such that the USP makes efficiency
improvements over time towards full efficiency. We found only one instance
where the recommendation was to use fully efficient costs.
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This section considers the treatment of intangible and market benefits attributed
to the USO in the calculation of the net cost of the USO.
This section is set out as follows:



Section 8.2 provides a definition of and presents the intangible benefits
that have been identified in post;



Section 8.3 reviews the treatment of intangible and market benefits by
USO cost approach (DA, NAC, and PC);



Section 8.4 discusses the evaluation methods developed to date and
their results;



Section 8.5 discusses the USP’s evaluation of intangible benefits;



Section 8.6 presents the conclusions.

8.2

Definition and identification of intangible benefits

8.2.1

In theory
Annex I of the postal directive states that the calculation of the net cost
associated with the provision of the USO should “take into account any intangible and
market benefits which accrue to a postal service provider designated to provide universal
service”70, however it does not provide any further explanation of the nature of
such benefits.
A recent consideration of this issue proposed the following operational definition
of intangible benefits and commented on its relevance:
“a benefit is classified as ‘intangible’ when a universal service provider’s performance and cost
accounting, and its calculation of the net cost of the universal service obligation does not (fully)
reflect the impact on revenues and cost that result from the existence of this benefit. The
definition is relevant insofar as the identification of such benefits becomes necessary only if they
are not already included it the universal service provider’s net cost calculation.”71.
As part of our survey, and reflecting the above definition and the literature
review, we have sought to collect information on the different potential elements
of intangible benefits.

70

Part A of annex I of the Third Postal Directive.

71

WIK Consult (2010), page 23.
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A list of intangible benefits is reported in the first column of Table 34. The
intangible benefits which are mentioned most frequently in the literature are
listed first, followed by those benefits which are mentioned less frequently, and
then some benefits arising from legal privileges.
For these intangibles to be benefits, we specify in the second column how these
items might provide a comparative advantage to the USP when compared to its
rivals. Overall, this comparative advantage may emanate from the USP incurring
lower costs, which may be the result of higher volumes. It may also emanate
from higher revenues, which in turn may stem from, amongst others, better
customer acquisition and retention thanks to better brand and reputation and
demand complementarities.
Table 34. Intangibles that might arise from the USO
Intangible/ market benefits

Thanks to the USO, the USP may achieve…

Most discussed in postal literature
1.

Economies of scale and scope;

Lower average cost in providing several USO
products and non-USO products

2.

Enhancement of brand value;

Higher sales due to positive impact of brand
(customer retention and acquisition)

3.

Enhanced advertising effect

4.

VAT exemption

5.

Interest on prepaid postage

Earn interest on this revenue

6.

Demand complementarities

Higher sales of other products (as complement to the
sale of USO products)

Higher sales due to more effective advertising thanks
to higher visibility (better value for money)
Higher sales to customers who cannot reclaim VAT
back

Discussed in postal literature
7.

Ubiquity

Better customer retention and acquisition when
mailers move address, better customer acquisition

8.

Uniform price

Lower transaction costs for customers and therefore
better customer acquisition

9.

Customer life cycle effects

These are benefits arising from customers who are
currently commercially non-viable and may at some
future date become commercially viable. Such
customers may, at this point, choose the USP over
competitors (better customer retention)

10. Better bargaining position

Easier access to politicians than other operators and
stronger influence on regulatory regime

11. Exclusive sale of stamps and monopoly
over philately market

Additional revenues/ profits as some sold stamps are
never used by users

Intangible and market benefits
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12. Recipient database
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Providing the universal service provides USPs with
access to customer and demand information which
can be used to market postal products (customer
acquisition and retention)

Legal privileges of USP/other
13. Parking and stopping exemptions

14. Exemptions from
legislation

customs and excise

15. Ownership of post office boxes
16. Binding power of postmark

Lower costs as USP is exempt from parking
restrictions
Lower costs

Great “visibility”, brand recognition
Higher sales as the postmark of USP’s mail is a
confirmation of date of dispatch

17. Exclusive right to use (red) colour for
mailboxes

Brand recognition

18. Right to hang mailboxes free of charge on
public sector premises

Exempt from space neutral fee – lower cost

Source: Frontier survey and WIK (2010)

8.2.2

Our survey results
In our survey72, a few USPs argued that some benefits were not to be attributed
to the USO. This applies to brand and the exclusive sale of stamps as
summarised in Table 35. The VAT exemption was seen as a USO benefit,
which may not be material if the scope of the USO is narrow. Equally the VAT
exemption can be seen as a USO burden in some countries if the VAT
exemption leads to some other obligations (e.g. we understand there is an
additional tax on salaries in France). See Table 35 for more details.
Some USPs also argued that a number of benefits attributable to the USO are
not necessarily intangibles and as a result, are likely to be taken into account in
the counterfactual under the profitability cost approach. These are demand
complementarities and economies of scale and scope. Some USPs also stated that
uniform pricing is not a benefit as such, or that it should be considered in the
counterfactual.

72

Our sample is reduced to the countries where the net cost of the USO has been calculated at some
point in the past.
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Table 35. USPs views on whether benefits are intangible and attributable to the USO

Brand value

Brand value is not directly connected to the USO. For publically
owned companies the property of (reputation) rights is transferred to
the company at the moment of floatation. The brand will remain the
same if the USO is removed.

VAT
exemption

The VAT exemption is an advantage for the USP and should be
taken into account in the net cost of the USO calculation. This
73
advantage is larger if the scope of the USO is wide.

Uniform
prices

Uniform prices should be accounted for in the counterfactual.

Demand
complement
arities

These effects are relevant and important, but should be accounted
for in the counterfactual.

Economies
of scale

Scale effects are not a result of the USO obligation.

Exclusive
sale of
stamps

Not related to the USO activities if all operators are allowed to print
and sell stamps

Unused
stamps

Loans based on unused stamps are not an advantage attributable to
the USO as stamps can also be issued without the USO

Overall
statement

Intangible or market benefits are not related to the USO per se. Any
commercial benefits of being a USP are taken into account when
defining the counterfactual scenario.

Unlikely to be a benefit if one observes that rivals also adopt uniform
prices

Scale and scope effects should be accounted for in the
counterfactual.

Source: Frontier Economics based on the replies to its USO cost methods questionnaire

73

The VAT exempted activities are subject to a tax on salaries, making the VAT exemption a burden
in France.
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Intangible and market benefits by USO cost
methodology
In this section we discuss the treatment of intangible benefits under each
methodology. The options for accounting for intangible benefits are either
embedded in the net cost calculation methodology or as a separate adjustment to
the net cost of the USO calculation.

8.3.1

Deficit approach
To the extent that the methodology does not have an explicit counterfactual, the
role of intangible benefits cannot be embedded in the calculation. Nevertheless, it
is still conceivable that the losses generated by the USO area could be netted off
against any intangible benefits, if this applies. Notwithstanding this, no USP
using this approach has sought to consider intangibles separately.

8.3.2

NAC approach
Intangible benefits, if they exist, ought to be taken into account as an adjustment
to the net cost of the USO calculated under the NAC.
A proper application of the NAC could therefore be expected to consider the
impact of USO intangible benefits, if they exist.
The USPs or NRAs who have calculated the net cost of the USO under the NAC
methodology have evaluated separately some of the intangible benefits they
attributed to the USO. For one of these operators, one intangible (the VAT
exemption) was accounted for. For another, it intends to account for several
intangible benefits (which do not include VAT).

8.3.3

Profitability Cost approach
In an ideal world with full information available, the comparison of profits would
account for all direct and indirect effects of the USO: “if the USO implies some (say
reputational) benefits for the operator, this will be reflected in the respective values of the profits
with and without the USO”74.
In accordance with the theoretical framework of the PC approach, all USPs or
NRAs who have applied this methodology for a possible compensation claim
have considered, or plan to consider, the impact of intangible benefits in their net
costing of the USO.
To the extent to which the definition and quantification of the counterfactual can
capture some intangible effects on demand and costs, there is a risk of double
counting if further adjustments are made for intangible benefits ex post, resulting

74

Cremer et al (2000).
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in a potential under-estimation of the net cost of the USO. This arises if one is
of the view that the profitability of the USP in the base case already reflects fully
the intangible benefits attributable to the USO: Consumers who value products
provided under the USO banner may reduce their demand under the
counterfactual, switching to alternative providers. Under this interpretation,
intangible benefits are captured in the profits in the base case and have a negative
impact on demand in the counterfactual if the USO is removed. Therefore the
suggestion of making a downward adjustment for intangible benefits after the net
cost of the USO has been calculated could be argued to introduce a risk of
double counting.

8.4

Methods and estimates of intangible benefits in
post
Overall, the methods for quantifying the USO intangible and market benefits are
sketchy and at a preliminary stage of development in post. There is no
established method for dealing with each benefit attributed to the USO and the
applicability of the preliminary methods to real data remains to be tested and
evaluated. The public evidence on the actual application is also limited.

8.4.1

Evaluation of benefits
We are only aware of one study from 2002, which produced an evaluation of
some intangible benefits enjoyed by the Royal Mail in the UK75.
For each intangible benefit, the authors produced two values: “high case” and
“low case” (Table 36). The difference between the two gives an estimate of the
confidence interval for the size of these benefits – suggesting some uncertainties
in estimating the benefits.
As we can observe, the benefit associated with the VAT exemption is by far the
highest among the benefits identified, representing about 80% of the total
benefits associated with the provision of the USO76.

75

London Economics, 2002

76

It is worth noting that none of the other benefits evaluated exceed £10million, with the exception of
brand benefits and economies of scale and scope, which is £35.7million or 0.4% of turnover.
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Table 36. Potential benefits of USO
Benefit

Low Case

High Case

(£ m)

(£ m)

3.5

8.2

2%

0.7

2.6

0.5%

Brand benefits

17.1

39.9

9%

Other advertising benefits

0.5

2.1

0.35%

Economies of scale and scope

18.5

35.7

9%

VAT Exemption

133

392.1

79%

173.3

480.6

Demand complementarities with nonUSO products

Demand complementarities with USO
products

Total

% of total
benefits*

Source: London Economics 2002
* Average of the two scenarios.

Post Denmark has disclosed that its VAT benefit amounted to approximately
DKK 200 million (based on a document dated 2007).
Copenhagen Economics produced a bottom-up based evaluation of the income
from unused stamps in Denmark using data back to 2006. Other benefits were
not quantified. CE then made an overall assessment based on a mix of evidence
that “we assess that Post Denmark’s special competitive advantages more than make up for the
burden of the USO of approximately 1.5 per cent of Post Denmark’s costs”.
8.4.2

Potential approaches to the evaluation of benefits
WIK
WIK does not provide a unified method for the evaluation of the intangible
benefits emanating from the USO in the context of the French market, but offers
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advice on the types of method that are most likely to be useful and robust from
an analytical perspective77.
Table 37. Proposed evaluation methods by type of intangible benefit
Intangible benefit

Recommended types of evaluation
methods

Enhancement of brand value

Conjoint valuation survey

Enhanced advertising effect

Number of advertising spaces x market
rates of advertising in similar spaces

VAT exemption

Price elasticity of demand of mailers who
cannot recoup VAT assuming La Poste
maintain constant prices exc. taxes

Better bargaining position

No guidance, more research required

Monopoly over philately market

Survey of stamp collectors on their
response if La Poste was not allowed to
use national symbols on its stamps

Exemptions from customs and excise
legislation

No guidance in recognition of major data
availability issues

Economies of scale
Source:
Frontier
Economics
based
on
ARCEP
Note: WIK also discusses La Poste transport licence exemption78.

Cost modelling
synthesis

(May

2010)

These guidelines are sensible from an economic point of view and more research
will be required to develop operational methodologies.
WIK identifies that data availability will be a major issue for the evaluation of
some benefits (e.g. better bargaining power and exemptions from customs and
excise).
Copenhagen Economics (2011)
Copenhagen Economics (2011) suggests that the quantification of intangibles
should be based on economic modelling and/or consumer surveys. All
quantifications of intangibles would have to be tailor-made to the specific benefit
under evaluation. In particular, it finds that the VAT benefit should preferably be

77

ARCEP (2010).

78

Every transport company (road haulage) in France has to pay a deposit of a fixed amount per
vehicle as evidence of financial capacity of the firm.
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estimated as a range rather than a single point estimate. In relation to brand
value, it recommends a few steps: (i) identifying international estimates of
goodwill and cite as an example the work of London Economics (2002); (ii)
undertaking a consumer survey in Finland to explore stated preferences of
consumers (whilst acknowledging biases with such technique) and; (iii)
investigating Itella’s actual behaviour with respect to promoting its USP licence.

8.5

USPs’ evaluation of intangible benefits

8.5.1

Intangible benefits as part of the calculation of the net cost of the USO
In nine of the twelve countries with experience in the calculation of the net cost
of the USO, USPs or NRAs expressed an opinion on the treatment of the
intangible benefits in the calculation of the net cost of the USO. These nine
instances can be broken down as follows



Intangibles are not considered at all: One country (not part of the
approach) and another country (not necessary for the purpose of the
analysis).



Intangibles are already reflected in the calculation: Two countries
using a PC approach.



Intangibles are to be considered after the calculation of the net
cost of the USO: Five countries, of which four are using a PC
approach.

The next table presents the benefits that warrant quantification according to six
replies. USPs in Member State (MS) 1 and MS 2 indicated that intangible benefits
were reflected in both the base case and counterfactual and therefore no further
adjustments are warranted. The other four respondents identified VAT as one of
the benefits that should be quantified in the calculation of the net cost of the
USO. The second most common benefit to be quantified is brand image (or
marketing effects). Note that among these six Member States, MS 6 and MS 3
were the only ones which have actually quantified any intangible benefits to date.
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Table 38: Intangibles
Benefits quantified or will be
quantified

MS 1 & 2

MS 3

MS 4

MS 5

MS6

USO Approach

PC

PC

PC

PC

NonPC

Timing of adjustment if necessary

After

After

After

After

After











Brand image







Marketing effects







VAT exemption

Economies of scale



Bargaining position



Benefits from the right to hand
mailboxes free of charge



Benefits from binding power of
the postmark



Benefits from the provision of
complementary service to the
registered letter service



Frontier Economics, question 43a of USO cost questionnaire;
Note: a MS7 with a non-PC approach indicated it would include ex-post intangible benefits but these did not include
VAT. MS = Member State

8.5.2

Methods for evaluating intangible benefits
To date, USPs or NRAs have disclosed limited information on the
methodologies for evaluating the intangible benefits emanating from the USO.
However, some NRAs suggested that some work was in progress. One party has
provided the methodologies on the valuation of intangible benefits they would
use as reported in Table 39.
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Table 39. Evaluation methods proposed by one USP
Intangible benefit

Envisaged method

Enhancement of
brand value

Percentage of customers who use USP because of its US
provision (based on survey) x revenues from postal services

Enhanced
advertising effect

Savings in own brand advertising associated with closure of
post office counters in the counterfactual. For third party
advertising, foregone revenue from advertisers who only use
the USP because of its nationwide coverage.

VAT exemption

Difference between revenues and costs in a base case with
VAT exemption and a counterfactual without a VAT exemption.
The assumptions identified as necessary for this evaluation
are1) the price increase would be passed through to
customers in full, 2) price elasticity of demand set at -0.5 and
3) other operators not VAT exempted in counterfactual

Binding power of
postmark
(registered mail)

Margin earned on registered services that the USP would lose
if the legal power of postage was granted to all postal
operators.

Source: Frontier Economics based on replies to question in section 7 of the Cot of the USO method
questionnaire.

8.5.3

VAT Exemption
The VAT exemption has been widely discussed for its impact on competition.
More recently, it was discussed in the context of the net cost of the USO
calculation.
For example, Dietl et al (2010) looked at the competitive impact of VAT
exemptions79. Using a model calibration, they found that a USP’s VAT
exemption positively affects their profits and reduces the entrants’ profit. The
paper concludes that a VAT exemption strengthens an incumbent’s relative
competitive position. However, compared to no VAT exemption, it has a small
but positive welfare effect. The VAT regime also has an effect on the make-orbuy decision of postal operators. VAT exempt operators have a higher incentive
to employ their own workers instead of subcontractors. De Donder et al. (2009)
also looked at the pricing and welfare implications of changing the VAT status of
the national postal operator (NPO) from exempt to rated80.
.

79

Dietl et al (2010).

80

De Donder et al (2008).
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In general, the VAT exemption implies that the USP is able to charge lower
prices than absent the exemption, to customers that are VAT exempt. The
expected impact of a VAT exemption will be greater (ignoring any other related
obligations), the greater the share of customers that are VAT exempt, the greater
the sensitivity of demand to price and the greater the pass-through of any price
reduction to the customers.

8.6

Conclusions
Several studies have provided a list of intangible benefits that should be taken
into account in the calculation of the net cost of the USO. Those which are
discussed most frequently in the literature include: economies of scale and scope;
enhancement of brand value; enhanced advertising effect; VAT exemption;
interest on prepaid postage and demand complementarities.
These sources also discuss whether a given benefit is linked to the provision of
the USO and hence whether they should be included in the net cost calculation.
Although they come to slightly different conclusions, there seems to be broad
agreement on the causal relationship between the main benefits and the USO. In
our survey, few USPs argued that some benefits were not to be attributed to the
USO (in the case of brand value and the exclusive sale of stamps).
There is no evidence that the DA approach includes a consideration of intangible
benefits to the calculation of the net cost of the USO, however, nor does it
preclude it. An ex-post adjustment of the net cost of the USO for USO
intangible benefits under the NAC approach is feasible. The architects of the PC
approach seem to imply that intangible benefits can be already reflected in the
reduction in the profits of the USP between the base case and the counterfactual.
This suggests that an ex-post adjustment for intangibles could lead to double
counting.
In nine of the twelve countries with experience in the calculation of the net cost
of the USO, USPs or NRAs expressed an opinion on the treatment of the
intangible benefits in the calculation of the net cost of the USO. These nine
instances can be broken down as follows



Intangibles are not considered at all in two countries: In one country
they are not part of the approach and in the other country, it is not
necessary for the purpose of the analysis.



Intangibles are already reflected in the calculation of two countries using
a PC approach.



Intangibles are to be considered after the calculation of the net cost of
the USO in five countries, of which four are using a PC approach and
two have actually quantified the intangible benefits.
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Overall, the methods for quantifying the USO intangible and market benefits are
sketchy and at a preliminary stage of development in post. The available evidence
seems to suggest that the vast majority of any potential benefits are accounted for
by some of the potential elements of intangible/tangible benefits identified. The
applicability of the preliminary methods to real data is however limited and
further evaluation/analyses in this area appear to be under consideration.
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Unfair financial burden

9.1

Introduction

123

This section presents the current notions and assessment of unfair financial
burden according to the literature and the views of USPs and NRAs.
The assessment of an “unfair financial burden” borne by the USP, if any, is a
second necessary step towards a possible introduction of mechanisms for either
the compensation of the USO cost or the sharing of the net cost of the USO
between providers and/or users81 82. However, the Directive does not specify
what constitutes an unfair financial burden and how to identify it.
We seek to answer four main questions in the rest of the chapter

9.2



In Section 9.2, which measure of the net cost of the USO is to be
assessed as a possible unfair financial burden?



In Section 9.3, when does a USO burden become unfair?



In Section 9.4, what are the issues with the emerging approaches to
establish whether an unfair financial burden exists?



In Section 9.5, are there lessons to be learned from the
telecommunications sector?



Section 9.6 concludes.

Which measure of the net cost of the USO is a
possible unfair financial burden?
Our review shows that the assessment of whether a net cost of the USO is an
unfair financial burden has been carried out with respect to different measures of
the net cost of the USO. These differences are related to the inclusion or
exclusion of intangibles and adjustment for efficiency, as shown in Table 9.

81

See Article 7 (3) of the 3rd Postal Directive.

82

The first step is the derivation of the net cost of the USO, the second is the determination of the
appropriate “fair” level of compensation and the third step is implementing the appropriate funding
mechanism as needed. This report discusses the first and second steps.
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Table 40. Which net cost measure of the USO is assessed as a possible unfair
financial burden

Before
adjustment for
intangibles
After adjustment
for intangibles

Method

With efficiency
adjustment

Without
efficiency
adjustment

DA

1

1

NAC

1

NAC

1

PC

3

2

Source: Frontier Economics
Note: the purpose of the calculation of the net cost of the USO did not require an assessment of the
existence of an unfair financial burden in two of the countries reported.

ERGP’s position is also to consider an assessment of the existence of an unfair
financial burden in relation to the net cost of the USO after adjusting for
intangible benefits83.
The Swedish authorities, not reported in this table, also assess whether the net
cost of the USO adjusted for intangibles was a burden. Back in 2007, the Swedish
authorities considered that the USO on Posten Sverige would not represent a
burden in a liberalised postal market84. In the Swedish authorities’ view, the USO
is an asset and not a burden because it provides a competitive advantage. Posten
Sverige states that “We see the universal service as an asset rather than an obligation. We
haven’t financed it with any aid or compensation payment at all, but with the profits that we’ve
managed to earn during the thirteen years of working in an open market”.85

9.3

When is a USO financial burden “unfair” in post?
Boldron et al. (2009) argues that to determine the unfairness of a USO burden, it
is necessary to consider different criteria, depending on the specific national
situation86. This suggests that there may not be a view as to when a USO burden
is “unfair” and therefore different notions of “unfairness” may be relevant.

83

ERGP (2012), Chapter 5

84

http://www.pts.se/upload/Documents/EN/Postal_liberalisation_2007_march07.pdf

85

Copenhagen Economics 2008

86

A USP noted that the meaning of the term ‘unfair burden’ was unclear, as it seemed to be an
additional criterion after completion of the net cost analysis.
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This section lists the possible criteria mentioned in the literature and indicates
those that seem to be favoured prospectively or in practice by USPs and NRAs.
Table 41 provides a summary of all the criteria.
Table 41. Overview of possible criteria to determine where a net cost of the USO is a
financial burden

Criterion 1

Absolute net cost of the USO

Criterion 2

Absolute level of the USP’s profits

Criterion 3

Absolute net cost of the USO relative to USP’s turnover

Criterion 4

Absolute USP’s profit relative to competitors’ profit

Criterion 5

Relative difference to competitors’ profit levels

Combination of criteria

Mix of critera 1 to 5

Source: Frontier Economics

9.3.1

Criterion 1: Absolute net cost of the USO
Basic criterion
The universal service provision imposes an unfair financial burden if it reduces
the USP’s profit compared to a situation without USO87. Therefore any positive
net cost of the USO is to be qualified as “unfair”. The implicit rationale of this
criterion is that USP’s shareholders should not bear any net cost from the USO.
ERGP rejected this criteria in its 2011 consultation.
A USP is of the view that any positive net cost of the USO (adjusted for
efficiency, reasonable and intangible benefits) is an unfair financial burden.
Variant of basic criterion
A variant is that the universal service provision imposes an unfair burden if it
reduces the USP’s profit compared to a situation without USO by at least a
minimum amount. Therefore from a given threshold, the net cost of the USO is
qualified as an “unfair” financial burden.

87

As stated by Jaag (2011).
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This criterion matches the view taken by CERP (2008). Equally ERGP (2012)
seems to support this variant. It relates the threshold to the materiality of the net
cost relative to the administrative cost of a sharing mechanism.
“The positive net cost is material compared to potential administrative cost of establishing and
implementing a sharing mechanism (if the positive net cost is relatively small, NRAs should
assess whether or not the cost of establishing a sharing mechanism would be disproportionate to
the net transfers to USP).”
Another variant is that the universal service provision imposes an unfair financial
burden if the net cost of the USO after allowing for the profits made in the
reserve area, remains positive88. The residual would be treated as the “unfair
financial burden”. So here the unfair financial burden arises after the USP
financing with internal resources the net cost of the USO. We understand this
variant is consistent with the approach followed in Belgium (until 2010) and in
Norway.
9.3.2

Criterion 2: Absolute level of USP’s profits
Basic criterion
The universal service provision imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s economic
profit (with the USO) is negative whereas the USP absent of the USO would
make normal economic profit89. This criterion would seem to imply that the USO
cannot take the financials of the USP to a situation in which investors do not
recover the opportunity cost of capital. In this setting, if the USP cannot sustain
the provision of the USO, it is making an economic loss. This criterion is about
the USP’s ability to finance the net cost of the USO.
Jaag (2011) argues this criterion to be closely related to the “reasonable profit” of
Annex 1 of the directive. Similarly, Boldron et al. (2009) finds that a burden is
unfair “when it prevents the USO to make a “reasonable profit”. It is also a
criterion that has often been used in the literature90.
Variant
A variant is to say that the universal service provision imposes an unfair burden if
it reduces the USP’s profit (to a non-negative value) compared to a situation
without USO under some circumstances (Boldron, 2009).

88

Clearly, this variant would not be applied “directly” in fully liberalised markets. It could however be
adapted to reflect the de facto position of USPS in postal markets (rather than the de jure).

89

Jaag (2011); Boldron et al (2009).

90

Crew and Kleindorfer (1998); DeDonder (2006) and Borsenberger et al. (2010).
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Circumstance 1: Whilst liberalised the market is not effectively
competitive and the USP profits have not been eroded to a competitive
level, therefore the burden is fair and sustainable.



Circumstance 2: The market is more competitive and the USP is still
financially viable. The burden becomes “more unfair” if competitors’
level of profits are “clearly disproportionately better”, and once it is
established, that differences in profits are not attributable to differences
in efficiency.

In relation to the second circumstance, Boldron (2009) concludes “the burden of
the USO is unfair if the USP’s market power is not sufficient to counterbalance
the weight of the USO to maintain a reasonable profit and is financially
unsustainable if the USP incurs losses”.
9.3.3

Criterion 3: Absolute net cost of the USO relative to USP’s size
The Finnish Postal Act specifies four criteria with regard to determining what
constitutes “an unreasonable financial burden”:



the size of the undertaking;



the type of business activities;



the turnover of the undertaking’s activities; and



other similar elements.

Examples of “other similar elements” are the undertaking’s market position or its
profitability and ability to distribute dividends to shareholders. Three possible
interpretations have been proposed:91



Narrow scope: compare the net efficient USO cost to Itella’s turnover
for the individual USO service in question.



Mid-way: compare the net efficient USO cost to Itella’s turnover for the
total USO.



Wide scope: compare the net efficient cost to Itella’s entire turnover.

This revenue-based criterion seeks to elicit the extent to which the USP might be
able to bear the net cost given the turnover made by the USP. This criterion
gives a sense of the magnitude of the net cost of the USO relative to the turnover
of the USP. On its own however, it does not provide a view as to what ratio of
net cost of the USO to USPturnover is to be judged too high and warrant the
conclusion that the net cost of the USO might be an unfair financial burden.

91

Copenhagen Economics (2011), page 174
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Criterion 4: Absolute USP profit relative to competitors’ profit level
The universal service provision imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s profit is
lower than its competitors (Jaag, 2011). The presumption under this criterion is
that the USP should not be worse off than its competitor, and the modelling
assumes a stylised world where there are no asymmetries. This is, however,
highly arguable as there are many other reasons than the provision of the USO
that may explain differences in profit levels. Jaag (2011) therefore dismisses this
condition as a potential candidate.
Boldron (2009) suggests a similar but less stringent criterion, in that the burden is
unfair if the USP profits are “obviously disproportionately lower than those of its
competitors”.

9.3.5

Criterion 5: Relative difference to competitors’ profit level
The universal service provision imposes an unfair burden if it reduces the USP’s
profit compared to a situation without USO by more than the competitor’s profit
is reduced due to its contribution to USO funding (Jaag, 2011).
The intuition behind this criterion is that it is a test that the financing would be
neutral – in that it does not create a competitive advantage or disadvantage for
either the provider or the competitors.
We found no example of this criterion being used.

9.3.6

A combination of criteria
NRAs and Postal Acts seem to opt for an assessment based on some
combination of some of the above criteria (and additional ones). There is no
clear indication as to whether meeting these criteria will receive the same weight
in the assessment, or whether all or only some criteria have to be met.
ERGP
In order to make an assessment of unfair financial burden ERGP (2012) specifies
that NRAs should analyse a number of factors that broadly relate to market conditions and
degree of competition in the market as reported in the box below.



A number of these factors relate to some of the individual criteria
discussed above – in particular those depicting the financial position of
a USP.



Some other factors are indicators that may support one criterion or
another (for example, the USP’s market share level).



A new factor relates to the decline in total market demand for mail.
This trend can be expected to lead to a reduction of the revenues earned
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by a USP and could lead to an increase in the level of unfairness,
according to the ERGP.
ERGP










“Financial position of USP:



NRAs should assess if positive net cost significantly affects a USP’s
profitability and ability to earn a fair rate of return on capital employed;
(Criterion 2 in our framework)



Changes in profitability (the burden is unfair if the USP’s market power
is not sufficient to counterbalance the weight of the USO to maintain a
reasonable profit); (variant of Criterion 2)



Significant difference in competitors’ profit level (Universal services
provision imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s profit is lower than its
competitors); (Criterion 4 in our framework)



changes in accounting profits and related financial measures analysis
(for example EBITDA margins obtained by USP decrease significantly);

The level of postal services usage (recently the demand for a usage of postal
services are declining because of electronic substitution). The declining levels
of usage of postal services will automatically reduce the revenue of USP and
possibly can be a factor increasing the level of unfairness as fixed costs vary
in much less proportion with changes in production or sales volume. In such
a situation the fixed cost of universal service infrastructure usually will
remain constant and relatively high. For this reason the USP probably may
face economic difficulties;
Cost and revenues of US, as well as ratio between net cost and revenues
(Criterion 3);
Market shares - in case a USP is able to maintain sustained high market
shares, USO will not represent an unfair burden resulting from the US
provision. (In the European practice in the Electronic Communications
sector market shares in revenues above 80 % are used in several countries to
assess non-existence of unfair burden);
Other criteria set by NRAs”.
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Postal Acts
The NRA of Bulgaria indicated that it will shortly announce its decision in
relation to its approach to the determination of the existence of an unfair
financial USO burden. This determination is to be based on an analysis of at
least the following data: the share of the net costs of the USO provision as a
percentage of the USP’s total revenue; value of the financial accounts settlement
balance with foreign administrations; changes in the USP’s market share in the
universal postal service market; the value of intangible benefits; changes in the
auditor’s recommendations.
In Slovakia, a decree states that the net costs shall contain only provable and
economically justified costs (direct and indirect costs spent on the USO
provision) and unfair financial burden will be judged against the following
indicators: the difference between net costs and intangible assets shall be positive;
the absolute level of USP’s profits (Criterion 2); the absolute level of USP’s
profits relative to competitors’ profit level (Criterion 4); Level of the USO
utilization, its evolution, financial result and impact on the USP economic
situation; Absolute level of net cost of USO relative to USP’s revenues (Criterion
3).
9.3.7

Summary of criteria used for assessment of unfair financial burden
Table 12 summarises the criteria used, or that may be used in the future, to
assess whether a net cost of the USO is an unfair financial burden upon the USP.
We understand that Criterion 1 (the absolute level of the net cost of the USO) is
the current dominant approach. The NRAs of Bulgaria, Slovakia and ERGP
appear to favor a multi-criteria assessment.
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Table 42. Unfair financial burden

Criterion 1

Absolute net cost of
the USO

Criterion 2

Absolute level of the
USP’s profits

Criterion 3

Absolute net cost of
the USO relative to
USP’s turnover

Criterion 4

Absolute USP’s profit
relative to competitors’
profit

Criterion 5

Relative difference to
competitors’ profit level

Combination of
criteria

Mix of criterion 1 to 5

DA

NAC

PC

BE

ES

DK, NO, PL

FI

BG

SK,
ERGP

ERGP

Source: Frontier Economics

9.4

Emerging issues
The choice of appropriate notions of fairness is obviously crucial as it determines
whether or not the USP is eligible for compensation (and the level of funding for
some notions). As different criteria may not lead to the same conclusion on the
unfairness of the burden, which criterion is chosen is an imporant aspect of the
overall net cost of the USO calculation.

9.4.1

Issues with criterion 1: absolute net cost of the USO
There are practical issues in defining a USO burden as unfair when the level of
net cost of the USO reaches a threshold as recommended by ERGP (2011), in
particular. It is not clear by how much the net USO cost has to exceed the costs
of running a sharing mechanism before it becomes an unfair burden.
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ERGP (2011) also set a pragmatic condition that is that the absolute net cost of
the USO “must be a verifiable direct net cost”92. The practical conditions necessary to
comply with this “verifiable” notion are not spelt out to date.
9.4.2

Issues with criterion 2: absolute USP profit level
If unfairness is judged by reference to a profit level of the relevant business units
of the USP, then the calculation of the net cost of the USO may not be required
as a first step as the directive suggests. It may be possible to come to a view on
whether a net USO cost is an unfair financial burden by assessing the profit level
of the USP.
Jaag (2011) also points out that there may be other shortcomings in focussing on
the financial position of the USP alone. As long as no other operator is involved in
financing the burden of the USO, it makes indeed sense to focus on the effect of the USO on the
USP’s profit only. However, if competitors have to contribute to the funding of the USO, also
changes in their profit may have to be considered when determining whether a burden on the
USP is unfair.

9.4.3

Endogeneity issue
Another issue that has been identified in the literature93 is that there is a
“feedback” loop from the compensation mechanism to the calculation of the net
cost of the USO. Where the compensation mechanism involves some form of
taxation of the USP’s rivals, this can put the rivals at a competitive disadvantage
to the USP, which would in turn imply that the net cost of the USO would be
lower.

9.5

When is a USO financial burden “unfair” in
telecoms?
Case-law
The European Court of Justice indicated in a 2010 telecoms case-law how one
might establish whether an “unfair financial burden” associated with the

In total, ERGP sets three conditions for a net cost of the USO to be an unfair financial burden.
There must be a verifiable direct net cost;

92



There must be a positive net cost (the intangible benefits of USO must not outweigh the net cost);



The positive net cost is material compared to potential administrative cost of establishing and implementing a
sharing mechanism ( if the positive net cost is relatively small, NRAs should assess whether or not the cost of
establishing a sharing mechanism would be disproportionate to the net transfers to USP);

These conditions match those made in the telecoms sector by ComReg (2011) in Ireland.
93

See Jaag (2011), Gautier et al (2012) and Boldron et al (2009).
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provision of a universal service exists94. In C-222/08, European Commission v
Kingdom of Belgium, 6 October 2010, the Court of Justice defines unfair burden
as “(..) a burden which, for each undertaking concerned, is excessive in view of the
undertaking’s ability to bear it, account being taken of all the undertaking’s own characteristics,
in particular the quality of its equipment, its economic and financial situation
and its market share.” According to the Court, “it falls to the national regulatory
authority to lay down general and objective criteria which make it possible to determine the
thresholds beyond which – taking account of the characteristics mentioned in the preceding
paragraph – a burden may be regarded as unfair (...)”.
BEREC
BEREC, the Body of Regulators of Electronic Communications, noted that
while the finding of an unfair burden is generally recognised as one of the
essential requirements which trigger the setting up of a financing mechanism,
there was no common understanding as to what is deemed to constitute an unfair
burden95. Elements considered in the analysis relate to market conditions (e.g.
traffic volumes, number of subscribers) and degree of competition in the market
(e.g. market share – if a USP has over 80% market share (according to revenue),
then its net cost of the USO would not be deemed unfair.) So it appears that the
criteria used to evaluate the unfairness of the burden vary across countries.
The box below provides an example of how this issue has been treated in the
telecommunications section in Spain. A fuller version of this account is included
in Annexe 8.

Unfair financial burden in the Spanish telecom sector
Abiding by article 24 of the General Law of Telecommunications (Ley General de
Telecomunicaciones) of 2003, the Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones
(CMT), has the duty to determine whether the Net Cost of Universal Service Obligation
(USO) is an unfair burden for a firm providing any universal telecommunications
service. Over the past decade, CMT has drawn various resolutions with respect to the
Net Cost that Telefónica España, S.A.U., has endured by providing fixed telephony
services in Spain. In this period of time, the legal norms as well as the methodology of

94

Please see:
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d51efd6b08ca4047868
50cdce3f2d498e9.e34KaxiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4Oa3qLe0?text=&docid=83745&pageIndex=0&docl
ang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=3693252. The above paragraph was also
reiterated in Case C-389/08, Base NV and Others, judgement of 6 October 2010.

95

BEREC (2010)
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calculation of the Net Cost of USO have undergone a few significant changes that have
determined distinct results regarding whether this cost was an unfair burden or not.
Article 39 of the General Law of Telecommunications of 1998 exemplified that a Net
Cost of USO could only be considered an unfair burden when this cost generated a
competitive disadvantage for the firm offering these universal services. This norm was
replaced by the General Law of Telecommunications of 2003; among the modifications
to the 1998 law, the new norm did not make emphasis on the fact that a Net Cost must
generate a competitive disadvantage for it to be classified as unjust. More specifically,
article 24 of the 2003 law only states that the telecommunications regulator (Comisión
del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones – CMT) will determine whether the obligation
to provide universal services could imply an unfair burden.
The other legal document with which CMT has made its decisions is the Universal
Service Regulation. Over the past decade, this document has undergone two main
normative changes, one in 2005 and one in 2011. Before these modifications, the
Universal Service Regulation of 1998, through articles 20 and 22, specified that that if
the universal services implied a competitive disadvantage for the provider, then it was entitled to
compensation. Consequently, CMT determined whether the service obligation led to a
net cost that hindered a firm’s competition capacity by analysing certain parameters like
market share, total revenue per client, operation efficiency, “extreme” marginal gains,
evolution of cable operators, and substitution effects generated by mobile telephone
services. Due to this, before 2003, the Net Cost of USO was not considered an unjust
burden.
In 2005, the Universal Service Regulation underwent an important modification, in
which it excluded the competitive disadvantage aspect mentioned before. Article 39 of
this regulation, claims that if CMT determines that the Net Cost of USO is not an unjust
burden, then it must show why this is the case. Moreover, in 2004, the Spanish court
(Audiencia Nacional) sentenced that if there exists a positive net cost of the USO, this is
a sign of an unfair burden, and it is for the CMT to show that this is not the case. Given
this and article 24 of the General Law of Telecommunications, CMT has determined
that the Net Cost of USO has been an unjust burden for Telefónica since 2003.
In 2012, CMT has developed some modifications to the new methodology to calculate
the Net Cost of USO. According to CMT, these changes are relevant since the
legislation has endured modifications over the past years. To determine whether the Net
Cost of USO is an unfair burden, CMT has derived a few aspects to take into
consideration, like the amount of the Net Cost, the financial repercussions this cost has,
and the competitive aspects of Telefónica. How the CMT will apply this new
methodology in practice remains to be seen.

9.6

Conclusions
Our review indicates that there is no common approach to what is deemed to
constitute an unfair burden in post.
The assessment of whether a net cost of the USO is an unfair financial burden
has been applied to:
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a measure of the net cost of the USO adjusted for reasonable profits
but before taking into account intangible benefits and adjustments for
incentive for cost efficiency (e.g. Belgium);



a measure of the net cost of the USO netted off intangible benefits (e.g.
Sweden, Norway, to mention a few).

The literature mentions different criteria to assess if a net cost of the USO is a
financial burden96:

96



Absolute net cost of the USO. The universal service provision imposes
an unfair financial burden if it reduces the USP’s profit compared to a
situation without USO. A variant of this approach is applied in Belgium
(until 2010) and in Norway. The implicit rationale of this criterion is
that USP’s shareholders should not bear any net cost from the USO.



Absolute level of the USP’s profits. The universal service provision
imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s economic profit (with the USO)
is negative whereas the USP absent of the USO would make normal
economic profit. We have not seen examples of this approach in the
postal sector. This criteria would seem to imply that the USO cannot
take the financials of the USP to a situation in which investors do not
recover the opportunity cost of capital.



Absolute net cost of the USO relative to USP’s size. The Finnish Postal
Act specifies four criteria with regard to determining what constitutes
“an unreasonable financial burden”: the size of the undertaking; the
type of business activities; the turnover of the undertaking’s activities;
and other similar elements. This criterion gives a sense of the magnitude
of the net cost of the USO relative to the turnover of the USP. On its
own however, it does not provide a view as to what ratio net cost of the
USO/ turnover is to be judged as warranting the conclusion that the net
cost of the USO might be an unfair financial burden. It seems that the
application of this criterion seeks to understand the extent to which the
USP can bear the net cost given different measures of revenues.



Absolute USP’s profit relative to competitors’ profit. The universal
service provision imposes an unfair burden if the USP’s profit is lower
than its competitors. The presumption under this criterion is that the
USP should not be worse off than its competitor(s), and assumes a
stylised world where there are no asymmetries. This is, however, highly
arguable as there are many other reasons than the provision of the USO

Jaag (2011) and Boldron (2009)
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that may explain differences in profit levels. We are not aware of a
practical implementation of this criterion.



Relative difference to competitors’ profit level. We also found no
example of this criterion being used. The intuition behind this criterion
is that it is a test that the financing would be neutral – in that it does not
create a competitive advantage or disadvantage for either the provider
or the competitors.



Mix of criteria 1 to 5. NRAs and Postal Acts seem to opt for an
assessment based on the combination of some of the above criteria and
additional ones. There is no clear indication as to whether meeting
these criteria will receive the same weight in the assessment, or whether
all or only some criteria have to be met.

The European Court of Justice provides some guidance on the determination of
whether a unfair financial burden exists. In this Judgement, the Court of Justice
defines unfair burden as “(..) a burden which, for each undertaking concerned, is excessive
in view of the undertaking’s ability to bear it, account being taken of all the undertaking’s own
characteristics, in particular the quality of its equipment, its economic and financial situation
and its market share.” According to the Court, “it falls to the national regulatory authority
to lay down general and objective criteria which make it possible to determine the thresholds
beyond which – taking account of the characteristics mentioned in the preceding paragraph – a
burden may be regarded as unfair (...)”97.
Lessons that can be drawn from the telecommunications sector are limited as
there is no consensus definition of the notion of “unfair financial burden” 98.
Elements considered in the analysis relate to market conditions (e.g. traffic
volumes, number of subscribers) and degree of competition in the market (e.g.
market share – if a USP has over 80% market share (according to revenue), then
its net cost of the USO would not be deemed unfair.)

97

Please see:
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d51efd6b08ca4047868
50cdce3f2d498e9.e34KaxiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4Oa3qLe0?text=&docid=83745&pageIndex=0&docl
ang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=3693252. The above paragraph was also
reiterated in Case C-389/08, Base NV and Others, judgement of 6 October 2010.

98

BEREC (2010)
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Cost accounting and cost allocation

10.1 Introduction
The Directive sets out certain requirements with respect to cost allocation and
accounting separation, which have potential implications for the calculation of
the net cost of the USO. In this chapter we present our detailed analysis of the
cost accounting issues.
10.1.1 Relevance of cost accounting in USO cost calculation
Data from a USP’s accounting systems is an important input for calculating the
net cost of the USO. This is true, regardless of the methodological approach
followed, although the approach will determine exactly which inputs are required.







Deficit approach – this involves summing the losses generated by those
USO services which do not generate a positive profit for the USP.
Profitability here is calculated as the difference between the revenue and
FAC unit costs associated with each USO service (or the profitability of the
USO area as a whole).
NAC approach – an accurate estimate of the, ideally, incremental losses
generated by each of the USO “mail flows” is required99. A mail flow refers
to some characteristic or element of a USO service, such as a group of
service users. Therefore, the revenue and the incremental cost of each are
needed to firstly assess which of the USO mail flows are being served at a
loss. This is then used to calculate the total combined losses and hence the
net cost of the USO. In practice, fully allocated costs are more commonly
used, due to the absence of an estimate of incremental costs.
Profitability Cost approach – the cost and revenues under the base case
(or the existing scenario) need to be reliably determined – i.e. the total level
of profits generated by the entity when the USO is in place. In addition,
data from the accounting system may also be needed (probably at quite a
granular level), either as input data or to calibrate a bottom-up model of the
counterfactual scenario, based on the assumption that the USO is removed.
This will allow a USP to calculate the profit differential between both the
“base case” and “counterfactual” scenarios100.

99

Please see section 3.3 for a discussion of the NAC approach.

100

We understand that often, in reality, USPs using the PC approach just calculate the incremental
costs and revenues associated with their counterfactual scenario, rather than following the more
“long form” approach described above. The exercise then is akin to evaluation of the change in
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Therefore, it is important that the data available from the accounting systems is
fit-for-purpose. This includes that it is in an appropriate form, accurate and
verifiable.
We present our more detailed analysis of the issues, according to whether they
are:



generic (i.e. relevant under all net cost of the USO methodologies) – see
sub-section 10.2;



specific to the Deficit approach - see sub-section 10.3;



specific to the NAC approach – see sub-section 10.4; or



specific to the PC approach – see sub-section 10.5.

This is followed by section 10.6, which sets out our overall conclusions.

10.2 Generic issues
In this section, we review some of the considerations regarding cost data which
are relevant, regardless of the methodology used in calculating the net cost of the
USO. We firstly consider four issues which are all discussed within the 3 rd postal
directive.






The application of sound cost accounting principles – this will ensure
that the accounting data is reliable and consistent.
Use of an appropriate cost accounting methodology – the allocation of
costs to the USP’s services is a key factor in ensuring that the cost data
required for calculating the net cost of the USO is readily available.
Correct treatment of common costs – the costs which cannot be directly
or indirectly allocated to the USP’s services should be allocated in a
consistent and appropriate manner.
Separation of accounts for USO / non-USO services – it is vital that the
USP can separately identify the costs associated with each USO service.

We then pick up on two points which are not covered by the directive, but would
still need to be considered in practice:

costs and the change in revenues. The difference between these two changes will provide the net
cost of the USO.
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The structure of the cost accounting system – the level of granularity
within the USP’s cost allocation system will help to ensure more accurate
cost outputs.
Use of transfer pricing – to the extent that transfer pricing is necessary, it
is important that the prices are appropriately determined.

A full analysis of these generic features of the cost accounting systems of the
USPs is provided in Annexe 10.
10.2.1 Findings
Based on our full analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the
majority of the countries which have calculated the net cost of the USO.





They have ABC (Activity Base Costing) cost accounting systems which
enable them to calculate FAC unit costs and these systems:



are supported by standard cost accounting principles, proposed by the
NRA;



consider the appropriate approach to the treatment of common costs;



separate costs associated with USO and non-USO services.

Of the countries which have already calculated the net cost of the USO,
Belgium (deficit approach); Ireland (NAC approach); and Poland (CP
approach) seem to have the most detailed cost accounting systems.

10.3 Specific issues related to the Deficit approach
The Deficit Approach is a relatively straight-forward method for calculating the
net cost of the USO and is based on data which should be directly available from
an ABC, FAC cost accounting system. Therefore, only the generic conditions
need to be met to ensure that appropriate data is available for the USP to
calculate the net cost of the USO on this basis.
Consequently, we conclude that for the three countries which we understand
have calculated the net cost of the USO using the deficit approach, the necessary
data appears to be available.
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10.4 Specific issues related to the NAC approach
In this section, we discuss some of the considerations regarding cost data which
are relevant specifically when the NAC approach is used in calculating the net
cost of the USO.
The additional data requirements under the NAC approach relate to:







The cost concept used to calculate the USO cost (LRIC vs. FAC) – in
theory, LRIC (or the long-run incremental cost) of the USO services should
be used, as this is more accurate. However, obtaining such data is more
challenging.
Separation of accounts at the level of service users/ mail flows – under
this approach, it is necessary to determine which mail flows of the USO
services are loss-making, as only these need to be incorporated in the
calculation of the net cost of the USO and hence the USO cost data ideally
need to be broken down at this level.
Attribution of revenues at the level of service users/ mail flows – as
above, in order to identify the profits / losses generated by each of the
elements of the USO services, it is also necessary to attribute any revenues
which cannot be directly allocated, to the relevant USO service user
groups/mail flows.

For each of these issues, we set out the available guidance – i.e. from the 3rd
postal directive or other industry guidance we have reviewed and / or our own
view on that issue (particularly where no such guidance exists). We then
summarise our understanding of the actual practice followed by the USPs or
NRAs in those member states which have responded to our questionnaires.
10.4.1 Findings
We can make the following conclusions regarding 2 USPs, which have calculated
the net cost of the USO using the NAC methodology.





It appears that they are able to determine the profitability of elements of
their USO services, as they have:



analysed their USO service costs by the destination of mail items, if not
across more dimensions; and



at least partially allocated their revenues indirectly.

Both rely on FAC unit costs rather than LRIC based unit costs, which
means that they are likely to have a less accurate estimate of the true
“avoidable” net costs of the USO.
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10.4.2 Separation of accounts at a disaggregated level
As well as requiring the USPs to maintain separate accounts for each of the USO
services and for each of the non-USO services, the Directive also requires the
USO cost calculation to be based on both the costs attributable to those services
which overall can only be provided at a loss and those specific service user
groups who can only be supplied at a loss, as specified in Annex 1, Part B:
“The calculation is to be based upon the costs attributable to:
(i) elements of the identified services which can only be provided at a loss or provided
under cost conditions falling outside normal commercial standards. This category may
include service elements such as the services defined in Part A;
(ii) specific users or groups of users who, taking into account the cost of providing the
specified service, the revenue generated and any uniform prices imposed by the Member
State, can only be served at a loss or under cost conditions falling outside normal
commercial standards.”
In order to be able to comply with part (ii) above, further disaggregation of the
costs associated with each service would be necessary. This would enable the
USP to assess whether each USO service is loss-making for specific groups of
users and hence whether each sub-category of users for each USO service should
be incorporated in calculating the overall cost of the USO.
Theoretically, it would be possible for a USP to set up their accounting systems
such that this level of granularity was already built into the way that revenues and
costs were recorded and allocated. Therefore, it would be possible to directly
extract profitability data at the level of USO service user groups.
This is an example of the interdependency between the prevailing structure of
the accounting systems and the way in which the USO cost is calculated. In this
instance, to the extent that the operator is constrained by the level of accounting
separation within the accounting system when calculating the cost of the USO on
an NAC basis, the accuracy of the output may be affected. To the extent that
either the operator is prepared, or perhaps required by the NRA, to either
increase the level of separation within the accounting system down to the
appropriate level of a product (e.g. mail flow), or able to perform this analysis
“off system”, then the accuracy of the final output is likely to be increased101.

101

Note that we are not in a position to establish whether those countries which have calculated the net
cost of the USO, have changed the structure of their cost accounting systems as a result of their
choice of methodology or vice versa.
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Practice
Product characteristics
Some of the USPs gave us detailed information about how their retail services are
disaggregated into product accounts, in their cost accounting system, based on
the product characteristics. Table 43 below sets out the results obtained from
those USPs who responded to this question.

Table 43. Product characteristics used to analyse retail services
Product characteristic used to analyse retail
services
Characteristic
Yes
(no. of USPs)

Unknown
(no. of USPs)

13

-

Format

8

8

Weight

5

8

Class

6

8

Origin

1

8

Stamp

5

8

Machinability

1

8

Single / Bulk

3

8

Destination / Zone

Source: Responses to Question 3 & 8 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
Note that 8 respondents did not respond to Q8 but did respond to Q3, from which we can deduce that they
at least analyse their retail services by destination.

The majority of the respondents use destination to breakdown their retail
services into more detailed product accounts. Where the data was made
available, 8 of these USPs indicated that they use format to breakdown their retail
services into more categories, 6 of them analyse their retail services by class, 5 by
weight and 5 by stamp102.

102

The distinction typically made is between stamped, pre-paid or franked modes of payment.
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Zonal costing
Zonal costing is a critical ingredient to the accurate calculation of the net cost of
the postal USO. Delivery costs vary by geographical zones, however a common
feature of the universal service obligation is to charge uniform rates for certain
USO products, regardless of the intended geographical destination. As a result,
the profitability of a product as a whole masks the fact that serving some areas is
profitable but serving others is unprofitable. If cost data is available by zone,
then under the counterfactual, it is possible to eliminate USO services to those
areas which generate a loss.
Table 44 reports on the availability of costs and revenues at zone level. It shows
that there are 16 USPs which undertake zonal costing, of which 12 perform this
analysis within their ABC costing system. This suggests that it would be possible
to directly extract profitability data at the level of USO service by zone in 16
countries in order to calculate the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach.
Zones are, however, defined using three different bases (administrative,
population density, and delivery office), which will provide different insights on
cost heterogeneity and ultimately affect the net cost of the USO under NAC
Table 44. Zonal costing – numbers of USPs
Zone costing
Zone definition based on:

in ABC
costing
system

in separate
model to
ABC system

Civil administrative areas

3

1

Population densities

5

1

Delivery or post offices

4

2

No zonal
costing

13

Source: Frontier Economics, based on replies to question 3a of the cost accounting and allocation system

Other evidence
The table below sets out information on the number of product accounts
maintained within the USPs’ accounting systems and indicates where this exceeds
the number of retail services offered.
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Table 45. Number of product accounts in the cost accounting systems of USP
No. of USPs by range of product accounts
unknown

<10

11 - 50

51 - 100

>100

No. of product
accounts > no. of
retail products?

4

-

3

1

6

NO

2

1

-

-

3

YES

-

-

-

1

-

UNKNOWN

Source: Frontier Economics, based on 21 responses to question 5 of cost accounting and allocation
questionnaire
Total number of USPs who reported not having a larger number of product accounts than retail products:
15; Total number of USPs who reported having a larger number of product accounts than retail products: 6

The numbers of product accounts varies, but with the majority of USPs
appearing to have in excess of 100. However, in only 6 of the 21 cost accounting
systems for which we were given information, does the number of product
accounts exceed the number of retail products. This implies that a degree of
further breakdown of the basic retail services is performed in the cost accounting
systems in these countries.
10.4.3 Attribution of revenues
To the extent that revenues are recorded for each specific service and it is
possible to therefore directly ascertain the revenues associated with each, there is
no need to “attribute” revenue. However, under the NAC approach, it is usual
to determine whether the provision of a USO service at mail flow level is lossmaking. To the extent that revenue is not directly available at this level of
disaggregation (which is unlikely, assuming that the price charged across mail
flows would be the same), the relevant “attributable revenue” would need to be
determined – i.e. revenues would need to be allocated across mail flows. This
should be based on the use of appropriate cost drivers, to ensure an accurate
result.
Practice
In relation to the process of allocating revenues across the retail services, of those
countries that responded, just over half (16 out of 28) stated that all revenues
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could be directly attributed103. The remaining 12 countries have at least some
revenues which had to be indirectly allocated104.
It is difficult to directly cross-check these results with those presented in section
10.4.2 above (i.e. looking at the level of cost breakdown), however, one would
expect some correlation. In other words, to the extent that a USP states that they
analyse their costs by various handling characteristics in order to identify the
costs by mail flows of a USO service, they should also be at least partially
indirectly allocating their revenues. This holds true for those countries that apply
the NAC approach, but is not necessarily the case for all of the countries who
rely on the PC approach. This may be reasonable, dependent on the exact way
that they each specify their counterfactual scenario.
10.4.4 LRIC vs. FAC
Ideally, when calculating the costs of each service or the costs of each mail flow
of a service, an incremental cost measure should be used. The intention when
calculating the cost of the USO under the NAC approach, is to understand which
services or groups of service users are, at the margin, loss making. Consequently,
theoretically the most appropriate indicator is “LRIC” (long-run incremental
cost).
However, the use of “FAC” tends to be more widespread as it is simpler and
easier to implement and verify. In fact, the Directive appears to support the
application of such an approach in the USP’s accounting systems, which it states
should be used as an input into the USO cost calculations105. Still, if FAC is used,
it could be argued that the common costs which have been attributed across
services should perhaps be excluded when assessing which services or mail flows
are loss-making. This could provide a closer proxy to an analysis based on LRIC.
The CERP (2009) paper suggests that both FAC and LRIC are compatible with
activity based costing and can therefore both be applied. The other industry
specific guidance papers do not discuss the choice between LRIC and FAC for
calculating the net cost of the USO.
Practice
In 7 countries, a LRIC model has been developed or the USP is planning to
introduce such a model106. Four USPs have developed top-down LRIC models,
and two USPs have developed hybrid models. However, in none of these cases,

103

Responses to Question 13a of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

104

Responses to Question 13b of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

105

See Article 14 (3), 3rd postal directive.

106

Responses to Question 36 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.
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has the USP been using the NAC approach to calculate the net cost of the USO.
In fact, two of three USPs from our sample which have been applying the NAC
approach (and replied), have used FAC unit costs as the basis of their
calculations107.

10.5 Specific issues related to the Profitability cost
approach
In this section, we discuss some of the considerations regarding cost data which
are relevant specifically when the PC approach is used in calculating the net cost
of the USO.
The additional data requirements under the PC approach relate to108:









Use of “off-system” modelling – normally, under this approach, the USP
would need to do at least some modelling of the counterfactual scenario and
this would generally have to be performed outside of the cost accounting
system.
The cost concept used to calculate the USO cost (LRIC vs. FAC) – in
theory, LRIC (or the long-run incremental cost) of the USO services should
be used to estimate the costs under the “factual” and the “counterfactual”
scenarios.
Level of granularity within the cost accounting system – to the extent
that the counterfactual scenario involves a process of re-optimising the
operations of the USP, it may be helpful to have access to quite granular
current cost data and volumes data at different levels of the operational
supply chain.
Required separation of accounts (costs and revenues) – to the extent
that the counterfactual scenario entails the complete cessation of individual
retail services or elements of retail services, the level of separation may be
important to help populate the counterfactual model.

For each of these issues, we set out the available guidance – i.e. from the 3rd
postal directive or other industry guidance we have reviewed and / or our own
view on that issue (particularly where no such guidance exists). We then
summarise our understanding of the actual practice followed by the USPs or
NRAs in those member states which have responded to our questionnaires.

107

Responses to Question 38 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

108

Note that none of these are requirements of the 3rd postal directive.
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10.5.1 Findings
In relation to the majority of the countries which have calculated the USO net
cost using the PC approach, we can conclude the following.







It appears that they have analysed their USO service costs by the destination
of mail items, if not across more dimensions, which could be helpful if the
counterfactual includes the cessation of individual USO services or
destination related elements of individual USO services.
Of the group, one USP appears to have the most detailed cost accounting
system, although other USPs from outside the group appear to have
potentially more detailed cost accounting systems. This could affect the
degree to which they can easily model operational changes under the
counterfactual scenario.
We know that 3 USPs all use LRIC based costs in determining their USO
net costs under the PC approach.

10.5.2 Off-system modelling
In determining the profitability under the counterfactual scenario (or equivalently
determining the avoidable costs and avoidable revenues associated with moving
from the factual to the counterfactual scenario), it is likely that an “offaccounting system” model would need to be constructed. This can be achieved
in different ways and may be populated or calibrated with data taken from the
USP’s cost accounting system.
Practice
According to the replies to our USO cost methods questionnaire, all but one of
the USPs which applied the PC approach, had to build a hybrid bottom-up /
top-down, technical economic model to represent their counterfactual
scenario109. These models have been calibrated using actual cost data from the
USP or independent estimates of costs, and most are consistent with top-down
approaches.
10.5.3 Level of granularity within the cost accounting system
To the extent that the counterfactual scenario involves a process of re-optimising
the operations of the USP, under the counterfactual scenario, when modelling
this scenario, it may be helpful to have access to current cost data and volumes
data at different levels of the operational supply chain. If the cost accounting

109

Responses to Question 31 of USO cost methods questionnaire
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system is designed in such a way that costs are broken down in quite a granular
way, this may potentially provide useful inputs to the modelling process.
Our literature review indicates that neither of these issues has been discussed in
any of the theoretical papers that we have seen. In addition, where studies have
been performed analysing the approach taken in practice to calculating the cost
of the USO, attention has not been paid to the input data. Consequently, for
example, there is no in-depth discussion of what data was used or how this data
was generated.
Practice
As shown above, the countries which have calculated the net cost of the USO
under the PC approach and which also provided the requested data have cost
accounting systems with a wide range of structures, including those that follow
the PC approach.
We also asked the respondents more specifically about some of the activities
which are included in their cost accounting systems and whether they just include
the five basic activities undertaken by a postal operator (i.e. collection,
consolidation, sorting, transport & delivery) or whether it goes beyond this. In
addition, we asked whether the respondents separate their accounts, according to
“upstream and downstream pipeline activities”. This relates to activities at
different stages in the operational process of providing mail services. Again, this
helps to identify which countries have a more detailed breakdown of activities in
their cost accounting system. See the table below.
Table 46. Analysis of activities within the cost accounting system – no. of USPs
Analysis of activities

Yes

No

> 5 basic activities

15

4

Upstream & downstream activities

6

20

Source: Frontier Economics, Questions 5 and 5a of Cost accounting questionnaire

Table 46 shows that for 15 or three quarters of the USPs which responded, the
activities incorporated within their cost accounting systems go beyond the
standard five activities / processes of a postal operator (i.e. collection,
consolidation, sorting, transport and delivery). Only four USPs report having
cost accounting systems that do not include any further sub-activities. As shown
in Table 62, in Annexe 10, the number of activities used in the cost accounting
systems of those USPs that responded, ranges from 4 up to 1,624. The higher
the breakdown of activities, the more precisely the activities that would be
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avoided absent the USO can be identified in a transparent manner110. We can
conclude that of those USPs who use the PC approach, three seem to include
more than 100 activities in their cost accounting systems and a further three seem
to include more than 300.
10.5.4 LRIC vs. FAC
Guidance
As discussed in section 10.4.4, LRIC is a more accurate measure of the
“avoidable” costs relating to the removal of the USO, than FAC based unit costs.
Under the PC approach, the change in costs between the counterfactual and the
base case would be established with reference to the LRIC of the avoided activity
or the withdrawal of mail-flows or a full service (as defined under the
counterfactual.
Practice
Two USPs have LRIC models, which are probably separate from their ABC cost
accounting systems, and one other USP is planning to introduce such a model
soon. We also understand that one further USP uses LRIC based unit costs in
performing its PC USO net cost calculations but does not run a separate LRIC
model111. Consequently, the PC approach in these countries appears to be based
on estimated incremental costs associated with the changes specified in their
respective counterfactual scenarios.
Eight operators reported having accounting systems that distinguish between
FAC and long run marginal cost112. For example, in the UK, Royal Mail’s costing
system applies factors to their costs to form estimates of Long Run Marginal
Costs (LRMCs). These factors are considered to represent the long run marginal
cost of 10-30% reductions in volume across all services. Consequently, Royal
Mail has estimates of LRMCs but does not currently have estimate of LRICs
developed via a model113. Marginal costs could serve as a means to proxy long
run incremental (or avoidable) costs.

110

Under the NAC approach the granularity of the costing of activities is also valuable as it ensures a
more accurate product costing from which one shall derive the difference between cost and average
revenue.

111

Responses to Question 38 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

112

Responses to Question 5c of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

113

http://www.royalmailgroup.com/sites/default/files/LRIC%20discussion%20document_2012.pdf
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10.5.5 Required separation of accounts – costs & revenues
Under the PC approach, the level of disaggregation within the cost accounting
system may be important in constructing the counterfactual scenario absent the
USO. To the extent that the counterfactual scenario entails the complete
cessation of individual retail services or elements of retail services, the level of
separation may be important. In other words, if the incremental cost associated
with that service or service element can be directly determined, then it is
straightforward to remove this under the counterfactual. To the extent that some
of the assumptions underlying the counterfactual scenario are more complex,
then it would not necessarily be feasible to extract all of the necessary data
directly from the accounting system.
Again, this is another example of the potential interdependency between the
structure of the existing accounting systems and the sophistication of the USO
cost calculations. Here, under the PC approach, the ability to identify the
profitability of certain services may actually influence the way in which the
counterfactual is defined. Alternatively, to the extent that the existing system can
be adapted, the separation of the accounts and the associated allocation of costs
would need to be performed with the requirements of the counterfactual in mind
Practice
As presented in section 10.4.2, it would seem that the countries which calculate
the net cost of the USO based on the PC, analyse their retail services at least by
destination of mail items.
In addition, as already discussed in section 10.4.2, we know that in two of the
cost accounting systems of other USPs who follow the PC approach, the
numbers of product accounts exceeds the number of retail services that they
provide, suggesting that a degree of further breakdown of the basic retail services
is performed there114. See Annexe 9 for further detail.

10.6 Conclusions
Data from a USP’s accounting systems is an important input for calculating the
net cost of the USO. This is true, regardless of the methodological approach
followed, although the approach will determine exactly which inputs are required.

114

The number of product accounts exceeding the number of retail products means that the retail
products (and their costs) are further disaggregated according to some dimensions that explain
differences in the cost of providing a same retail product under different conditions. This is akin to
the notion of mail flows making a product as discussed in the methodology on how to calculate the
net cost of the USO under the NAC approach.
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Our findings regarding some of the generic considerations for cost data which
are relevant, regardless of the methodology used in calculating the net cost of the
USO are as follows.







Sound cost accounting principles are widely adopted within our sample, with
the guidelines set by the NRA regarding the cost accounting methodology to
be followed, seeking to incorporate appropriate cost accounting principles115.
The ABC cost accounting methodology (activity based costing)116 is used by
the majority of respondents, to generate FAC (fully-allocated cost) unit cost
estimates117.
There is some variability in the treatment of joint and nested costs in terms
of whether these are allocated directly or indirectly. However, the most
popular method for allocating true common costs across services, used by
16 of the USPs who disclosed their cost accounting methodologies, is Equiproportionate mark-up (or EPMU)118.
Separated accounts for USO / non-USO services are maintained by most
USPs and some disaggregate the USO separated accounts even further.

Some of the considerations regarding cost data are relevant specifically when the
NAC approach is used in calculating the net cost of the USO. In relation to
these issues, our findings are as follows.





Although in theory, LRIC (or the long-run incremental cost) of the USO
services should be used, as this is more accurate, in reality USPs tend to rely
on FAC. In seven countries, a LRIC model has been developed or the USP
is planning to introduce such a model. However in none of these cases has
the USP been using the NAC approach to calculate the net cost of the USO.
As previously reported, two of three USPs from our sample which have
been applying the NAC approach have relied on FAC unit costs.
Different analyses broadly consistent with one another suggest that that 13
USPs do not appear to have costing systems that break down their retail
products by zone. We find that 8 USPs reported breaking down their retail
product by another handling characteristic (e.g. origin of mail).

115

Responses to Question 31 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

116

Responses to Question 1 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

117

Responses to Question 2 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

118

Responses to Question 15 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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Attribution of revenues at the level of mail flows. We find just half of the
USPs stated that all revenues could be directly attributed and the other had
at least some revenues which had to be indirectly attributed.
These observations suggest that at least half of the USPs in our sample
might have cost accounting system that would assist them in undertaking a
fully-fledged calculation of the net cost of the USO under the NAC.

Some of the considerations regarding cost data are relevant specifically when the
PC approach is used in calculating the net cost of the USO. The additional data
requirements under the PC approach relate to119:








119

Use of “off-system” modelling – We find that all but one applications of the
PC approach entailed building a hybrid bottom-up/ top down, technical
model to represent their counterfactual scenario.
The cost concept used to calculate the USO cost (LRIC vs. FAC). LRIC cost
data are typically not sourced from the cost accounting system. Only one
USP reported generating avoidable based unit cost from its accounting
system. Still some 8 operators reported having accounting systems that
distinguish between FAC and long run marginal costs.
Level of granularity within the cost accounting system – detailed activity
costing is useful in the calculation of the net cost under a PC approach.
Among 19 responses, 15 indicated that their accounting system accounted
for more than the five basic activities (collection, consolidation, sorting,
transport and delivery). The highest number of activities in an accounting
system was over 1600 in our sample. The higher the breakdown of
activities, the more precisely the activities that would be avoided absent the
USO can be identified in a transparent manner.
In Annexe 10, we discuss some of the processes which exist to control the
quality of the cost data which is used in calculating the net cost of the USO.
Across the countries which responded to our questionnaires, the results are
quite variable. Hence, only some of the NRAs and USPs ensure that proper
processes are in place to monitor the quality of the cost data used.

Note that none of these are requirements of the 3rd postal directive.
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Availability of information to calculate the
net cost of the USO

11.1 Introduction
One of the objectives of this study is to review the extent to which the
information necessary to estimate the net cost of the USO is available across
Member States.
In this section, we review the availability of specific key operational and demand
data in order to come to a view about whether the available information would
allow USPs to implement the various approaches to the calculation of the net
cost of the USO.

11.2 Availability of operational data
11.2.1 Postal network elements
In general, most countries already have access to aggregate operational data
relating to the main postal network elements. More specifically, 17 USPs have
information about post boxes, 20 have statistics about postal offices, sorting
centres, and delivery offices, 18 have data on delivery points, and 14 have figures
on mail addresses. It is important to emphasise that Cyprus, Estonia, Finland,
Hungary, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal, and 5 USPs which requested
confidentiality have information on the six postal network elements clarified
above.
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Table 47. Countries with access to operational descriptive statistics
Descriptive
Statistitcs

No.

Countries

17
Post boxes

HR, CY, EE, FI, HU, LT, LU, NO, PT, ES and 7 USPCs.

Postal offices

20

HR, CY, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU MT, NO, PL, PT, ES and 7
USPCs.

Sorting
centres

20

HR, CY, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU, MT, NO, PL, PT, ES and
7 USPCs.

Delivery
offices

20

HR, CY, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU, MT, NO, PL, PT, ES and
7 USPCs.

Delivery
points

18

HR, CY, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU, NO, PL, PT, ES and 6
USPCs.

Mail
addresses

14

CY, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU, NO, PT and 5 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 43.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

For these operational statistics, 24 out of the 28 USPs surveyed have information
by geographic areas, such as administrative regions – see the table below.
However, only 13 out of all the operators we asked have statistics disaggregated
by zones based on population density characteristics (urban vs. rural). This would
suggest that they may have more difficulty in identifying the network elements in
high cost areas in order to implement the counterfactual under the NAC
approach, although reasonable assumptions could be made.
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Table 48. How are the operational descriptive statistics available per country?
Information
available by:

No.

Geographic areas

24

BE, HR, CY, CZ, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, LU, MT, NO,
PL, PT, RO, ES and 8 USPCs.

Zones based on
population
density
characteristics
(urban vs. rural)

13

BE, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, NO, PL, ES and 4 USPCs*.

Other

8

FI, LU, NT, NO, PL, ES and 2 USPCs.

Countries

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 43 a.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

11.2.2 Delivery statistics
As delivery is the main cost component of the postal value chain, it is interesting
to understand the extent to which USPs have access to different statistics on this
activity. The national operators interviewed gather distinct information about
deliveries. “Number of delivery routes” is the most common measure, as it is
available to 23 USPs surveyed. Other types of information that are frequently
collected “Average time spent at delivery” (16 USPs). This may be related to the
fact that this measure is often used as an indicator of efficiency (the longer the
delivery spans the fewer the delivery routes and the fewer postmen/women that
are required). Also “Time per item to sort to walk” (16 USPs), as well as
“Average number of items delivered per delivery” (15 USPs), are often collected.
On the latter, if not readily available, USPs could perhaps estimate it from total
volume on mail delivered and the number of delivery routes, both of which are
normally available. Out of the 14 types of information about deliveries specified
in the survey, only the USP from Finland and another USP which requested
confidentiality had access to all this information.
The number of feeder services and the distance travelled for feeder services per
day is available in 6-8 countries, although this question is probably relevant only
for those USPs who use foot and cycle delivery and have heavy volumes of mail.
Those that use mainly vehicle delivery would not need to use feeder services.
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Regarding the average driving speed, whilst it may not be difficult to quote an average
driving speed, it is probably only measured in countries with well-developed delivery
models. The average number of items per vehicle, available in 6 countries, could be
estimated from data on the total volume and the number of feeder services. On the
proportion of mail that is walk sorted, although available for 12 USPs, it might also be
calculated from the proportion of mail that is walk sorted automatically at the sorting
centre.
Table 49. Countries with access to delivery statistics
Delivery Statistics

No.

Countries

Number of Feeder
Services

8

BE, EE, FI, IT, PT and 3 USPCs*.

Distance Travelled for
feeder services per day

6

BE, EE, FI, IT and 2 USPCs.

Average driving speed

6

BE, EE, FI, HU and RO.

Average number of
items per vehicle

6

FI, HU, RO and 3 USPCs.

Waiting in time per stop

7

BE, EE, FI, RO and 3 USPCs.

Proportion of mail that
is walk sorted at the
delivery office

12

FI, IT, LT, MT, PT, RO and 6 USPCs.

Time per item to sort to
walk

16

EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, PT, RO and 9 USPCs.

Time per item to walk
sequence

10

EE, FI, MT, PT, RO and 5 USPCs.

Number of delivery
routes

23

BE, CY, CZ, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, MT, PT, RO
and 12 USPCs.

Average speed of
delivery

13

BE, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, RO and 6 USPCs.

Average distance
travelled for delivery

14

BE, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, PT, RO and 6
USPCs.

Average time spent on
delivery

16

BE, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, PT, RO and 8
USPCs.

Average time spent
between deliveries

11

BE, FI, HU, LT, MT and 6 USPCs.
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Average number of
items delivered per
delivery

15
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BE, FI, HU, LT, MT, PT, RO and 8 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 44.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

Analysing the disaggregation of these delivery statistics, 16 national operators
have data disaggregated by geographic areas. Only 11 USPs have information by
zones based on population density. All of these 11 also have information by
geographical location. A very small number of remaining operators (Portugal,
and 2 USPs which requested confidentiality) gather information by mail centre
catchment, operational areas, and zones based on postal network.
Table 50. Disaggregation of delivery statistics by country
Information available
by:

No.

Countries

Geographic areas

16

BE, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT, MT, RO and 8
USPCs*.

Zones based on
population density
characteristics (urban
vs. rural)

11

BE, EE, FI, HU, IT, LT and 5 USPCs.

Other

3

PT and 1 USPC.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 44.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

11.2.3 Understanding the impact of operational changes on the costs of the
postal value chain
Less than half of the USPs surveyed performed analysis to understand the impact
of certain operational changes on pipeline activity and total costs. The most
common type of analysis related to the effects of “changes in the number of
offices” (and of the “number of collection and delivery days”) on the total costs,
(performed by 10 national operators). The impact of these changes on the
pipeline was measured by assessing the effect on collection/consolidation and
sorting/transport activities.
In addition, eight operators carried out analyses into the effects of “reduced
numbers of collections” on total costs, and six operators performed studies of
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the effects of “changes in collection time” and of “changes in service classes” on
total costs.
Table 51. Use of analyses to understand the impact of operational changes on
pipeline activity and total costs
Change:

Impact on
pipeline

No.

Countries

Reduced
number of
collections

Collection /
Consolidation

9

BE, FI, LT, PL, RO and 4 USPCs*.

Changes in
collection time

Collection /
Consolidation

7

EE, FI, RO and 4 USPCs.

Changes in the
number of
offices

Collection /
Consolidation

11

EE, FI, LT, PL, RO and 6 USPCs.

Changes in
service classes

Sorting /
Transport

7

EE, FI and 5 USPCs.

Time in transit

Sorting /
Transport

3

FI and 2 USPC.

Number of
collection and
delivery days

Sorting /
Transport

11

BE, EE, FI, LT, PL and 6 USPCs.

Latest/earliest
collection and
delivery times

Sorting /
Transport

4

EE, FI and 2 USPC.

Number of
delivery days

Delivery

5

EE, LT and 3 USPC.

Place of delivery
(door, address,
post office)

Delivery

2

LT and 1 USPC.

Latest time of
delivery

Delivery

2

2 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to the Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 45.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

Analyses about the effects of operational changes on individual product unit
costs are less common than the effects of these changes on total costs. As before,
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the most common type of analysis is based on the “number of collection and
delivery days”, which also measures the impact of varying sorting/transport on
the pipeline. Of the 10 potential types of operational changes listed in the survey,
three were considered almost irrelevant by the respondents (number of delivery
days, place of delivery and latest time of delivery)with respect to analysing
individual product unit costs. Given the importance of delivery frequency in the
net cost we would have expected that more operators had undertaken this sort of
analysis. Of the other seven, 1 USP performed impact analyses for every one of
those changes.
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Table 52. Countries with analysis carried out to understand operational changes onto
a pipeline activity and on individual product unit costs
Change in:

Impact on
pipeline

No

Countries

Reduced number
of collections

Collection /
Consolidation

5

BE, RO and 3 USPCs.

Changes in
collection time

Collection /
Consolidation

4

FI and 3 USPCs.

Changes in the
number of offices

Collection /
Consolidation

4

FI and 3 USPCs.

Changes in
service classes

Sorting /
Transport

4

FI and 3 USPCs.

Time in transit

Sorting /
Transport

3

FI and 2 USPC.

Number of
collection and
delivery days

Sorting /
Transport

6

BE, FI and 4 USPCs.

Latest/earliest
collection and
delivery times

Sorting /
Transport

2

FI and 1 USPC.

Number of
delivery days

Delivery

1

1 USPC.

Place of delivery
(door, address,
post office)

Delivery

1

1 USPC.

Latest time of
delivery

Delivery

1

1 USPC.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to the Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 45.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

11.3 Availability of demand data
11.3.1 Impact of operational changes
Understanding demand response in the counterfactual is one of the key aspects
for the estimation under the PC approach. For instance, a demand reaction can
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be expected if the operation in the counterfactual implies a decrease in service
quality (e.g. switching to other postal products, either provided by the USP or by
competitors, and to non-postal products -e.g. e-substitution).
11.3.2 Information on the impact of operational changes on demand
Focusing on whether the surveyed USPs have performed analyses of the impact
of operational changes on the demand of postal services, a small number of these
national operators have in fact carried out these. Analyses on the effects of
“Number of delivery days” on the demand of postal services were carried out by
nine out of 28 operators. Other common demand impact analyses were done
with respect to “reduced number of collections” (seven operators), “changes in
the number of post offices” (seven operators), and “changes in service classes”
(six operators).
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Table 53. Use of analyses of the impact of operational changes on demand for
postal services
Operational
Changes

Number

Countries

Reduced number
of collections

7

EE, PL, RO and 4 USPCs*.

Changes in
collection time

5

EE, FI, RO and 2 USPCs.

Changes in the
number of post
offices

7

EE, FI, PL, RO and 3 USPCs.

Changes in service
classes

6

FI, PL and 4 USPCs.

Time in transit

2

FI and 1 USPC.

Latest / earliest
collection and
delivery times

2

FI and 1 USPC.

Number of delivery
days

9

EE, FI, HU, PL and 5 USPCs.

Place of delivery

4

EE, FI and 2 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 46.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

11.3.3 Availability of information on customer demand and on the postal
market
According to the responses received, many of the USPs surveyed possess
information about customer demand. Overall, it seems that USPs have a good
understanding of customer preferences for their own and competitors’ products
(including elasticities) as well as on demand trends.
More explicitly, 20 USPs carry out surveys to determine customer preferences,
specifically about the postal products they offer120. Also, 18 USPs have

120

For a study on customer preferences in postal see for instance, the Rand Study on Appropriate
Methodologies to Better Measure Consumer Preferences for Postal Services (available at
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/post/studies_en.htm)
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information that focuses on customer preferences for the services of the USP
and of other operators. A smaller number of national USPs (11), perform surveys
that obtain information about the specific reasons why customers switch between
postal providers. 17 USPs also collect information on trends in demand for mail
services. Finally, only about 36% of the USPs surveyed carry out calculations of
demand elasticities. It is important to mention that of the five types of
information on customer demand described above, Poland, Portugal, Romania
and 3 USPs which requested confidentiality, gathered all five types.
Table 54. Countries with information on customer demand
Information
Surveys collecting
customer
preferences for
postal products

Number

Countries

20

BE, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, NT, PL, PT, RO, SK
and 9 USPCs.

Surveys collecting
customer
preferences for
using USP and
other operators

18

EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, NT, PL, PT, RO, SK and 8
USPCs.

Surveys eliciting
reasons for
customer
switching to other
postal providers

11

FI, HU, MT, PL, PT, RO and 5 USPCs.

Trends in demand

17

EE, FI, HU, MT, PL, PT, RO, SK and 9 USPCs.

Estimation of
demand elasticities

10

FI, PL, PT, RO, SK and 5 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 47.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

With respect to specific market information, the responses to our questionnaire
indicate that most of the national USPs surveyed have obtained information
about the postal market. Nineteen USPs have collected figures about their market
shares and that of their competitors. Eighteen of these 19 operators have
gathered more detailed market share information for the distinct postal products
they offer.
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Table 55. Countries with market information
Information

Number

Countries

USP’s and
competitor’s
market shares

19

CY, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, NT, NO, PL, PT, RO, SK
and 7 USPCs*.

USP’s and
competitor’s
market shares by
postal products

18

CY, EE, FI, HU, LT, MT, NT, PL, PT, RO, SK and
7 USPCs.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 48.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

According to the questionnaire, a small number of national USPs apply analytical
techniques to understand customer switching behaviour. Out of the 28 USPs
surveyed, 14 used market expertise to try to comprehend the switching patterns
of their postal service customers. Only three national operators of these 14 also
used econometric modelling to understand these patterns. On the other hand,
Hungary, Malta and Romania used other techniques to analyse this, including
data mining modelling for churn analysis, interviews, and surveys.
Table 56. Countries which use analytical techniques to understand customer
switching behaviour
Techniques

Number

Countries

Market Expertise

14

BE, FI, HU, LU, PL, PT, RO, SK and 6 USPCs.*

Econometric Model
of Customer
Switching

3

FI and 2 USPCs.

Other

3

HU, MT and RO.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 49.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.
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Table 57. Countries which use analytical techniques to understand mail demand
Techniques

Number

Countries

Market Expertise

13

BE, FI, PL, PT, RO, SK and 7 USPCs.*

Econometric Model of
Demand for Mail

6

FI, RO and 4 USPCs.

Other

6

EE, HU, LU, MT, PT and 1 USPC.

Source: Frontier Economics. Responses to Cost Accounting Questionnaire. Q 50.
*USPC: USP which requested confidentiality.

The most common technique used by universal postal service operators to
understand mail demand is by making use of their existing market expertise. It is
important to clarify that only 13 out of 28 of the USPs interviewed used this
approach. From these 13 operators, Finland, Romania and 4 USPs which
requested confidentiality, also used econometric modelling to understand mail
demand patterns. Meanwhile, Estonia, Hungary, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal
and 1 USP which requested confidentiality used other analytical techniques.
Among these other techniques are analysis of secondary data, market surveys,
consumer surveys, sector studies, trend analysis, ad-hoc surveys, volume
statistics, and monitoring of year to date outturns.

11.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we report the operational information that is available to the
USPs to understand to what extent it is feasible for them to estimate the net cost
of the USO.
Most countries already have information on the use of different network
elements, including some geographic disaggregation (either by geographic areas
or by population density). In some specific cases (a minority), the geographic
disaggregation is performed at a very detailed level (e.g. zones based on postal
network operational data, postal offices and branches and neighbourhoods).
USPs have a reasonable degree of detailed delivery statistics available. Given that
delivery is the main cost item within the postal value chain, this information
could allow them, with the use of additional information, to develop models that
link universal service elements to the cost of the delivery.
There is less information available on how different operational changes would
feed through the postal value chain. This implies that in calculating the net cost
of the USO these impacts would need to be estimated. As the economies of scale
are less significant in these other activities, by using reasonable assumptions,
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USPs could link the changes in the costs of these activities to changes in
volumes.
Although there is not much information available on how demand is affected by
operational changes, from the responses received to the questionnaire we
understand that USPs have a reasonable understanding of consumers’
preferences for postal products, including those of other operators, as well as
trends in demand and market information. The use of this information combined
with additional studies and analysis would allow USPs to include demand effects
in the calculation of the net cost of the USO
We conclude that, although not all the information necessary to implement a PC
type of approach may be available in all Member States, there does not seem to
be such significant informational gaps that these sorts of approaches cannot be
undertaken.
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Conclusions
This study into “The Principles used to calculate the net costs of the postal
USO” has taken place in the last year before the postal markets in all European
member states are open to full competition. A significant number of postal
markets were fully liberalised by January 2011 and by derogation to Article 2 of
the third postal directive some Member States were entitled to postpone the
implementation of this Directive until 31 December 2012, in order to continue to
reserve services to universal service provider(s).
Reserving services has been the internal funding mechanism granted to USP to
allow cross-subsidisation to fulfil the universal service obligations at a uniform
and/or affordable tariff. With full and effective competition (and thus with the
absence of reserved area), the directive acknowledges in paragraph 26 that the
external financing of the residual net costs of the universal service may still be necessary for some
Member States. Whenever universal service obligations entail net costs of the universal service
and represent an unfair burden on the designated universal service provider, public compensation
and cost sharing between service providers and/or users in a transparent manner by means of
contributions to a compensation fund.
The Directive provides only general guidelines on how to address the calculation
problem of net costs. According to Annex I, net cost is mainly regarded as "any
cost related to and necessary for the universal service provision". The method of calculation
is indicatively presented as: "the difference between the net cost for a designated universal
service provider of operating with the universal service obligations and the same postal service
provider operating without the universal service obligations", and "The overall net cost of the
universal service obligations … is to be calculated as the sum of the net costs arising from the
specific components of universal service obligations, taking account of any intangible benefits".
Throughout this study we have identified the methodologies that have calculated
the net costs of the Universal Service obligation to date in post. We reviewed
these methodologies from a theoretical and practical perspective, and emphasized
the assumptions those methods rest upon.





Three groups of methodologies have underpinned the calculations of the net
cost of the USO undertaken in the last twelve years or so: the Deficit
Approach (DA), the Net Avoidable Cost approach (NAC) and the
Profitability Cost approach (PC).
There is an emerging trend towards the adoption of the PC approach. The
DA approach is being abandoned over time and in some cases the NAC has
been replaced by the PC approach. In 2012, we learned about 5 of the 6
calculations being undertaken. Three belong to PC approach, one DA and
one NAC.
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Both NAC and PC meet in a transparent manner the principles of measuring
a net cost as the difference between and USP with the USO (the base/
factual scenario) and a same USP without the USO (a counterfactual and
hypothetical scenario). It is less so with the DA approach that has no
explicit counterfactual.
The definition of the counterfactual is one of the central divergences across
these methodologies. The NAC assumes a simplified strategic response
from the USP without the USO that can be largely evaluated in a transparent
manner. The PC assumes a richer and more realistic hypothetical strategic
response from the USP without the USO that necessitate more hypotheses
regarding customer’s response to changes to the USP’s product offering and
regarding the changes in operations the USP might be expected to introduce.
Our analysis puts emphasis on the implications of some elements that affect
the actual estimation. We find that the typical counterfactuals under the
NAC and PC approaches can yield significant estimates of the net cost of
the USO. Countries applying the NAC approach should pay attention to the
extent to which the cost concept used (FAC instead of LRIC) and the level
of disaggregation of services could overestimate the final result. In the same
vain, approaches assuming counterfactuals with different dimensions, like
the PC approach, should be aware of the risks of double counting or
underestimation. If demand effects are significant, excluding them from the
calculation will overestimate the net cost of the USO. Country specific
factors, such as population density or items delivered per capita, has an
impact on the calculation although, differences in the relative value of the
estimates (i.e. net cost of the USO as percentage of total USPs costs) will be
more explained by other aspects such as the method used, the counterfactual
assumed or the estimates of avoidable costs.

With this study, we reviewed how these methodologies from a theoretical and
practical perspective can or have dealt with the “relevant elements” identified in
the third postal directive. These include an allowance for reasonable profits,
incentives for cost efficiencies, intangible and market benefits. In addition and
separately to the calculation of the net cost of the USO, we gathered the views of
stakeholders as to what constitute an “unfair financial burden”, which is a second
step to consider before one can concluded whether compensation may be
granted.



Allowance for reasonable profits: With a legitimate allowance for the cost of
capital the estimated net cost of the USO is more accurately evaluated under
the DA and NAC approaches. Its exclusion under these two methods
would lead to an under-estimation of the net cost of the USO. The PC
approach includes in the net cost of the USO the change in the cost of
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capital as the USP moves from the base to the counterfactual. Under normal
conditions, this change in the cost of capital may not be material, suggesting
that it cannot be expected to be a core driver of the net cost of the USO. In
practice, this allowance for the cost of capital has been accounted for under
the DA approach, in mixed forms under the PC approach and was not
necessary under some applications of the NAC approach given the strategic
purpose of the calculation.







Incentives for cost efficiency: our review suggests that under circumstances,
adjustments for efficiency costs may not be required or feasible. The USP
may be efficient, subject to efficiency incentives that are reflected in their
actual revenues and last it may not be possible technically to obtain data
from comparable but efficient operator. Where it might be advisable if actual
costs are used under the DA and NAC approaches, an ex-post efficiency
adjustment seems superior to an ex-ante efficiency adjustment as the latter
creates misleading estimates of the net cost of the USO in creating artificial
improvements in margins/ profitability. A PC approach implemented in
looking at the change in costs and using long run avoidable efficient costs
will provide reasonable of an efficient net cost of the USO. However, in
practice we find more instances of adjustment for efficiency under the PC
approaches than under the other two methods. This may have to do with
using cost accounting information as inputs to calculate the costs in the base
case and in the counterfactual. Also we find that the calculations of the net
cost of the USP are for a USP making cost efficiency improvements rather
than a fully efficient USP.
Intangible and market benefits: this element of the calculation of the net cost
of the USO is at a preliminary stage of development in post. The debate
seems still open as to what the intangibles attributable to the USP are. There
is no evidence that the DA approach includes a consideration of intangible
benefits ex-post to the calculation. There is some support for an ex-post
adjustment of the net cost of the USO for USO intangible benefits under
the NAC approach. The architects of the PC approach seem to imply that
(at least some) intangible benefits are already reflected in the profits of the
USP with the USO and taken away in the profits under the counterfactual.
This suggests that an ex-post adjustment for intangible might lead to double
counting and as claimed by two USPs calculating their net costs under this
approach.
Unfair financial burden: there is no common understanding as to what is
deemed to constitute and unfair burden in post from an economics
perspective and in practice.

The above lessons were drawn from the instances where the calculations of the
net cost of the USO have been undertaken to date.
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We found that the net cost of the USO has been calculated in 13 countries
in the last twelve years or so. These calculations have been undertaken as
one-off exercises in 8 countries, and regularly in 5 countries (BE, NO, ES,
IT, EE).
These calculations of the net costs of the USO have been undertaken
exercises before the full liberalisation of their respective postal markets in 8
countries or before the introduction of the third postal directive in 6
countries. In this context, it has not been always been judged necessary to
account for all dimensions that are to be taken into account in the net cost
of the USO calculation as listed in the third postal directive. This is
particularly so when the reason for calculating for the net cost of the USO
was not to formally apply for compensation. Hence one should be mindful
not to conclude that some calculations of the net cost of the USO were
“incomplete” or not according to best practice.
We note that the momentum for calculating the net cost of the USO is
increasing. In 2012, there is at least a calculation of the net cost of the USO
being undertaken in 6 countries. The purpose for 5 of these calculations is
known: making a claim for compensation.
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Annexe 1: Combination of USO and SGEI:
some potential issues
Some USPs are subject to two sets of obligations. These are the USO, which is
central theme of this report, and SGEI obligations. Service of general economic
interest (SGEI) are economic activities that would not be produced by market
forces alone or at least not in the form of an affordable service available
indiscriminately to all121. Both can constitute a net burden on the USPs that may
be compensated for via two different routes. Under the postal directive, the USP
might be compensated for its USO net costs if it constitutes an unfair financial
burden. The third postal directive allow the compensation to come from either
the state or a compensation fund to which postal operators may be requested to
contribute including the USP. Under the 2012 SGEI Framework, the state can
compensate the USP if the SGEI constitutes a net cost upon it, without this
funding contravening European state aid rules122.
To the extent that the USO and SGEI obligations “overlap”, the question arises
as to whether there might be a possible risk that an obligation be compensated
twice and this, via the two different routes cited above. This issue is beyond the
scope of this project. However, we raise the question as to whether the presence
of an SGEI that is compensated for by the State has implications for the way the
net cost of the USO is to be calculated under the three net cost of the USO
methodologies.
In this chapter, we first review the scope of the SGEIs some USPs have been
entrusted to provide and discuss the extent to which some SGEIs may be viewed
as related obligations to the universal service obligations. Second, we discuss the
issues at a high level. Third we discuss how the three net cost of the USO
methodologies would be impacted by the presence of an SGEI that is already
compensated for.

Scope of SGEI
According to our survey of USPs and NRAs in 28 countries, 5 USPs have been
entrusted with SGEIs in France, Belgium, Norway, Ireland and Spain. The scope
of the obligations of the SGEI for each USP is summarised in Table 58. These
obligations or mission relate to the postal counters network size (France only),
the delivery of newspapers (France and Belgium), the delivery of election mail

121

Source: MEMO/11/929 State aid: Commission adopts new package on State aid rules for services
of general economic interest (SGEI) – frequently asked questions, Brussels, 20 December 2011

122

The European Commission has adopted a revised package of EU state aid rules for the assessment
of
public
compensation
for
the
SGEI
(http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/legislation/sgei.html).
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(Belgium and Spain) and basic banking services at counters (Norway, Ireland and
Spain):



In France, La Poste notes that the SGEI of regional planning is
complementary to the obligation of accessibility to postal network
(related to universal service), the USO requires a given number of postal
counters offices and the SGEI extends this requirement to a higher
number. The SGEI related to the transportation of newspapers goes
further than the universal service on this type of postal items: press
editors eligible to this mission get special tariffs. Newspapers and
magazines are USO products for which therefore the USP has to
provide a nationwide delivery a set number of days per week. We
understand that the SGEI mission adds that the pricing of these
products be at preferential rates. The 3rd SGEI concerns accessibility to
banking and financial services. We understand that the USO does not
cover banking and financial services. The net cost is measured for one
of the three SGEI missions: the size of the counters network.



In Belgium, bpost is not required to provide a postal counters office
network of a given size under its USO whereas it has under its SGEI.
So under the USO bpost could choose the size and location of its post
office counters. The SGEI is the mission that restricts that choice if it
is not aligned with what bpost would prefer to do. The SGEI related to
the advanced distribution of newspapers, we understand, requests that
the USP commits to deliver newspapers no later than a set time in the
morning whereas the USO does not impose a delivery time. Some
SGEI concern the pricing of products that might be under the USO
scope. For example, under the USO bpost has to provide a delivery
service for periodicals, mail of non-profit organisations; the SGEI
requests that the pricing be preferential (i.e. below what the USP would
like to charge commercially). Some mail (“franchise de port”) are to be
delivered by the USP at no charge to their senders. This practice might
also apply to the distribution of election publications and voting
packages. Other SGEIs relate to the provision of specific over the
counters state’s services and the provision of information to the
publication at the request of the state. We understand that an
assessment of each SGEI is a financial burden on the USP is calculated.



In Norway, basic banking services seem to be requested under both
SGEI and USO.



In Ireland the SGEIs relate to the provision of money transmission
services and over the counters services, which we presume deal with
pensions and other administrative documents. The USO does not
require the provision of these services; hence the SGEIs are
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complementary to the USO services provided via the post office
counters network. The net cost of these SGEIs has not been calculated
to date.



In Spain, the SGEI relates to the free delivery of election mail and goes
further than the universal service on this type of postal items.

This reviews shows that



Some SGEI relate to the provision of products and services via a shared
infrastructure with USO products. These are products provided overthe-counter. This includes money transmission services, government
administrative services).



Some SGEI relate to the pricing of the delivery of USO and non-USO
products to final addresses (special rates for newspapers, mail of nonprofit organisations and elections related mail).



Some SGEI relate to the infrastructure and/or the operations of the
USP (e.g. the number of post office network of a given size, the time of
delivery).
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Table 58. Scope of SGEI per country and whether a net cost has been calculated
USP

Scope of SGEI by mission

FR

1. Regional planning (aménagement du
territoire) (set size of network)

Net cost
calculated for
one SGEI to
date?
st

Yes for 1
mission only

2. Transport and delivery of newspapers
and magazine

123

1. Regional planning (aménagement du
territoire)
2. Advanced distribution of newspapers
3. Distribution of periodicals

1. Set size of counters
network
2. Delivery of
newspapers and
magazines

3. Accessibility to banking and financial
services
BE

Scope of relevant USO
for comparison

Yes, each
SGEI net cost
is calculated
separately

4. Distribution of election publications

1. No USO on a set
size of counters
network
2. Distribution of
periodicals

5. Special tariffs for mailings of non-profit
organisations
6. Distribution under “franchise de port”
7. SGEIs with financial components (cash
over the counters, home delivery of
pensions to elders and disabled,
administration fines and fishing permits)
8. Social role of the postman and the SVP
facteur (not compensated)
9. Information to the public at the request of
the authority
10. Distribution of voting packages
NO

1. Basic bank services as an agent for a
financial institution*

IR

1. Money transmission services

Yes

Basic banking services

Not to date

2. counter services
ES

1. Money orders

Not to date

2. Mail services for regional and national

Money orders (until
2011)

123

http://www.ibpt.be/fr/134/ShowDoc/2164/Cadre_national/Quatri%C3%A8me_contrat_de_gesti
on_entre_l_Etat_Belge_et.aspx
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elections
Source: Frontier Economics, USO cost method questionnaire, question 6a and 6c

*The government has proposed a law to Parliament that would limit the
provision of this SGEI to rural areas.

Issues in the estimation of USO and SGEI
obligations
Whilst understanding the detailed approach of the net cost calculation of an
SGEI is outside of the scope of this study, it is important to consider the
possible implications in the estimation of the net cost of the USO for a USP
which has both a USO and an SGEI. We identify at least two elements to
consider:
 The relationship between the USO and SGEI obligations can lead to over
or underestimates of the net cost of these obligations.
 In the calculation of the avoidable costs for each obligation, care needs to
be taken in the recovery of common costs.
We explain each of them below.
Risks of over and underestimation
The reasoning is very much the same as when the counterfactual in the
estimation of the net cost of the USO has more than one dimension.
Consider, for instance that the SGEI obligation forces the USP to provide a
given service (say money orders) in all post offices. Assume that, at the same
time, under the USO obligation, the USP has coverage requirements regarding
the number of post offices. The figure below shows that the total costs of the
SGEI and USO obligations could be over-estimated if, when considering the net
cost of the USO, it is assumed that the SGEI obligation is in place and vice versa.
This would be the case if when calculating the net cost of providing money
orders (the SGEI obligation), the analyst includes all postal offices (the USO
obligation) and when calculating the net cost of the coverage under the USO, the
analysts include the costs of providing money orders.
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Figure 15. Double counting in the calculation of the net cost of USO and SGEI obligations
USO
(postal offices)

USO
Cost of the USO when it is assumed
that the SGEI obligation is in place

Double
counting

No USO
Cost of the SGEI
obligation when it is
assumed that the USO is
in place

No SGEI

SGEI

SGEI obligation
(money orders)

Source: Frontier Economics using framework developed by Jaag et al. (2008)

Similarly, the net costs of the obligations would be underestimated if when
considering the net cost of the USO, it is ignored that the SGEI obligation is in
place and vice versa. In this case, when calculating the net cost of the USO the
analyst is not taking into account the net cost of money orders and when
calculating the net cost of the SGEI, the analyst is ignoring that the USP is
providing money orders in all offices. This situation is depicted in the figure
below.
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Figure 16. Underestimation in the calculation of the net cost of USO and SGEI obligations
USO
(postal offices)

USO
Cost of the USO when it is ignored
that the SGEI obligation is in place

Infraesti
mation

No USO
Cost of the SGEI
obligation when it is
ignored that the USO is in
place

No SGEI

SGEI

SGEI obligation
(money orders)

Source: Frontier Economics using framework developed by Jaag et al. (2008)

From the above, it follows that the analysts has to take into account properly the
constraints that the USO and SGEI frameworks impose. For instance, if in the
calculation of the net cost of the USO, the analyst does not take into account the
costs of money orders (i.e. the SGEI obligation), in the calculation of the SGEI
obligation, the analyst has to take into account that money orders are provided in
all postal offices (right hand side figure below). Reciprocally, if in the calculation
of the net cost of the USO the analyst has considered the costs of providing
money orders in post offices, in the calculation of the net cost of the SGEI, the
analyst would need to consider non USO post offices only (left hand side figure
below).
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Figure 17. Estimation of the net cost of the USO and SGEI obligations by taking into account
the relationship between them
USO
(postal offices)

USO
(postal offices)

USO

USO
Cost of the USO when it is ignored
that the SGEI obligation is in place

No USO

No USO
Cost of the SGEI
obligation when it is
ignored that the USO is in
place

No SGEI

SGEI

Cost of the SGEI obligation when it
is assumed that the USO is in
place

Cost of the USO when it is assumed that the
SGEI obligation is in place

No SGEI

SGEI

SGEI obligation
(money orders)

Source: Frontier Economics using framework developed by Jaag et al. (2008)

Allocation of fixed costs to increments
The calculation of the net costs of the SGEI and USO obligations imply the need
to calculate the avoidable/incremental costs of each obligation. As some SGEI
obligations make use of the postal network, care needs to be taken so that
common costs are recovered.
Consider the case of the SGEI obligation consisting in the provision of banking
services in postal offices. If in the calculation of the net cost of the SGEI
obligation, the analysts take the view that the post offices “come first”, the
incremental costs of the SGEI obligation do not include any of the costs of
postal premises (e.g. office space). In this case, the costs of the postal office
would be allocated entirely to the postal services. Reciprocally, if in the
calculation of the net cost of the USO, the analyst considers that the SGEI
obligation is in place, as the provision of banking services requires a physical
premise, the cost of the office would be allocated entirely to the SGEI obligation.
If both assumptions are made simultaneously, the net cost of each obligation
would recover just their incremental costs, but the costs of postal premises would
be ignored (the following figure illustrates this situation)124.

124

This requires that common costs are allocated across obligations, for which criteria needs to be
developed. This is a complex area that lies beyond the scope for this study as different impacts
needs to be taken into consideration
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Figure 18. Recovery of common costs with the SGEI obligation and USO

Office space
Incremental
costs of
banking
services

Incremental
costs of
postal
services

Costs of the SGEI Costs of the USO
obligation when it is when it is assumed
assumed that the
that the SGEI
USO is in place obligation is in place

Source: Frontier Economics

Dealing with SGEI by net cost of the USO
methodology
We now discuss how an SGEI would impact on the calculation of the net cost of
the USO when the SGEI is deemed to be a burden on the USP and is funded by
the state under the SGEI Framework rules. We offer a preliminary analysis of
how a calculation of the net cost of the USO would need to take the SGEI
compensation into account to ensure the calculation can elicit the net cost purely
attributable to the USO. This initial exercise is discussed in the context of the
calculation of the net cost of the USO under the DA, NAC and PC approach.
Impact of SGEI on the calculation of the USO under the DA approach
The DA approach measures the net cost of the USO as the net operating result
of the USO area (i.e. the difference between the revenues attributable to USO
products and services and costs related to their provision).



Situation 1: the SGEI is in relation to the delivery of a product or service
that is not under the USO scope. In this situation revenue and costs
attributable to this SGEI product would not be considered in the USO area
and therefore would not affect the net operating result of the USO. Hence
any compensation of such SGEI would have no consequence onto the level
of net cost of the USO and ultimately its possible compensation. Examples
that may fit this situation are in relation to over-the-counter state services or
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the delivery of election mail (if these are explicitly excluded from the USO
product list).





Situation 2: the SGEI is in relation to the pricing of a USO product or
service. For example some products may have to be priced below their
incremental costs when the postage is free or at preferential rates. This
affects the revenues of the USO area and thus the net operating result of the
USO area. Without the pricing constraint imposed by the SGEI, the USO
area may not be making losses and leading to the conclusion under the DA
approach that the USO provision is a net cost to the USP. In this instance,
if the USP is compensated for the foregone revenue associated with the
SGEI tariff constraint and if the USP were to consider whether the USO
also constitutes a net cost, the profitability of the USO area would need to
be adjusted and include the SGEI compensation. If after this compensation
adjustment to the revenues of the USO, the USO area is still making losses,
these residual losses would constitute the net cost of the USO.
Situation 3: the SGEI is in relation to the infrastructure or operations of the
USP (e.g. newspaper delivery no later than a set time or a set number of
delivery counters network) and entails an infrastructure size or an
operational activity beyond what a USP would commercially choose. Such
constraint affects the total costs of the operations and therefore the USO
and non-USO product costs making use of these operations or
infrastructure. These higher product costs will affect the profitability of the
USO area. Similarly to situation 2, if the SGEI is compensated for, the
profitability of the USO area would need to be adjusted and include the
SGEI compensation. If after this compensation adjustment to the costs of
the USO, the USO area is still making losses, these residual losses would
constitute the net cost of the USO.

Impact of SGEI on the calculation of the USO under the NAC approach
The NAC approach measures the net cost of the USO as the sum of loss-making
mail-flows of each USO product.





Situation 1: the SGEI is in relation to the delivery of a product or service
that is not under the USO scope. The number and magnitude of lossmaking mail flows of USO products would not be affected. Hence any
compensation of such SGEI would have no consequence onto the level of
net cost of the USO and ultimately its possible compensation.
Situation 2: the SGEI is in relation to the pricing of a USO product or
service. For example some products may have to be priced below their
incremental costs when the postage is free or at preferential rates. This
affects the revenues the USO products. It will affect the number and
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magnitude of the loss-making mail flows of USP products. In this instance,
if the USP is compensated for the foregone revenue associated with the
SGEI tariff constraint and if the USP were to consider whether the USO
also constitutes a net costs under the NAC, the revenues of USO products
and therefore mail-flow would need to be adjusted and include the SGEI
compensation. After and only after this compensation adjustment to the
USO revenues, would one break down the products into mail-flows and
identify those the mail flows that are still loss-making. The sum of these loss
making mail flows after this adjustment would constitute the net cost of the
USO under the NAC approach.



Situation 3: the SGEI is in relation to the infrastructure or operations of the
USP (e.g. newspaper delivery no later than a set time or a set number of
delivery counters network) and entails an infrastructure size or an
operational activity beyond what a USP would commercially choose. Such
constraint affects the total costs of the operations and therefore the USO
and non-USO product costs making use of these operations or
infrastructure. These higher product costs will affect the profitability of
each mail flow. Similarly to situation 2, if the SGEI is compensated for, the
profitability of the USO area would need to be adjusted and include the
SGEI compensation. If after this compensation adjustment to the costs of
the USO products, the USO mail flows that are still making losses would in
aggregate constitute the net cost of the USO under the NAC approach.

Impact of SGEI on the calculation of the net cost of the USO under the
PC approach
The PC approach measures the net cost of the USO as the difference between
the change in costs and change in revenues as the USP move from a base to a
counterfactual scenarios. Overall having a SGEI compensated for in the base
scenario raises a number of issues as to what is to be assumed in the
counterfactual, and therefore for eliciting the “true” net cost of the USO.



Situation 1: the SGEI is in relation to the delivery of a product or service
that is not under the USO scope. The presence of a SGEI that is
compensated by the state is part of the base and reflected in the profits of
the USP. Absent the USO, at least two counterfactuals may need to be
defined and evaluated fully. A first counterfactual type might be that the
USP re-considers its operations and product offering but continues to have
to fulfil its SGEIs and receive compensation. The feature of the second
counterfactual type would be that the USP does not have to provide SGEI
anymore and thus not receive compensation. This 2nd counterfactual might
be more realistic than the former. For example could a USP choose to stop
delivering to some rural areas whilst still asked to deliver election mail to all
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addresses under its SGEI mission in its counterfactual? The USP would not
be equipped to fulfil this SGEI at an affordable price and as a result, the
state may choose another provider or mix of providers for this mission.
These two counterfactuals are also indicative that the USP’s profit
maximisation would be more complex as it weighs the pros and cons of
being able to continue to fulfil its SGEIs and receive compensation.





Situation 2: the SGEI is in relation to the pricing of a USO product or
service. For example some products may have to be priced below their
incremental costs when the postage is free or at preferential rates. Similarly
two counterfactuals would need to be defined. The USP in the
counterfactual type 1 would re-optimise its product offer and operations
taking into account the continued compensation it currently receives for the
price SGEI obligations. In counterfactual 2, such compensation and
obligation would also be lifted on the basis.
Situation 3: the SGEI is in relation to the infrastructure or operations of the
USP (e.g. newspaper delivery no later than a set time or a set number of
delivery counters network) and entails an infrastructure size or an
operational activity beyond what a USP would commercially choose. This
situation is best discussed in the context of an SGEI on the size of the
counters network that is compensated in the base. To establish the net cost
of the USO counters network (ie the imposed number of post offices),
whilst having a SGEI size network of, say, 10000 post offices, the calculation
of the net cost of the USO counters network would involve comparing the
change in cost as the network is reduced from its USO-size, say, 8000 post
offices to a commercial size of 6000 in the counterfactual – impacting on the
net cost of the SGEI counters network. This is because the latter instead of
covering an extra 2000 post offices (10,000-8,000) would in the
counterfactual cover an extra 4000 post offices (10,000-6,000). Presenting
the case as just done raises a number of issues that cannot be dealt with in
this annexe but will warrant more formal research.

Conclusions
According to our survey, five USPs have both USO and SGEI obligations in
Europe to date. The SGEIs include a mix of price obligations on USO and nonUSO products (in particular newspapers), the provision of additional product and
services via the existing infrastructures of the USP (e.g. government
administrative services over the counter) and obligations in relation to the size of
the counters network (i.e. the number of post offices in a country).
We then discussed how the presence of an SGEI compensated by the state
impact on how to calculate the net cost of the USO. This is a hypothetical
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discussion as we are not aware that these USPs have applied for compensation
under both USO and SGEI frameworks.
Our review is preliminary and further research warranted. We find that for a
number of definitions of SGEIs, both NAC and DA approaches can be adjusted
in a straightforward manner. Such adjustments need further consideration under
the PC approach.
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Annexe 2: Counterfactuals under the PC
approach in selection of countries
This Annexe provides more insights on the counterfactual used in the UK, the
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark and two Member States whose USPs requested
anonymity.
UK
The next table describes the counterfactual scenarios defined by Postcomm in
the UK (column “compared to”) in comparison with the base (“today” column
in the table). A feature of the analysis of Frontier is that it calculated the net cost
associated with individual obligation to appreciate which constraints were more
binding than the others. In other words, the study did not have for objective to
calculate the overall net cost of the USO faced by Royal Mail.
Table 59. Counterfactual in the UK
Universal Service
element
First class QoS
Collection and delivery
times
Collections and deliveries
per week
Class of mail

Bulk mail

Today

Compared to

93%

85%,90%

Delivery by 14:00
(urban), 15:00 (rural)

Up to two hours earlier or
later

Six days

No collections or
deliveries on Saturday

First class (D+1)

Single mail class

Second class (D+3)

Target: 95% delivered
two days after posting
(D+2)

Mailsort 1400 1&2

Remove from universal
service

Cleanmail 1&2
Evening packet delivery
service

No requirement

Universal service
requirement for one
delivery a week

Source: Frontier Economics (2008)

Frontier (2008) states that “these comparisons were identified as representing
potentially the most likely elements that, if changed, would impact on Royal
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Mail’s costs and revenues125. The list was narrowed down from an original longer
list including the following options.









Second class quality of service: the current second class quality of service
target is for 98.5% of mail to be delivered three days after posting. In 200607, over 94% of stamped/meter mail was delivered within two days. Given
this achieved level, we considered it unlikely that material savings could be
made with acceptable reductions in quality of service.
Collections and deliveries per week: stopping collections and deliveries
on days other than Saturday may not be legally possible (the European
Postal Directive requires collections and deliveries every working day); is
more complex operationally (stopping Saturday collections and deliveries
allows much of the service to shut down for the weekend); and appeared less
attractive to customers. We therefore restricted our attention to Saturdays.
Other classes: keeping first class but not second class would lead to a
marked increase in costs with very little apparent customer benefit and was
not considered further. Conversely, Royal Mail’s achieved second class
quality of service suggested that a single two day service would not be
significantly more expensive than a single three day service. We therefore
examined a two day service rather than a second class (three day service)
equivalent.
Heavy packets: Royal Mail’s licence requires it to carry packets up to 20kg”

Netherlands
Without the USO, PostNL includes the following elements in the counterfactual
scenario:



A reduction in the number of weekly deliveries from 6 to 5



Reduction in number and changes in location of its network of
mailboxes126



Reduction in number and changes in location of its post office counters
network

125

The legal position of these service elements varies. Collection and delivery times are not formally
regulated by Postcomm but form part of Royal Mail’s custom and practice. The other elements (with the
exception of a potential evening packet delivery service) are all regulated either as part of Royal Mail’s
licence or as part of the Postal Services Act.

126

In urban areas a mailbox should be available within 500 meters, which the USP argues is a binding
constraint.
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Different pricing levels and timing of introduction of price changes

Denmark
One operational version of the PC approach documented and applied in
Denmark has been named the Commercial Profitability Cost method (CPC) 127,128.
One feature of this approach is that it seeks to identify the commercial choices
the postal operator could make in absence of USO through an explicit
assessment.
Thus the CPC approach divides the USO requirements into two groups: (i)
requirements that may constitute a significant constraint on the USP; and (ii)
requirements that hardly constitute any real constraint. In order to qualitatively
divide the USO requirement into these two groups, five specific questions are
raised and conclusions drawn from the answers:



Does the USP voluntarily offer so USP delivers more than required, the
requirement is not restrictive? If so, the “imposed” USO is not a
constraint.



Do the competitors offer more than required from the USP by the
USO? If so, the requirement is hardly restrictive and one can expect that
the market would provide universal service for free.



Do postal operators in other countries offer more than required by the
USO in the actual country, although the requirements in their own USO
are lower? If so, the obligation to offer such service is hardly a burden
for the USP.



Which constraints would the USP in all events have as a dominant
under the national competition act? The USP will probably be dominant
according to the Competition Act, which means that only the USO
requirements exceeding the requirements stipulated in the Competition
Act must be included.



What are the pros and cons of offering the service? If the pros outweigh
qualitatively the cons, this the provision of the service is not binding.

The results of this qualitative assessment in the case of Denmark is summarised
in Table 60. With the exercise of answering the above five questions for each
USO obligation the consultants identified that, if the USO is removed, Postal
Denmark would not: (i) provide mail delivery to the whole country, (ii) deliver
mail six days a week and (iii) provide free delivery of material for the blind.

127

Copenhagen Economics (2008). What is the cost of Post Denmark’s universal service obligation?

128

http://www.ficora.fi/attachments/englantiav/657t4ohrE/Final_Report_190112.pdf
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Table 60. Qualitative assessment of constraints faced by Post Danmark
Requirements that may restrict Post
Danmark

Requirements hardly restricting Post
Danmark

Mail delivery to the entire country

Product requirements

Mail delivery six days a week

Price requirements

Free delivery of material for the blind

Post office and letter box requirements
Stamp and logo requirements

Source: Copenhagen Economics (2008)

When providing a quantitative assessment of the net cost of the USO, the
calculations are only focused on the requirements that may be restrictive.
Following this assessment, the following counterfactual was assumed: no mail
delivery to small islands or the most expensive postcodes, no mail delivery on
Saturdays, and mail for the blind would be charged at full price.
Norway
Norway Post, the USP, is responsible for defining the counterfactual in Norway.
The Supervisory Board of Norway Post regularly communicates this definition to
the Ministry and Parliament in a formal statement. The definition is stable in the
medium/ long term – which Norway Post argues is consistent with the firm
working towards fulfilling its mid-term business strategy.
The “Alternative Commercial Strategy” approach was developed in 2001 after
the Ministry of Transport and Communications and Norway Post jointly agreed
that a model to estimate the net cost of the USO should be developed129. The
new model is according to Bergum (2008), a practical approximation of the PC
approach.
One of the key features of the ACS approach is that the definition of the
counterfactual scenarios is anchored in the current business strategy of the USP.
The starting point of the approach is to question what would be a plausible
strategy for the operator in absence of the USO that is still consistent with the
current actual business strategy of Norway Post. Bergum (2008) states that the
alternative commercial strategy needs to be credible, viable and it cannot drift far
from the other messages that it is communicating to its customers, its employees,

129

Bergum (2008). “Calculating the Net Cost of the USO: A Practical Example from Norway”. In the
Postal Reform, ed. by Michael Crew and Paul Kleindorfer
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and the various governmental authorities that act as owners and regulators of the
firm.
Norway Post concludes that its alternative strategy without the USO constraints
would be as reported in the next table.
Table 61. How the counterfactual would deviate from the base (USP with the
USO)
USO-element

Deviation in
ACS

Comments on deviation

Universal coverage of postal
services

No

Delivery frequency 6 days per
week

Yes

ACS more differentiated in
high cost delivery routes/areas

Post office network

Yes

Overall the same number and
distribution of post offices,
although a higher proportion
run by third parties

Basic bank/financial services

Yes

Excluded from ACS, not a core
business for Norway Post

Postal products

No

Some minor modifications in
availability which the regulator
eventually has accepted to be
compatible with the USO

Mail to blind persons free of
charge

Yes

Fully charged

Source: Weseth, 12th Konigswinter Seminar in Postal Economics (23.02.2010)

The USP without the USO would choose to provide a nationwide service. In
relation to the frequency of delivery: (i) for 15% of households, the delivery
frequency would decrease from 6 to 5 times a week; (ii) for 5% of households,
the delivery frequency would be twice a week. Whilst not reported on the table,
Norway Post envisages that it would introduce a specially designed newspaper
delivery service on Saturdays to counterbalance the risks of losing margins from a
reduction in the frequency of delivery.
In relation to the modification to the postal products and according to the
responses to our questionnaire there would be (i) no price uniformity for mail
from and to Svalbard; (ii) no free services for blind persons; and (iii) registered
items and insured items would not be available in all points of contact.
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In relation to non-postal services, banking services would not be offered, but the
number of mobile post offices would be kept roughly the same.
Two member states
To define a realistic counterfactual scenario, one USP asked itself a number of
questions qualitatively. It came to the view that it would undertake:



A reduction in the number of weekly deliveries (to 5) and collections in
rural areas (as opposed to nationally).



A reduction in the size of the post office counters network.



Another USP considered the following changes in the counterfactual.



A reduction in the quality of service target nationwide.



A reduction in the number of weekly deliveries and collections in rural
areas (as opposed to nationally).
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Annexe 3: Outline of bottom-up model
developed by Frontier Economics (2008)
This Annexe sets out the main features of the bottom-up model developed by
Frontier Economics in 2008 for its evaluation of elements of the USO for
Postcomm, the UK postal regulator at the time.
For the purposes of assessing changes to Royal Mail’s costs, Frontier developed
or expanded a series of modules relating to different stages of the pipeline. This
includes a delivery cost model based on that of Roy (1999) which relates
geographic constraints and mail volumes to transport choices and costs. This
delivery cost module estimates the additional daily delivery rounds that would be
required if mail volumes were spread over a five-day week rather than six days
and the consequent net cost savings of ceasing the sixth daily delivery. Other
modules include the following.
Mail preparation (indoor delivery) costs are divided into those costs that vary
solely with mail volumes (and which do not vary with the number of delivery
days) and those that also depend on the number of delivery days (such as the
final clear down before each delivery round).
Transport costs are estimated based on Royal Mail’s current configuration of mail
centres. For each mail centre to mail centre pair, we combine data on mail flows,
the time available for transport (given mail centre constraints) and the speed of
transport via road or air to determine the appropriate transport choice and hence
costs.
Local distribution costs are also estimated on the basis of the current location of
mail centres and delivery offices taking account of mail flows to and from each
delivery office and the number of days a week the service operates.
Collection costs are estimated in a similar way to delivery costs, reflecting service
area, the number of collection points, the number of times a day each collection
point is visited and the number of days a week on which collections are made
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Annexe 4: Features of the model used to
assess the impact of key factors
Frontier Economics was commissioned by the EC for the development of a
study on the principles used to calculate the net costs of the postal USO. As part
of this process we were asked to investigate what factors determine the net cost
of the USO. In order to do that we have built an Excel model which estimates
the net cost of the USO using two approaches:





Profitability cost (PC) – in this approach we make a comparison between
costs under the current situation (base case) and a counterfactual situation in
which the USP is allowed to change the delivery frequency and the number
of delivery points.
Net avoided cost (NAC) – in this approach we calculate the sum of the
losses of all products which are not making a profit in rural areas.

In both approaches we model a hypothetical provider which is representative of
European operators. The hypothetical operator delivers two types of products –
letters and packets – to two distinct areas: urban and rural. The model is focused
on delivery costs. These are estimated bottom-up and total costs are calculated by
assuming that delivery represents a proportion of total cost (currently set at
40%).
Most of our key input data (such as population, county area, number of mail
items per capita etc.) comes from EUROSTAT but there are a number of
assumptions which are informed by previous modelling work undertaken by
Frontier which is based on expert operational experience.
The model allows us to change input parameters and compare the impact that
has on the estimates in both the PC and NAC approach.

Base case cost modelling
Costs are estimated bottom up, based on a number of operational assumptions
and key demand parameters based on representative European data. The model
works in several steps described below:



We generate total annual product volumes. These are the product of
total country population and average mail items per capita across the
EU. Once total volumes are estimated, they are broken down into daily
volumes based on a typical working week. A country’s geography
(Rural/Urban split) is generated. Country area is based on average EU
data but can be altered by the user. We have currently set that 29% of a
country’s area is urban based on EU average data.
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Daily volumes are disaggregated into urban and rural. We have assumed
that 70% of volumes go to urban areas.



The total number of delivery points (business and residential) is
generated. This is based on an assumption that the number of delivery
points is equal to half a country’s population, i.e. a country with 10m
inhabitants is assumed to have 4.7m delivery points. This assumption is
based on previous modelling work undertaken by Frontier.



We assume a certain delivery frequency in rural and urban areas (6 days
in both under base case).



Total daily delivery area (to be reached by deliveries) and daily delivery
points are estimated on the basis of the inputs above. Total delivery area
is estimated by multiplying the size of the relevant area (e.g.
urban/rural) by the proportion of the area that is inhabited. We have
currently assumed that 80% of urban areas are inhabited and 20% of
rural areas are inhabited.



Delivery point density and volumes of mail per drop point per day are
estimated on the basis of the above calculations. The total distance
travelled to meet deliveries is estimated on the basis of the above
calculations.



Based on typical delivery method mix (bike, foot, van) and time
required to complete a delivery, demand for labour and vehicles is
estimated. We currently assume that in urban areas 84% of mail is
delivered by bike, 14% on foot and 2% by van. In rural areas the
respective assumptions are: bike 65%, foot 11% and van 25%.



The total required labour and vehicles are multiplied by typical labour
and vehicle costs to obtain a total delivery cost estimate.



Finally, total costs are obtained by assuming that delivery costs
represent a proportion of total costs (currently set at 40%).

Counterfactual case cost modelling
The cost modelling steps here are identical to the steps in the base case. The
difference is that in the counterfactual case, we assume that in the absence of a
USO a commercial operator would deliver to rural areas only 5 days a week
rather than 6. This results in a lower cost estimate. The model allows us to make
other assumptions – for example we can also assume that a commercial operator
is able to make efficiency savings.
In addition to the sensitivities outlined above, we are able to change country
specific characteristics and see how they impact on the estimate of the net cost of
the USO. These include:
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Total country area



Proportion of country that is urban



Population



Mail items per capita



Others
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PC approach
This approach works by comparing the costs incurred in a base case (status quo)
with a counterfactual scenario in which the USO is removed. For example,
reducing the obligation to deliver in rural areas from 6 to 5 days leads to a
reduction in delivery costs in rural areas (calculated as outlined above). This new
cost is compared to the baseline cost and the difference is the estimate of the net
cost of the USO.

NAC approach
This approach works in several steps described below:
We have 15 products which have a certain unit costs and prices. These are
informed by Frontier Economics’ experience
Prices are uniform across geography but unit costs are higher in rural areas.
We have estimates of product volumes by geography which are based on
Frontier assumptions
For each product and geographical area, we estimate product revenues and costs.
The losses of all products that make losses in rural areas are added up. The sum
of these gives an estimate of the NAC.
The model allows us to determine what proportion of costs can be removed –
that is if some costs are fixed, the removal of a loss making product will not
result in a complete removal of these costs.
The total NAC estimate is divided by the total cost of the USO to give a
percentage net cost of the USO.
Changing key inputs such as size of country, population, number of delivery
points and others will result in a different estimate of the net cost of the USO.
This is because changing these inputs will affect total volumes and total costs and
hence change unit costs.
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Annexe 5: Double counting in the
estimation of the net cost of the USO
Jaag et al. (2008) have highlighted that when the USO has several dimensions and
the costing obligation is estimated separately, there are risks of overestimating
(double counting) or underestimating the net cost of the USO.
In their stylised example, the USO consists of two dimensions: restrictions on the
services (S) and restrictions in pricing (P). In the figure below, the square with the
black border is the total cost of USO provision, given the existing products and
pricing constrains (SUSO and PUSO respectively). The white area would be the cost
of the counterfactual assuming that the optimal business strategy is S* and P*,
therefore the difference in the areas would be the net cost of the USO when both
dimensions are taken into account.
Figure 19. Cost attribution of different USO dimensions

Source: Jaag et al. (2008)

The issue arises when the interdependence between both constraints are not
considered in the calculation of the net cost of the USO. For instance, if the net
cost arising from the constraint in pricing is calculated given the constraint in the
service provision (and vice versa), there will be double counting (see left hand
side of the figure below). In the same way, if the net cost of one constraint is
calculated ignoring the other, the net cost of the USO will be underestimated
(right hand side of the figure below).
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Figure 20. Example of double counting and underestimation of the net cost of the
USO

Source: Jaag et al. (2008)

Therefore, one of the risks when the USO has several dimensions, and the net
cost of each dimension is calculated separately, is that the net cost could be over
or underestimated.
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Annexe 6: SGEI guidance in relation to
reasonable profit
Some guidance on dealing with reasonable profit exists in relation to claiming
financial compensation for the provision of an SGEI (service of general
economic interest)130. To the extent that it is appropriate to cross-refer and apply
this guidance in the context of USO costing, it could be considered useful.
In order for financial compensation for the provision of an SGEI not to be
considered state aid, it must meet certain criteria. These include the following:
“…the compensation cannot exceed what is necessary to cover all or part of the costs incurred in
the discharge of public service obligations, taking into account the relevant receipts and a
reasonable profit…131”
Paragraph 18 of the SGEI Framework Decision specifies that
“Reasonable profit should be determined as a rate of return on capital that takes into account
the degree of risk, or absence of risk, incurred. The rate of return on capital should be defined as
the internal rate of return that the undertaking obtains on its invested capital over the duration
of the period of entrustment 132.”
Regarding proxies for economic profit indicators Paragraph 19 and Article 5.8 of
the SGEI Framework Decision add that
“Where, by reason of specific circumstances, it is not appropriate to use the rate of return on
capital, Member States should be able to rely on other profit level indicators to determine what
the reasonable profit should be, such as the average return on equity, return on capital employed,
return on assets or return on sales.”
In turn, the level of risk is said, according to Paragraph 5 of the SGEI
Framework Decision:
“to be dependent on the sector in which the SGEI is provided, the type of service(s) provided and
the characteristics of the compensation mechanism”133

130

During our literature review of USO net cost calculations within the postal sector, we were unable
to find any explicit guidance on the recommended method for taking into account reasonable
profits in the calculation of the net cost of the USO.

131

Paragraph 43, ‘Communication from the Commission on the application of the EU state aid rules
to compensation granted for the provision of services of general economic interest’

132

Paragraph 18 http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:007:0003:0010:EN:PDF; Article 5.8
also adds “The ‘return’ means the earnings before interests and taxes in that year”.

133

The existence of a compensation mechanism will influence how investors perceive the risk
associated with lending their capital to a SGEI provider. Paragraph 20 of the SGEI
framework specifies “In cases where the undertaking entrusted with a service of general
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Ideally, reasonable profit should be determined with reference to the rate of
return achieved on a similar public service contract performed under competitive
conditions within the same country, or achieved by a comparable undertaking in
another member state (as underlined in Article 5.8 of the SGEI Framework
Decision). Paragraph 66 of the SGEI Framework Communication develops this
point further
“…The rate should be determined where possible by reference to the rate of return on capital
that is achieved on similar types of public service contracts under competitive conditions (for
example, contracts awarded under a tender). In sectors where there is no undertaking
comparable to the undertaking entrusted with the operation of the service of general economic
interest, reference can be made to comparable undertakings situated in other Member States, or
if necessary, in other sectors, provided that the particular characteristics of each sector are taken
into account…”
It would appear, therefore, that the recommended method for determining the
appropriate level of reasonable profits may be difficult to transfer in terms of
finding a suitable comparator to a national postal USP within the same country.
Notwithstanding this, the existence of comparable operators in other member
states could provide a useful starting point
12.1.1 Case law
bpost decision of 25 January 2012
De Post-La Poste (now bpost) was entrusted with an SGEI by the Postal Law
and four management contracts from 1992 to 2010 and in return the USP was
granted public support. On the basis of the Altmark judgement134, the
Commission initiated a procedure in 2009 to review whether the payment for this
public service over the period may have constituted state aid within the meaning
of Article 107(1) TFEU. This investigation included a review of reasonable
profits that were included in the costs incurred135. The Commission based its
position on three expert studies which all sought to establish a benchmark profit
level on the basis of the observed levels of profits of certain comparator firms.
The studies, which are not in the public domain, were produced by the
consultancies WIK (2009), Deloitte (2010) and CRA (2011).
In terms of the choice of profit indicator, paragraph 206 of the Commission
Decision in relation to this case specified that:

economic interest does not bear a substantial degree of commercial risk, for instance because
the costs it incurs in the operation of the service are compensated in full, profits exceeding
the benchmark of the relevant swap rate plus 100 basis points should not be viewed as
reasonable”.
134

Case C 280/00 Altmark Trans GmbH.

135

C-178/12, European Commission v Kingdom of Belgium, 25 January 2012.
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“WIK considers several measures of profitability, distinguishing between the internal rate of
return (IRR), which relies on cash flows and is deemed the conceptually correct measure of the
profitability of an activity, and other measures derived from accounting data (rates of return),
such as the return on capital employed (ROCE), the return on equity (ROE), the return on
assets (ROA) and the return on sales (ROS)136.68 As set out in Chapter 5 of the study,
WIK proposes using the ROS as a profitability indicator. One advantage of this measure is
that it only depends on accounting profit (EBIT) and sales data, which are both easily
observable in the company’s accounts. In addition, the use of the ROS avoids the valuation and
attribution of assets between different services, which would be necessary for a capital-based
benchmark, such as the ROE and the ROCE, and which is normally a difficult exercise.
WIK also points out that a benchmark based on the ROS is advisable if the comparator
companies and the benchmarked company belong to the same branch/industry sector so as to
ensure that the structure of EBIT and sales is homogeneous”. Paragraph 286 of the
Commission in relation to this case specified that Deloitte also supported the use
of ROS as the “most relevant benchmark for profit benchmarking because of
data limitations and differences in accounting treatment between companies.
However Deloitte emphasised that while “the ROS is not a direct measure of
return on capital, it can be relied upon for benchmarking purposes as long as the
companies compared have similar capital intensity” (Paragraph 291).
In terms of choice of comparators in the benchmark group, we note that the
three studies differed in their views – in particular in relation to the inclusion or
exclusion of European postal incumbents, the size of the companies chosen and
the size of the sample itself.
In paragraph 209 of its decision of 25 January 2012, the Commission deems it
justifiable to establish a reasonable range for ROS in view of the numerous
uncertainties of such a benchmarking exercise. It concludes that a default range
of [5.4-7.4%] would appear to constitute an appropriate benchmark range, at
least during the period when bpost faced a significant degree of risk and strong
incentives to become more efficient and a default range of [3.6-4.8%] for periods
when bpost faced a low level of risk.
Deutsche Post decision of 25 January 2012
Similarly, the Commission also initiated a procedure in 2011 that extended a
procedure originally initiated in 1999 and extended in 2007, to conduct an indepth investigation with regards to the pension subsidies that Deutsche Post has
received since 1995. The Commission relied on the same WIK study discussed
above in coming to a view. According to this decision, it appears that the WIK
study also reported returns on assets (ROA) – as a capital-based profit
benchmark137. WIK finds that the median ROS in the competitive part of the

136

137

The ROCE is the ratio of EBIT over capital employed; the ROA is the ratio of EBIT over total
assets; the ROE is the ratio of EBIT over equity and the ROS is the ratio of EBIT over sales.
Paragraph 145 of the Commission Decision of 25.01.2012 in relation to the measures implemented
by Germany for Deutsche Post AG.
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postal sector amounted to 3.48% and the upper bound of the ROS (75th
percentile) is 6.77% for the period from 1998 to 2007. The equivalent median
ROA was 7.33% and upper band ROA 13.41%138.

138

Table 3, page 29 of the Commission Decision of 25.01.2012 in relation to the measures
implemented by Germany for Deutsche Post AG.
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Annexe 7: EU Member State approaches to
“reasonable profit” in the calculation of the
net cost of the USO
Deficit approach
In this Annexe, we discuss the techniques used to take reasonable profit into
account in those countries where the deficit approach has been applied to
determine the net cost of the USO. We report that both of the approaches
taken by Belgium and Estonia include an adjustment for reasonable profits.
Belgium
Documentation describing how the DA method using fully distributed costs is
applied in Belgium includes a cost of capital calculation and describes how this
additional cost is incorporated in the calculation of the net cost of the USO139.
It appears that capital employed is proxied by taking the relevant proportion of
the book value of the tangible fixed assets shown on bpost balance sheet. These
assets are allocated across services in line with the associated depreciation
charges. Providing working capital is immaterial, this seems like a reasonable
proxy, but if not, this could misstate the true value of the capital employed140.
The WACC applied to these assets is determined based on parameters selected
by BIPT.
Consequently, the total cost of each service within the USO is determined,
including a proportion of the cost of capital and hence the net profit or loss
generated by each service can be calculated. Those services which make a net
loss are therefore included in the USO net cost calculation. This matches our
supposition set out above, that the services to be included in the net cost
calculation will be determined by considering whether each one generates a net
loss rather than an operating loss.

139

In the case of Belgium a return on the capital employed (ROCE), based on the “Weighted Average
Cost of Capital” method (WACC) is included in the calculations. Source: Belgian Institute for Postal
services and Telecommunications - BIPT (2006).

140

The capital employed is the sum of fixed assets (at net book value) and working capital. Working
capital is the difference between Current assets and Current liabilities.
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Estonia
The Estonian NRA provided a detailed paper describing the methodology that
they use when calculating the net cost of the USO141. This defines “reasonable
profit” as shown below.
Reasonable operating profit = Invested capital x Rate of return
= (FANBV + WC) x WACC
Where: FANBV = net book value of fixed assets used in the provision of the USO; WC = working
capital used in the provision of the USO; WACC = weighted average cost of capital.

When estimating this, they consider the tangible fixed assets used in the
provision of the USO and these are valued on a current cost rather than a
historic cost basis. The relevant working capital is determined by using a proxy.
The NRA explains that in the last few years, the working capital of the postal
operator as a whole has not exceeded 5% of its turnover. Therefore, they take
5% of the turnover related to the USO and add this to the relevant fixed assets to
generate an appropriate share of “invested capital” or capital employed.
The cost of equity incorporated in the WACC is determined using the CAPM
model (Capital Asset Pricing Model) and the resulting WACC which is applied to
the capital employed has already been approved by the Estonian regulator.
The reasonable profit allowance, as described above, is then added to the relevant
total operating costs, to determine the total costs of USO provision. These total
costs are compared to the USO related sales revenue and if they exceed the
revenue, then the difference is considered to be unfairly burdensome and the
operator may submit a request for compensation for this net amount. In effect,
they are therefore only incorporating the allowance for reasonable profits into
the net cost of the USO, at the stage where the net costs are assessed for being
“unfairly burdensome”.
12.1.2 NAC approach
The USPs that apply the NAC methodology and responded to this part of the
questionnaire appear to have not yet incorporated “reasonable profits” into their
calculations. For AnPost in Ireland this was deemed not to be necessary given
the purpose of their undertaking of the calculation of the net cost of the USO
(i.e. internal strategy).

141

http://www.konkurentsiamet.ee/?id=19332
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12.1.3 Profitability cost approach
Four of the USPs which calculate the net cost of the USO under a profitability
cost approach, account for reasonable profits in their calculations, but do so in
somewhat different ways. These include the USPs from Finland, Norway and
two other countries.
Two USPs using WACC to set reasonable profit
In two countries, “reasonable profit” refers to the cost of capital and is included
with the operating costs of the USP in the calculation of the net cost of the
USO.142
In terms of capital employed, one USP uses the net book value of their total
fixed assets to represent capital employed. These assets are valued at historic
cost and the data is taken from their financial reporting. If the value of the
relevant proportion of working capital is immaterial, then this is a reasonable
proxy, but if not, they may be understating capital employed. The other USP
has proposed using the level of operating costs associated with the provision of
universal services in place of capital employed. It is not clear how this might be
an appropriate proxy.
Both USPs have produced their own estimate of the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC). One of the USPs specified that they make this type of
adjustment to their calculation of both the profits generated under the base case
and the profits under the counterfactual.
One USP using ROS as an indicator of profit
One USP indicated that reasonable profits were set using a return on sales of
10%. This is then incorporated in their calculation of the net cost of the USP.
The regulator has set the reasonable profit of 10% ROS.
Accounting for reasonable profits at the unfair burden determination
stage
The survey revealed two instances where reasonable profits were not treated as
part of the quantification of the net cost of the USO, but appeared to be taken
into account at the stage of determining whether the net cost of the USO was an
unfair financial burden:



142

In Norway, the net cost of the USO is based on operating profit (EBIT) in
both base and counterfactual scenarios. The level of reasonable profit is not
taken into consideration in this part of the calculation. The notion of

WACC (weighted average cost of capital) x Capital employed
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“reasonable profits” is seen in connection with the notion of “unfair
financial burden”. The use of EBIT profit means that the cost of capital
does not appear to be included in the net cost of the USO.



In 2011, the Finnish NRA has chosen its preferred operational profitability
cost methodology (Commercial Profitability Approach) to calculate the net
cost of the postal incumbent’s USO143,144. In its documentation, its authors
argue that the entitlement to reasonable profit only becomes relevant when
the USO causes the USP to realise too low profits in the base case. The USP
could claim that, without the USO, it would realise higher, yet reasonable,
profits. If this were the case, it ought to be compensated for the loss of
profits.

143

Note that in Finland, it is the NRA’s responsibility to assess the net cost of the USO, rather than the
USP’s.

144

Copenhagen Economics (2011).
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Annexe 8: Efficiency measurement
methodologies
A company is said to be efficient if it produces a given quantity of output at the
feasible minimum cost, taking the environment145 as exogenous. The level of
efficiency is the extent at which the producer is minimizing its costs.
There are various methodologies used to quantify the efficiency level. Some
methods are focused in evaluating relative efficiency using an efficient
benchmark (within the sector, within the company, etc). This benchmark is
defined as “efficient cost frontier”, which determines the minimum level of costs
necessary to reach any potential level of output. In the figure below, companies B
and C are in the efficient cost frontier, while A is inefficient (it produces at a
higher cost than the efficient one associated to its output level, represented by
point A’ ).

Other methods assess efficiency using historical trends (i.e., the efficiency level is
set by comparing the target company against its performance at different
moments of time).

145

Factors that influence the cost but are not affected by company’s decisions.
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Method: Relative to a benchmark
Regression analysis
Deterministic Frontier Analysis
Deterministic Frontier Analysis (DFA) is a statistic technique that compares data
from production (output) level to data from costs levels and derives a
relationship between them. This method allows to determine a cost-output
relationship for the most efficient unit (that is, the one from the sample that
produces output at a minimum cost), and then estimate the inefficiency of the
other units by quantifying the distance in terms of costs between them and the
efficient one. This can be seen in the figure below.
Cost

Regression line

Inefficiency

COLS

Output

Particularly, the method consists in running econometric regression with data
from different units146 to estimate the cost level associated to each different
output level. The resulting regression line represents the relationship between
cost and output for the average-efficient unit. Nevertheless, a correction in the
model must be done to obtain a regression line representing the most efficient unit,
which will be the “efficient cost frontier” used as a benchmark. The most
efficient unit is the observation that has a lower cost than the average one (lies
below the “regression line” in the figure) and has the greatest difference between
its cost and the one predicted by the regression. Corrected Ordinary Least

146

Depending on the benchmark used, data can be at the company level (including data from other
similar national or international companies) or can be within the company data (including data from
different offices of the target company, for example).
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Squares (COLS) is a statistic technique that identifies the largest negative error in
the estimation (the error of the most efficient observation), and then shifts the
regression line downwards by this amount (see figure below). After the
correction, this new regression line (COLS line in the figure) is used as the
“efficient cost frontier” and the error associated to each observation (distance to
the COLS line) is interpreted as its inefficiency.
Stochastic Frontier Analysis
Efficiency measurement using Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is also based
on regression analysis. The method is very similar to DFA, but in addition, SFA
approach uses statistical techniques to identify the reasons behind the observed
errors. DFA associates the distance of the observations to the efficient frontier as
inefficiency, and SFA determines which percentage of the difference between the
cost of a observable unit at an output level and the cost of the most efficient one
in the same output level is due to inefficiencies. Specifically, it distinguishes the
inefficiency component and the one explained by other factors, like different
characteristics associated to the observed company that increase its costs and
haven’t been controlled by any explanatory variable (for example, in the case of
postal service, if we don’t control for the type of roads, the company with higher
observed cost may be delivering more frequently in rural areas and this may
explain, partially or totally, this higher level of cost).
The statistical method for doing the error segregation is the following. Since the
error term related to inefficiencies is expected to be positive (the “inefficient”
unit will have higher cost than the benchmark), the distribution of the
component associated to inefficiencies is assumed to be one-sided (positive)
while the remaining component (omission of explanatory variables) is assumed to
be distributed normally. Knowing the distributions of the errors, it is possible to
quantify the relative importance of the inefficiencies in the total errors, and
therefore regression line downwards only in the amount of the relative
importance of the inefficiency component (instead of the DFA model that shifts
downwards by the total amount of the largest error, since DFA residuals were
assumed to be fully compound by inefficiencies). Therefore, the shift in SFA is
supposed to be smaller than the one in DFA (COLS line) as can be observed in
the figure below. Since now some part of the error is not associated to
inefficiency, the estimated values of the inefficiencies will be lower.
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Cost

Regression line
SFA

Inefficiency

COLS

Output

Mathematical programming
Data Envelope Analysis
This methodology doesn’t make use of regression methods, but rather uses
mathematical optimization techniques, which broadly consist in selecting the best
element from a set of feasible alternatives, in relation to some criteria.
In regression analysis, before estimating the relationship between cost and
output, it is necessary to determine a functional form of this relationship (for
example, in OLS regression the function has to be linear). By contrary, when
using mathematical programming techniques there is no need to define a
parametric cost function, which allows for the existence of any complex nonlinear relationship between outputs and costs, and this represents the main
advantage of this technique.
When using Data Envelope Analysis (DEA) to analyse the efficiency of a
particular company, the procedure starts by defining a group of companies such
that a linear combination of these companies have greater or equal output and no
more advantageous operational conditions than the target company (for example,
following the postal service case, if the target company is delivering half of the
time in rural areas, the linear combination of the comparison group has to be
represent a company serving rural areas at least 50% of their time). If the target
company has higher cost than the cost associated to the group of companies, the
difference in costs between the target company and the comparison group is
assumed to be caused by inefficiencies.
In the figure below, points A, B, C and D represent companies producing the
same quantity of output. Point A represents our target company. Observing points
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C and D, we can see that both are using less quantity of each input to produce
the same output than A. Therefore, C and D constitute our reference group.
Point E is the linear combination of C and D located in the radial from the origin
to A. This point has the feature that uses proportionally less of each input than
what A is using. Therefore, E is said to be A’s efficiency target. The inefficiency
ratio of company A is measured as the ratio 0E/0A.

Method: Historical comparison
Total Factor Productivity
A production function gives us the relationship between the level of inputs
(factors needed for production, such as labour, energy, etc) and the level of
output produced. However, the level of output normally is not only explained by
the quantity of inputs used, but also by something else (technological
improvement, better industrial organization, etc). Total Factor of Productivity
(TFP) is the variable that accounts for this extra output unexplained by the
traditionally measured inputs. Then, TFP can be defined as the residual of the
production function. For example, two companies using the exact same quantity
of each input may be producing two different quantities of output. In this case,
the company with higher output has a greater TFP (residual) and it’s considered
more efficient (produces more output at the same cost). Therefore, TFP can be
interpreted as a measure of efficiency.
As explained above, TFP is a variable defined as a residual. Therefore, it cannot
be measured directly.
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Nevertheless, there exist methods trying to approximate the value of the total
factor productivity. For instance, the TFP index is defined as the output-input
ratio. Particularly, the ratio between the quantity of output and the quantity of
inputs. Since the quantity of inputs is the aggregation of different types of inputs,
some caution must be taken when adding them together. Also difficulties arise
when determining the quantity of capital inputs.
This index expresses the quantity of inputs used to produce a given quantity of
output. Therefore, it is closely related to the unitary cost (the lower the unitary
cost of a company, the higher quantity it can produce with the same inputs).
Hence, we can interpret the index as a measure of efficiency (a company
increases its efficiency by reducing its unitary cost).
The TFP index can be calculated for a company through time, and the
comparison of the indexes provides information on how the efficiency has
evolved. Nevertheless, it fails to indicate how close the company is to be as
efficient as possible or how efficient it is relative to other companies in the same
business.
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Annexe 9: Unfair financial burden
determination in relation to telecoms – a
case study
In 2002, the Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones (CMT), public
authority in charge of regulating the telecommunications sector, approved a
resolution about the Net Cost of Universal Service Obligation (USO), proposed
by Telefónica España, S.A.U., firm that provides fixed telephone services in
Spain. In this resolution, CMT determines whether the obligation of providing
these universal services would lead to an unfair burden for the firms providing
fixed telephone access, abiding by article 24 of the General Law of
Telecommunications (Ley General de Telecomunicaciones).
Article 24 of the General Law of Telecommunications of 2003 states that the
telecommunications regulator (Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones
– CMT) will determine whether the obligation to provide universal services could
imply an unfair burden for this firm. This concept is expanded in articles 20 and
22 of the Universal Service Regulation of 1998147 by specifying that if the
universal services imply a competitive disadvantage for the provider, then it is entitled to
compensation.
Consequently, it is CMT’s assignment to determine whether this unjust burden
exits, establishing it on whether the service obligation leads to a net cost that
hinders a firm’s competition capacity. If this is the case, then the firm should be
recognized for this burden, in order for the competitive equilibrium to be
restored.
To determine whether Telefónica had an unfair burden, CMT based its decision
on the following parameters: market share, total revenue per client, operation
efficiency, “extreme” marginal gains148, evolution of cable operators, and
substitution effects generated by mobile telephone services. For instance, CMT’s
resolution on the net cost of USO for 2002, shows Telefónica comprised 83% of
the revenue in the fixed telephone service market, while its nearest competitor
only had 5.8%, figures that showed a high concentration in this market. In 2002,
Telefónica’s market share decreased in 4.6%; CMT determined that this marginal
loss was mainly a result competition in the market and not of the net cost
burden.

147

Real Decreto 1736/1998

148

Refers to Telefónica’s capacity to remunerate its capital above the regulated rate approved by CMT
for 2002.
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With respect to the total revenue per client, Telefónica gained three times as
much revenue per client in comparison to its competitors. CMT interpreted this
result as a consequence of a better quality offered by Telefónica relative to the
other firms in the market. Analysing the operation efficiency (measured as the
ratio between the operating margin and sales), Telefónica’s efficiency indicator
was of 43.5%, while the average efficiency of its competitors was of 0.8%.
According to CMT, this large difference in efficiency was probably a result of
scale economies and market experience belonging to Telefónica. Also, CMT
determined that the profitability of Telefónica in 2002 was excessive, even after
incurring in the Net Cost of USO. The net profit margin of Telefónica reached
857 million euros, amount that would cover the return rate of capital of its
investors. CMT concluded that the profitability of Telefónica was higher than
that of a firm participating in an effective competitive market.
To conclude its analysis, CMT looked at two key aspects that in 2002 directly
affected the fixed telephone market. First, cable operators, Telefónica’s
competitors, increased their market share in between 2001 and 2002, but this
increment was smaller than that of other operators. The CMT interpreted this as
that the market share reduction of Telefónica was not a consequence of a
competitive disadvantage in relation to cable operators. Second, given the
increment of mobile services in the market, an unfair burden of the net cost of
the USO could put Telefónica at a disadvantage against mobile operators. CMT
resolved that the transfer of consumers from fixed telephone services to mobile
telephone services was a result of consumer preferences and not of a competitive
disadvantage generated by the net cost of the USO. Given the description above,
CMT concluded that the net cost of the USO of fixed telephony did not generate
an unfair burden for Telefónica España, S.A.U., as this cost did not hinder the
firm’s competitive capabilities in the market and the minimal loss of market share
could not be attributed to this expenditure.
For the following three years, 2003-2005, the methodology to estimate the Net
Cost of USO was mostly the same as in 2002, although the resolution reached by
the CMT was different. For the period 2003-2005, CMT determined that the
situation was not the same from a regulatory point of view as well as from a
market perspective.
More specifically, the General Law of Telecommunications of 1998 was replaced
with the General Law of Telecommunications of 2003. Among the changes made
to the law where modifications with respect to universal service costs and the
determination of an unfair burden149. For example, the concept of competitive
149

When calculating the Net Cost of USO in 2002, these modifications where already implemented to
the General Law of Telecommunications, and corresponded to article 24 highlighted earlier in the
text. But CMT’s decision to disregard the Net Cost of Telefónica as an unfair burden seems to have
been based primarily on whether this cost created a competitive disadvantage subject to articles 20
and 22 of the Universal Service Regulation.
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disadvantage was no longer a result that determined whether incurring in
universal service obligations was an unfair burden. In fact, the statute had
changed from a position in which an unjust burden was sustained by competitive
disadvantages to one in which, if it was not shown that this burden was just, then
Telefónica would have to be recognized for the net cost of the USO. This
argument is supported by article 39 of the Universal Service Regulation of
2005150, which claims that if CMT determines that the Net Cost of USO is not an
unjust burden, then it must show why this is the case. Moreover, in 2004, the
Spanish court (Audiencia Nacional) sentenced that if there exists a positive net
cost of the USO, this is a sign of an unfair burden and it is for the CMT to show
that this is not the case.
Also, according to CMT, the evolution of telephone services in this period of
time (2003-2005), had not favoured Telefónica, so that incurring in the Net Cost
of USO was unjust. According to CMT, in between 2003 and 2005, the fixed
telephone services market share of Telefónica dropped in 2.7 percentage points
from 81.3% to 78.6%. When taking into account all telephone services (fixed and
mobile), the drop in the market share of Telefónica is even sharper going from
39.2% to 31.7% in the time period analysed. Thus, CMT concluded that the Net
Cost of USO was generating an unfair burden to Telefónica.
In 2006 onwards the methodology and estimation of the Net Cost of Universal
Service Obligation was basically the same as the one used in the previous years.
Based on the normative criterion that was modified since 2003, CMT established
that the Net Cost which Telefónica had to endure was unjust. Basing its decision
on the same arguments as in earlier years, CMT concluded that it is not justified
for Telefónica to incur in Net Costs of USO, given that these arguments
manifested that it is not necessary to consider a competitive disadvantage to
determine whether the Net Cost is an unfair burden. This claim was fortified by a
CMT resolution made in 2008, which clarifies two important points. First, this
resolution states that since there is no legal definition for the term “unfair
burden”, then the governing authority which in this case is CMT, must establish
the parameters that should be met for a Net Cost to be considered an unfair
burden. Second, the resolution pronounces that it is not necessary for the Net
Cost of USO to affect the firm’s competitive capabilities, for it to be considered
an unjust burden, which was based on the Genera Law of Telecommunications
of 2003 and the Universal Service Regulation of 2005.
In 2012, CMT has developed a new methodology to calculate the Net Cost of
USO. According to article 39 of the Universal Service Resolution of 2011151, the
150

Real Decreto 424/2005
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Net Cost of USO for an operator is the difference between the costs of this
obligation and the cost the firm would have if it operated without it. To
determine whether the Net Cost of USO is an unfair burden, CMT has derived a
few aspects to take into consideration. First, the CMT establishes that the
amount of the Net Cost of USO should be an important factor in determining if
the burden is unjust; if this cost is minimal then it should not be considered
unfair. Second, once the magnitude of the Net Cost of USO has been
determined, then its financial impact must be measured. More concretely, CMT
must quantify the impact that this Net Cost has on the profits of the operating
firm. Last, CMT proposes to evaluate the competitive situation of the operator,
by analysing indicators like markets share, penetration of competitors (cable
operators), and market maturity. How the CMT will apply this new methodology
is to be seen.

151
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Annexe 10: Cost accounting systems
Generic considerations
We firstly consider four issues which are all discussed within the 3rd Postal
Directive.






The application of sound cost accounting principles – this will ensure
that the accounting data is reliable and consistent.
Use of an appropriate cost accounting methodology – the allocation of
costs to the USP’s services is a key factor in ensuring that the cost data
required for calculating the net cost of the USO is readily available.
Correct treatment of common costs – the costs which cannot be directly
or indirectly allocated to the USP’s services should be allocated in a
consistent and appropriate manner.
Separation of accounts for USO / non-USO services – it is vital that the
USP can separately identify the costs associated with each USO service.

We then pick up on two points which are not covered by the Directive, but
would still need to be considered in practice:




The structure of the cost accounting system – the level of granularity
within the USP’s cost allocation system will help to ensure more accurate
cost outputs.
Use of transfer pricing – to the extent that transfer pricing is necessary, it
is important that the prices are appropriately determined.

We can make the following conclusions regarding the majority of the countries
which have calculated the net cost of the USO.



They have ABC (Activity Base Costing) cost accounting systems which
enable them to calculate FAC unit costs and these systems:



are supported by standard cost accounting principles, proposed by the
NRA;



deal with common costs in an appropriate manner;



separate costs associated with USO and non-USO services;
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Cost accounting principles
Guidance
Article 14 (2) states that:
“Such internal accounting systems shall operate on the basis of consistently applied and
objectively justifiable cost accounting principles.”
We interpret this to mean that the accounting systems should be based on
accounting principles which are applied in a similar manner over time and across
transactions and that these principles appear reasonable and appropriate to an
external user (e.g. such as the regulator).
The CERP (2009) and ERGP (2012) papers set out and defines what they
consider to be four important cost accounting principles which should be applied
by postal operators:



Cost causality – revenues and costs should be attributed in accordance
with the activities, which cause the revenue to be earned and the costs
to be incurred.



Objectivity – all allocation and apportionment bases should be
objectively selected and should not be intended to unduly benefit the
USP.



Consistency – where feasible, all allocation and apportionment bases
should be consistently applied from one year to the next.



Transparency – methods of allocation should be transparent and the
revenues and costs should be clearly distinguishable from each other.

Practice
We understand that in 22 of the countries which responded to our questionnaire,
the guidelines set by the NRA regarding the cost accounting methodology to be
followed, incorporate appropriate cost accounting principles152.
In recent years, the interpretation of the principle of cost causality within the
postal industry has been disputed in certain member states. For example, in mid2011, Itella (USP) and Ficora (NRA) in Finland were in dispute over the
application of this cost allocation principle153. We understand that Itella contends

152

Responses to Question 31 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

153

Nikali et al. (2012), Allocating costs between universal services and services outside the scope of
universal service, in M.A. Crew and P. Kleindorfer eds, “Multi-modal competition and the Future of
Mail”. According to ERGP (2011), Draft ERGP report of on common cost allocation, this dispute
is in the context of Itella’s appeal against the decision of the Administrative Court (in favour of
FICORA) to the Supreme Administration Court in Finland.
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that the mail distribution network, which represents a largely fixed cost, is
required for the provision of the USO, and non-USO services are incremental on
this network. As a result, Itella is of the view that the fixed / common costs of
the postal network should be primarily allocated to USO services. Ficora
disagrees and argues that these costs should be allocated to USO and non-USO
services on the basis of delivered volumes. However, Itella claims that its
interpretation of this issue complies with the cost-allocation principles
determined by the European Commission in the Deutsche Post decision154.
To date cost allocation issues have mainly arisen in the context of price
determination. However cost allocation also has implications for the level of the
net cost of the USO, as explained further below.
Cost accounting methodology
Guidance
To ensure that they are able to maintain appropriate separated accounts, a USP is
required to apply a proper fully-allocated cost (FAC) allocation process. More
precisely, the requirements as set out in Article 14 (3) are as follows:
“The accounting systems…shall …, allocate costs in the following manner:
(a) costs which can be directly assigned to a particular service or product shall be so assigned;
(b) common costs, that is costs which cannot be directly assigned to a particular service or
product, shall be allocated as follows:
(i) whenever possible, common costs shall be allocated on the basis of direct analysis of
the origin of the costs themselves;
(ii) when direct analysis is not possible, common cost categories shall be allocated on the
basis of an indirect linkage to another cost category or group of cost categories for which
a direct assignment or allocation is possible; the indirect linkage shall be based on
comparable cost structures;…
Certain bodies which represent either operators or regulators within the sector
have attempted to provide more detailed guidance on this process, taking into
account the specific characteristics of the postal industry
The CERP (2009) and ERGP(2012) papers discusses cost allocation and, in
particular, clarifies that costs and revenues should be directly allocated to
products and services as far as practicable. However, the CERP paper also
distinguishes between:

154

2001/354/EC: Commission Decision of 20 March 2001 relating to a proceeding under Article 82 of
the EC Treaty (Case COMP/35.141 – Deutsche Post AG).
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indirect costs that cannot be directly allocated to a single product or
service but to a group of products and services and should therefore be
allocated using the causality principle. It is recommended that this is
implemented through Activity Based Costing (ABC). If a product
required certain activities and those activities consume resources, the
consumed resources should be allocated to that product. Cost drivers
are used to indicate how much the cost of an activity increases if a
product or service is supplied.



non-attributable common costs which cannot be allocated to any group of
products and services. For these costs, ABC is not possible as no
appropriate cost driver can be identified.

Blagojevic et.al (2010)155 elaborate on the application of activity based costing
(ABC) as an appropriate means to comply with the requirements of the EU
Postal Directive on cost accounting. In particular, the proposed method
provides guidance on how a transition from a traditional costing system to ABC
is
possible without significant investment in sophisticated data collection
systems and serious organisational restructuring. The way they propose that
ABC is applied is very similar to the CERP (2009) recommendations156.
Practice
All of the USPs who responded to our questions regarding the methodology
underlying their cost accounting system, stated that they use ABC (activity based
costing)157 to generate FAC (fully-allocated cost) unit cost estimates158. As
mentioned above, ABC is a method for linking costs to intermediate activities,
where these costs cannot be directly attributed to specific outputs159. The costs
of these activities are then subsequently allocated to outputs based on the
relationship between the individual activities and the various outputs. This
approach therefore ensures that all costs are allocated appropriately.
In terms of the scope of application of the ABC cost methodology, all of the
USPs incorporated all of their business units in this process, except for the UK.

155

Blagojevic et.al (2010) Applying activity based costing model on cost accounting of provider of
universal postal services in developing countries, African Journal of Business Management Vol. 4(8),
pp. 1605-1613, 18 July, 2010

156

Note also that a de facto standard on ABC has been developed by the Consortium For Advanced
Manufacturing International (CAM-I). Oxera (2005), “How could Royal mail undertake “class
costing”?”

157

Responses to Question 1 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

158

Responses to Question 2 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire.

159

Other known cost allocation methodologies are input-based allocation (e.g. using other known input
attribution); output-based allocation (e.g. using output indicators) and value-based allocation (e.g.
using revenue indicators and/or Ramsey principle).
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At Royal Mail, only the letters business is included in their internal ABC cost
allocation model160.
Eleven USPs revealed the age of their current cost accounting system. Of these,
four put in place cost accounting systems less than three years ago161. Without
knowing a lot more about the functionality of these cost accounting systems, it is
difficult to know whether those that are older are necessarily less reliable or
accurate than those that are newer.
Some of the USPs provided us with details of the relative magnitude of their
direct, indirect and common costs. We have presented this data in the chart
below.
Figure 21. Proportions of total costs on average

Source: Frontier Economics, based on replies to question X of cost accounting questionnaire

Based on the information provided by the 20 USPs who responded to this
question, there is quite a wide variety of results. The proportion of total costs
which these USPs deemed to be direct, varied between 0% and 92%, while the
proportion considered to be indirect was between 0% and 94%. Finally, the

160

Responses to Question 1 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

161

Responses to Question 19 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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relative significance of common costs was quite variable as well, ranging between
2% and 41% of the total costs incurred.
It is possible to classify these countries into two groups – one where the majority
of costs are considered to be indirect (covering the first 14 countries in Figure 21
above) and one where the majority are considered to be direct (which includes
the remaining 6 countries)162.
Treatment of common costs
Guidance
To ensure that they are able to maintain appropriate separated accounts, a USP is
also required to allocate common costs in a consistent manner. Article 14 (3)
states that:
“The accounting systems…shall …, allocate costs in the following manner:
(b) common costs, that is costs which cannot be directly assigned to a particular service or
product, shall be allocated as follows:
…
(iii) when neither direct nor indirect measures of cost allocation can be found, the cost
category shall be allocated on the basis of a general allocator computed by using the
ratio of all expenses directly or indirectly assigned or allocated, on the one hand, to each
of the universal services and, on the other hand, to the other services;
The ERGP (2011) paper notes that distinction should be made between true
“overhead” common costs, which should be allocated across all services and
those which are “nested” common costs and should only be allocated across the
relevant services to which they relate.
The ERGP (2011) paper also refers to “joint costs” which it defines as follows:
“Where there are different products being produced and both are efficiently using the same
elementary activity in given proportions, the joint production of the different products takes
account of potential economies of scale and scope, and these economies should be reflected when
allocating joint costs to each specific product. Therefore, the processing of joint costs requires:
- the list of all elementary activities where different products are jointly produced,
- the effects of the different products’ own attributes on the resource consumption at the
elementary level,
- the sensitivity of this consumption to the quantities of the products being produced (that may

162

We cannot disregard the possibility that the concept of direct/indirect and common costs are
interpreted differently across countries
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be characterised either by a linear relation or a more sophisticated approach).
Practice
Nested overheads and joint costs
In their cost accounting systems, 13 of the USPs separately identify common
costs at different levels – i.e. those that relate to a subset of activities or services
(also called “nested overheads”), relative to those that are true overheads163.
In addition, 9 of 27 of the USPs separately categorise joint costs from other
common costs164. For those who do, 6 out of 9 indicated that they allocate these
different types of costs using different allocation bases165. The attribution of
joint costs is debatable and thus difficult. For example, should they be attributed
to the product where the associated activity is primarily directed or should they
be shared more equally?
To the extent that joint and nested costs can be indirectly allocated using specific
cost drivers rather than relying on a general allocator (such as EPMU – see
below), this distinction between types of common costs is beneficial. These
costs can therefore be more accurately allocated across the USP’s services,
including USO services. In addition, the distinction allows a more refined
EPMU approach to be followed – i.e. the “true” overheads would be allocated
on the basis of direct and indirect costs, incorporating nested / joint common
costs as well, which could affect the relative magnitude of the equi-proportionate
mark-ups. This is all particularly important where common costs represent a
significant proportion of a USP’s total costs. Consequently, the FAC unit cost
estimates upon which the net cost of the USO is based will be more reliable166.
Rule for allocating “true” common costs/ overheads
The most popular method for allocating common costs across services, used by
16 of the USPs who disclosed their cost accounting methodologies, is Equiproportionate mark-up (or EPMU)167. This involves allocating common costs in
direct proportion to the relative magnitude of the directly and indirectly allocated
163

Responses to Question 14 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

164

Responses to Question 16 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

165

Responses to Question 16a of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

166

Note that where LRIC is used, rather than FAC to calculate the net cost of the USO (e.g. under the
NAC or PC approach), this distinction between types of common costs is still helpful, as some of
the nested or joint costs may be considered incremental and others may not. Therefore the resulting
LRIC estimates will also be more reliable. AGAIN NOT IN A FOOTNOTE/ IT IS VERY
IMPORTANT!

167

Responses to Question 15 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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costs associated with each of the retail services. One USP however, uses a
Ramsey approach for allocating common costs168.
From the perspective of the net cost of the USO calculation, the rule for
allocating true common costs between products is relevant to different degrees
according to the methodologies for calculating the net cost of the USO. It is an
important factor for the FDC approach and the NAC approach applied using
FAC costs. However, it is less important under the NAC approach using LRIC
or the Profitability Cost approach, which should be based on the level of
incremental costs absent the USO. In both cases, the concern is around the level
of common costs to be excluded from the incremental cost base, and not the
distribution of common costs across products.
USO / non-USO separation of accounts
Guidance
Regardless of the methodological approach used in calculating the USO cost, the
accounts must be separated between USO and non-USO services. In the case of
the Deficit approach and the NAC approach, this is important for being able to
correctly identify the net losses associated with the USO services. In the case of
the PC approach, this separation may be useful in identifying the costs associated
with certain specific services which would not be produced at all if the USO was
abolished and for having the appropriate input data to calibrate any
counterfactual model.
Consequently, Article 14 (2) of the 3rd postal Directive states that the accounting
system of a postal operator must be separated for each USO service (as set out in
the legal definition of the USO) and for each non-USO service.
“The universal service provider(s) shall keep separate accounts within their internal accounting
systems in order to clearly distinguish between each of the services and products which are part of
the universal service and those which are not.”
In addition, the Directive requires that for those costs which are common to
both USO and non-USO services, the same cost drivers should be applied in
determining the allocation to both types of service. As set out in Article 14
(b)(3)(iv):
“common costs, which are necessary for the provision of both universal services and non-universal
services, shall be allocated appropriately; the same cost drivers must be applied to both universal
services and non-universal services.’”

168

i.e. where a greater proportion of common costs a recovered through those products with the most
price inelastic demand.
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We assume that this is necessary to ensure that costs are allocated in an
appropriate and consistent manner.
To the extent that a USP provides non-postal services, clearly, it is also important
that they are able to identify and exclude any associated costs.
Practice
The cost accounting systems of the majority of USPs are based on keeping
separate accounts for USO and non-USO services. From a sample of [26
responses, only four USPs do not currently maintain separated accounts for their
USO and non-USO services169. Sixteen of these 22 cost accounting systems
further separate the USO separated accounts – this is discussed further in the
next two sections.
In addition, 19 of the countries which responded stated that the USPs’ cost
accounting systems categorise their costs and revenues between postal and nonpostal services170. This means that 19 USPs ensure that their accounting system
separates their accounting data both between postal and non-postal services and
further separates the postal services into USO and non-USO services. These are
important delineations for the purpose of accurately calculating the net cost of
the USO under the DA approach.
Structure of the cost accounting system
Guidance
Blagojevic et al. (2010) stress the importance of choosing appropriate cost drivers
for any activity based costing analysis. A well-defined cost allocation system
should guarantee that a high percentage of direct and indirect costs are allocated
to services. The authors state that ideally over 90% of direct and indirect costs
should be allocated. To be able to reach such a target, Blagojevic et.al (2010)
stress that it is important to identify all activities in the chain of postal processes
and assign appropriate cost drivers in relation to those activities.
The more detailed and accurate the cost allocation process therefore, the more
likely it is that a greater proportion of costs will be directly or indirectly allocated.
This means that the further that costs are broken down into separate categories,
the more accurately each cost category can be matched to an appropriate cost
driver and hence allocated to the appropriate activities. Similarly, the more
activities and sub-activities are separately identified, the more accurately they can
be matched to activity drivers and hence to the final outputs. This will leave a
169

Responses to Question 21 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

170

Responses to Question 20 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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smaller proportion of common costs to be attributed and therefore increase the
accuracy of the final fully allocated unit cost estimates. As said, these generic
considerations apply equally to all net cost of the USO methodologies.
Practice
We asked the USPs about the structure of their cost accounting systems, by
requesting information on the numbers of cost categories, cost drivers, activities
and activity drivers used. The amount of variation in the results was quite
extreme (which to some extent may be due to differing interpretations of these
metrics). However, it should be noted that the number of retail services
provided is an important factor driving the outcome here, as is the level of
sophistication of the postal system in each country. To the extent that these
factors are comparable though, one would expect a USP cost accounting system
with more cost categories, cost drivers, activities and activity drivers to be
preferable – i.e. it should represent a more comprehensive description of the
postal business process, which should allow a more accurate analysis of costs.
The table below sets out the numbers of cost categories and cost drivers; and the
numbers of activities and activity drivers within the USP’s cost accounting
system, which enables us to conclude the following.



Overall, there is no general pattern and the structure of a USP’s cost
accounting system is different from one USP to another (e.g. there is a
lot of variation in the numbers of cost categories, cost drivers, activities
and activity drivers).



The numbers of cost categories vary between 4 and 3000, while the
USPs use between 4 and 216 unique cost drivers.



The operations of these USPs can be broken down into between 70 and
1,624 activities – such information would be set out in an activity
dictionary. These are then allocated based on between 4 and 155
activity drivers.
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Table 62. Number of categories at each level of the cost allocation system
USP
ref.

Number of
Cost categories

Cost drivers

Activities

Activity drivers

1

3000

-

1000

-

2

2000

25

873

100

3

400

60

680

45

4

400

-

70

-

5

266

21

114

67

6

200

216

142

45

7

106

-

122

-

8

54

34

189

155

9

33

154

1624

154

10

25

35

188

35

11

24

4

176

28

12

4

5

265

-

13

-

21

347

50

14

-

5

460

4

15

-

-

42

-

16/
17/
18/
19

-

-

-

-

20/
21

-

-

-

-

Source: Frontier Economics, based on responses to question 5 of cost accounting and allocation
questionnaire

One might expect that those USPs which are using the deficit approach, which is
the least complex from a data perspective, might have cost accounting systems
with the simplest structures and those that follow the PC approach, which is far
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more data intensive, might have cost accounting systems with more complex
structures. However, the evidence we have collected does not bear this out.
Some applications of the DA approach are in countries with reasonably complex
accounting system structures.
Transfer pricing
Guidance
If an activity of the USP is outsourced to a company within its group, then it
would be necessary to determine an appropriate “transfer price” for that service.
In addition, if there are any “transactions” between the USO and non-USO
areas, then an appropriate internal “transfer price” should also be applied here.
Transfer prices form the basis for the notional revenues attributable to such
services and it is therefore important that such a price reflects the true costs of
provision. This will ensure that the results for each entity or each separated part
of an entity present an accurate view of its revenues and costs.
The industry specific guidance we have reviewed includes some reference to how
this should be dealt with.
The ERGP (2011) paper states that if the transfer price within the group is
comparable with the competitive price charged by an external provider, then this
price may be used to value the transaction. It also highlights the fact that if the
sister company to which the USP has outsourced an activity has significant
market power, then it would fall within the scope of the regulatory accounting
requirements.
The CERP (2009) paper indicates that an NRA needs assurance that all
inter/intra- unit transactions are cost oriented and non-discriminatory and do not
result in unfair cross-subsidizing practices. They believe that the USPs should
disclose details of all internal transfers between the business units and provide
details of the calculation of the associated charges.
Practice
USPs which use transfer pricing, employ one or both of two different approaches
for determining the transfer price of a service from one unit to another.



171

Market-based pricing - use available open market or regulated prices of
externally provided products and services as the basis for transfer prices,
where appropriate comparable products and services exist. Five USPs
reported using this method171.

Responses to Question 25a of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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Cost-plus pricing - use FAC unit costs of the relevant products (possibly
including an appropriate mark-up) to represent the associated costs employed where no comparable open market or regulated products exist but
where a transfer price is still needed for accounting purposes. Ten USPs
reported using this method172.
Other – One USP stated that they based transfer prices on the relevant
share of revenues173.

We observe that for the same inter/intra-company transactions, some USPs used
market based pricing while others relied on cost-plus pricing. This applies to
property, some transport, and IT assets and services.

Quality control processes
In this section, we discuss some of the processes which exist to control the
quality of the cost data which is used in calculating the net cost of the USO.






The NRAs provide their respective USPs with variable levels of guidance on
the cost allocation guidance
Some of the NRAs in the countries where the USO net cost has been
calculated provided their respective USPs with documented accounting
guidelines on performing USO costing.
Only the UK and Norway have produced and published accounting
documentation relating to how they have performed their USO net cost
calculations174.
Two USPs, have already produced accounting documentation relating to
their USO net cost calculations, which have been reviewed and approved by
their respective NRAs, along with their cost accounting systems. This
implies that they are at quite an advanced point.

172

Responses to Question 25b of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

173

Responses to Question 25c of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

174

Postcomm published Frontier Economics study on the net cost of elements of the USO.
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/post/1579.pdf. USP’s executives in Norway Post
regularly publish and present at conferences their PC application, called the Alternative Commercial
Strategy approach (eg. Bergum (2008)).
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Guidance
In the ERGP (2011) paper, it is noted that the scope of the NRAs’ regulatory
accounting requirements varies greatly across member states. In addition, the
ability of the NRA to specify exactly what the USP must do in relation to
regulatory accounting, as a result of the extent of the NRA’s powers, is also quite
varied.
Practice
The questionnaire asked to what extent the NRA provided guidance on the cost
allocation process. Respondents from 25 countries responded to this question
and the results were quite mixed. In 5 of the countries, the USP or NRA stated
that no guidance at all was provided by the NRA. Meanwhile, in 7 countries,
they believed that their NRA had provided a high level of guidance. See the table
below for the full results.

Table 63. Level of guidance provided by the NRA regarding USO net cost
calculations
Level of guidance provided by NRA

No. of NRAs

None

Low

Moderate

High

5

5

8

7

Source: Question 6 of the cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

In 17 of the 20 countries which responded to the relevant question, the
respective NRAs have the legal power to specify the regulatory accounting
approach that the USPs must follow175. In all of these countries, the NRA has
made these requirements publically available. However, only in 18 of the
countries do the NRAs’ accounting guidelines actually relate specifically to USO
costing176.
In many countries, the NRAs have reviewed the documentation produced by
their respective USPs, setting out their USO net cost methodology. In some
cases they have also checked whether the USP’s cost accounting system is
compliant with the methodology they have outlined. The table below shows the
status of this review process in those countries which responded.

175

Responses to Question 29 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire

176

Responses to Question 30 of Cost accounting and cost allocation questionnaire
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Table 64: NRA review process
Number of NRAs
Yes

No

No reply

NRA has reviewed and approved the USP’s
accounting documentation

16

0

11

NRA has reviewed but not approved the
USP’s accounting documentation

2

13

11

NRA has reviewed the USP’s accounting
system to confirm whether it complies with
the USP’s cost accounting documentation

15

4

8

Source: Frontier Economics, based on replies to questions 34 and 35 of cost accounting questionnaire
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Annexe 11: Survey questionnaires
This annexe includes the two questionnaires survey sent to USPs and NRAs of
the 28 European countries as part of this study.

Questionnaire 1: Methods applied to calculate the
net costs of the USO
1

Overview of practice in the calculation of the net costs of the
USO

1.

Have these companies or authorities calculated the net cost of the USO?
a.

The USP

b.

The NRA

c.

Ministry

d.

Competition Authority

e.

Other: Please specify:

2.

Has the NRA defined a set of principles to calculate the net cost of the
USO? (If yes, could you please attach the relevant documents?)

3.

If the calculation of the net USO costs has not been carried out in your
country:
a) What are the reasons?
i. no legal framework requiring USP to calculate it
ii. no legal framework requiring the NRA to calculate it
iii. USP has not applied for compensation
iv. not necessary to date for other reasons
b) Are there plans to consult on how to calculate the net cost of the
USO in
the near future?

Please note that the remaining questions in this document are only for USPs, NRAs or any
other authorities that have calculated the net costs of the USO. Please click here if you would
like to go back to the introductory page. Thank you.
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Have the USP, NRA or any other authority calculated the net costs of the
USO associated with the provision of a postal service? If so, was it with
respect to:
a) elements of the USO (e.g. removal of 6th weekly delivery)
b) the USO as a whole

5.

Have the USP, NRA or any other authority calculated the net cost of the
USO associated with the provision of a counters’ network?
a) If yes, was it in the context of:

6.

i.

a universal postal service obligation

ii.

a public service obligation (SGEI framework)

Is the USP subject to services of general economic interest obligations
(other than the universal postal service obligations)?
a) If yes, please describe the nature of each SGEI obligation in force to
date? Please detail:
b) Do the SGEI obligations (i.e. their definition) overlap with the postal
universal obligations? (e.g. there may be a postal USO on the size of
the postal counters network and also a SGEI on the size of the postal
counters network)
i.

If yes, how? Please detail:

c) Have the NRA or USP calculated the net cost of a SGEI obligation?
i.

7.

If yes, please describe the nature of the SGEI obligation for
which the net cost was calculated. Please detail:

Have the USP, NRA or any other authority calculated the net cost of
USO associated with specific service or user group (e.g. provision of
newspaper delivery service, services for the blind)?
a) If yes, which specific user group? Please specify:

8.

What was the purpose for calculating the net costs of the USO?
a) Consideration of funding
b) USP’s strategy
c) NRA’s analysis of the current USO scope
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d) Other: Please specify:
9.

In your view, what method best describes the USO cost approach most
recently implemented in your country?
a) NAC (Net Avoided Cost Approach177 - whereby USP withdraws all
non-profitable USO services, without an alteration of operation for
remaining services)
b) Profitability Cost approach178 (whereby USP changes or withdraws
part or all USO services and potentially re-optimises operation for
remaining services)
c) Commercial Profitability Cost approach179 (as b, with USP’s changes
to its offer are determined through a commercial assessment with a
specific set of questions)
d) A mix of the above approaches. Please detail how it is mixed:
e) Other. Please describe:

10.

What were the results of the calculation of the net cost of the USO:Please
report value.
a) As a percentage of the total revenue of the letters/parcels business
entity (or please define the scope of the total revenue use in this ratio,
e.g. total company revenue)
b) As a percentage of the total cost of all postal services
c) As a percentage of total cost of the USO services

11.

Have the methods used for calculating the net costs of the USO changed
over time
a) What method was used before?
i.

NAC

ii.

Profitability Cost approach

177

The NAC is a static approach, it requires the identification of unprofitable routes or groups of

178

The Profitability Cost of the USO, as proposed by Cremer et al. (2000), can be defined as the loss in
profits incurred by the operator due to the USO. In other words, it measures the ‘burden’ that the
USO imposes on the operator.

179

The Commercial profitability cost approach is an implementation method of the more generally
defined profitability cost approach, in the sense it provides some guidance on how to define the
counterfactual scenario - the hypothetical situation whereby the USP is not subject to the USO.
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iii.

Commercial Profitability Cost approach

iv.

Other, please describe:

b) What were the reasons for changing to a new method?
i.

Better data availability

ii.

Better data quality

iii.

Previous method too difficult to implement

iv.

Previous method too simplistic to elicit the true net costs of
the USO

v.

New method adopted by the NRA

vi.

Other, please detail

c) Were the “old” and “new” implementation methods leading to
significantly different estimates of the net costs of the USO?

12.

i.

If yes, what explained these differences? Please detail

ii.

What was the change in the net cost calculation following the
new method (i.e. (Net cost of the USO with the new method
– Net cost of the USO with the old method)/Net cost of the
USO with the old method)?

With respect to the current method in use, what are the main lessons in
relation to the implementation of the methods? Please state the degree of
materiality of the issue: LOW / MEDIUM / HIGH
a) Issues in implementation:
i.

Data is not available at the desired level of granularity for the
calculation

ii.

Data is of poor quality at the desired level of granularity for
the calculation

iii.

Defining the hypothetical behaviour of a USP without the
USO is difficult

iv.

Unknown response of customers to changes to the service
offered by a USP without the USO

v.

No established implementation method to follow

vi.

Limited human resources available to carry out the calculation
of the net cost of the USO

vii.

Other: Please detail:
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b) Positive lessons with method implemented:

2

i.

Accurate estimation

ii.

Ability to identify the net cost of different elements of the
USO

iii.

Ability to take into account reaction of customers

iv.

Ability to take into account any potential ‘value’ that the USO
may confer

v.

Other

Scope of the USO

This section deals with the scope of the USO only.
13.

What are the products and services subject to universal service
obligations?
Please complete the table below:
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Scope of USO

Define as
universal
service by law

Uniform price

Other binding
constraints
applicable?
Please specify

Basic letter post
Bulk letters
Direct mail
Periodicals, Magazines
Newspapers
Non-priority letters
Basic parcel post
Bulk parcels
Counters network of a given size
International Mail (please specify if
inbound or outbound, parcels or
letters)
Other

a) Has the scope of the USO been modified recently? Which year?
i.

Were the products taken out of the universal service? If yes,
please detail what products were taken out:

ii.

If yes, what were the products added to the universal service?
Please detail.

Quality
targets
specified by
law
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Overview of elements of the calculation of the net cost of the
USO

This section sets the background to the questions in the remaining sections of
this questionnaire.



In Annexe 1 of the third postal directive180, we can identify five
elements to the calculation of the net cost of the USO and one
additional step as to whether a net cost represents an unfair financial
burden on the USP181.



First and second elements - Base and counterfactual scenarios - “The
net cost of universal service obligations is to be calculated, as the
difference between the net cost for a designated universal service
provider of operating with the universal service obligations [i.e. base
scenario in our questionnaire] and the same postal service provider
operating without the universal service obligations [counterfactual
scenario, in our questionnaire]”. (Section 4 and Section 5 in our
document)



Third element - Efficiency: “National regulatory authorities are to
consider all means to ensure appropriate incentives for postal service
providers (designated or not) to provide universal service obligations
cost efficiently”. “The calculation shall take into account …incentives for
cost efficiency”. (Section 6 in our document)



Fourth element - Intangible and market benefits: “The calculation shall
take into account any intangible and market benefits which accrue to a
postal service provider designated to provide universal service”. (Section
7 in our document)



Fifth element - Reasonable profits: “The calculation shall take into
account …, the entitlement to a reasonable profit”. (Section 8 in our
document)



Unfair financial burden: “where a Member State determines that the
USO, .., entail a net cost, calculation of the directive allows for the
introduction of mechanisms for either the compensation of the USO
cost or the sharing of the net cost of the USO between providers

180

DIRECTIVE 2008/6/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of
20 February 2008 amending Directive 97/67/EC with regard to the full accomplishment of the
internal market of Community postal services.

181

Part B of annex I of the Third Postal Directive.
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and/or users when it is proven that the USO entails an unfair financial
burden on the USO provider”182. (Section 9 in our document)

4

Costs and revenues of the USP in the base scenario

14.

Please indicate the scope of the calculation of the net costs of USO for
which you shall describe the methods and approaches implemented in the
rest of this questionnaire?
a) Elements of the postal USO (i.e. a single obligation such as removal
of a 6th day delivery)
b) The USO as a whole
c) A SGEI obligation

The base case scenario refers to a USP providing the universal service obligations.
15.

For the calculation of the net costs of the USO, does the base case
scenario make use of data associated with the actual and audited accounts
of the USP for a given accounting year?
a) If no, what is used?
i. Actual revenues and costs for specific entities of the USP?
E.g. the letters entity, separately to the banking entity, for
example. Please detail:
ii. Revenues and costs resulting from a model that depicts a USP
with obligations and operating in circumstances similar to the
actual USP in the country. Please detail:

16.

What is the necessary breakdown of product cost data for the application
of the method used:
a) USO service as a whole
b) USO service broken down by zones based on population density
characteristics (e.g. urban vs. rural) . Please specify the definition of
zones and the number of zones.
c) USO service broken down by sender type (e.g. businesses and
households)
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d) USO service broken down to account for a number of dimensions
(e.g. format, weight, sender, recipient, zone based on population
density characteristics). Please specify the dimensions:
17.

Does the method require the revenue data breakdown to match that of
the costs as reported above?

18.

What is the necessary breakdown of the cost data for non-USO products
for the application of the method used?
a) Non-USO service as a whole
b) Non-USO service broken down at a geographical recipient zone level.
Please specify the definition and number of zone levels
c) Non-USO service broken down by sender type
d) Non-USO service broken down to account for a number of
dimensions (e.g. format, weight, sender, recipient, destination zone).
Please specify the dimensions.

19.

Is the required cost data breakdown readily available in the existing
accounting systems of the USP?
a) If yes, has the USP accounting systems been specifically modified to
accommodate the data requirement for the calculation of the net
costs of the USO as required by the USO cost method chosen?
Please detail the necessary changes that were introduced to the
accounting system:
b) If no, is there a need for further data manipulation and computation
of the accounting systems to produce the appropriate data
breakdown necessary for the method used?
i. Does this data manipulation require:
1. The development of a spreadsheet model. Please
describe its scope if yes.
2. Econometric analysis. Please describe its scope if yes.
3. Other statistical analysis. Please describe its scope if
yes.
4. Other. Please describe:
ii. Is there an intention to modify the cost accounting system to
accommodate the data requirements of the USO cost
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method?
20.

Is the required revenue data breakdown readily available in the existing
cost accounting system of the USP?
a) If no, what are the sources of the revenue data used? Please detail:

21.

Regarding volumes data for non-contract mail used in the calculation of
the net cost of the USO, are the volume measures based on:
a) An operational count (e.g. based on sorting machine counts)
b) Derived from revenue and average revenue (i.e. volumes are
estimated from the revenue figures)
c) Other. Please specify:

22.

Do the volume levels used in the calculation of the net costs of the USO
match those used in the USP accounting systems?
a) If no, please detail the differences and reasons for adopting different
volume levels in the net cost of the USO calculation. Please detail:

5

Costs and revenues of the USP in the counterfactual scenario

Definition of the counterfactual scenario
23.

Who is involved in the process of defining the counterfactual scenario?
a) USP only
b) NRA and USP
c) NRA only
d) Others. Please specify:

24.

Is the definition of the counterfactual scenario based on:
a) Answers to a set of specific questions
b) The USP’s views
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What are the assumed choices of the USP in the counterfactual with
respect to USO products?
a) Withdrawal of all USO services in the whole country. If only some
but not all USO services would be withdrawn, please specify the
services that would be withdrawn:
b) Withdrawal of specific USO services in specific areas of the country.
If so, please specify which services and areas.
c) Withdrawal of specific USO services to particular customers. If so,
please specify which services and customers.
d) Nationwide changes to the features of the existing USO services:
i. Number of deliveries per week
ii. Number of collections per week
iii. Quality of service targets
iv. Pricing structure
v. Other. Please specify
e) Local changes to the features of the existing USO services:
i. Number of deliveries per week
ii. Number of collections per week
iii. Quality of service targets
iv. Pricing structure
v. Other. Please specify
f) Operational changes
i. None
ii. Operational changes consistent with changes to the features
of the services provided
iii. Other. Please specify:

26.

The options above may not be mutually exclusive. For instance a USP
could combine the withdrawal of specific USO services with changes in
specific features of remaining USO services (such as number of
collections/deliveries per week):
a) Does the counterfactual combine different options?
i. If yes, can you please specify the combination of options
assumed for the counterfactual. Please specify:
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b) When calculating the avoided costs in the counterfactual, what is the
sequence followed? (i.e. which obligation is removed first, second,
etc. in a computational sense). Please detail:
c) What is the rationale of the sequencing order followed? Please detail:
d) Is the USO net cost calculated under alternative sequencing orders as
part of a sensitivity analysis?
i. If yes, does the sequencing order have a significant impact on
the results of the net USO cost? (by significant impact we
mean above 10% change in net cost when changing the
sequencing order)
27.

What are the assumed choices of the USP in the counterfactual with
respect to NON-USO products?
a) No change in the provision
b) Some changes in the provision of non-USO products and services. If
yes, please detail – e.g. non-uniformity of prices for non-USO
products.

28.

Does the definition of the counterfactual scenario set out explicitly
whether there is:
a) A response of competitors to the changes introduced by the USP
b) A price control regime

29.

Does the definition of the counterfactual scenario set out explicitly how
existing customers are expected to react to the changes of the services
assumed in the counterfactual scenario?
a) If yes, is there an assumption for:
i. Customers switching away or not to other competitors or
other media
ii. Customers switching to other products of the USP
iii. Other. Please specify:
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Techniques to estimate the costs and revenues of the defined counterfactual scenario
30.

How is the USP level of costs estimated in the assumed counterfactual
scenario estimated?
a) Does the method require you to measure the level of costs avoided?
If yes, please detail:
b) Does the method require you to measure the level of total costs of
the USP as newly defined? If yes, please detail:

31.

What analytical techniques are used to estimates these costs?
a) Bottom-up technical-economic model. If yes, please detail:
b) Econometrics. If yes, please detail:
c) Scenario tool in the existing accounting system. If yes, please detail:
d) Other. Please detail:

32.

What analytical techniques are used to estimate the customer response to
changes to the USP’s product offer (and changes of direct competitors, if
applicable)?
a) Marketing expertise
i. If yes, please specify the type of information taken into
account. Please specify:
b) Econometric model of demand for mail
c) Other. Please detail:

33.

What analytical techniques are used to estimate customer response (and
therefore the volumes handled by the USP)?
a) Survey
b) Interpolation from observed changes in customer’s reaction to
previous changes in the service offering of the USP
i. Using past econometrics work in relation to price elasticity,
quality of service elasticity
ii. Using mix of
benchmarking)
c) Other. Please detail:

evidence

(domestic

and

international
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How do you derive the revenues the USP can expect to achieve in the
counterfactual scenario?
a) Sum of new product specific volumes multiplied by base case average
price
b) Aggregate volume adjustment multiplied by base case average
revenue
c) Other. Please specify:

35.

What are the main issues with the application of these above techniques?
Are these in relation to, for example:
a) Calibrating models
b) Lack of flexibility of modelling tool
c) Availability of suitable information
d) Other. Please detail:

Sources and availability of data used
36.

What are the data sources for estimating the level of cost savings
associated with the changes of the USP’s offer in the counterfactual
scenario?
a) Cost accounting systems
b) Econometric studies
c) Other empirical studies
d) Benchmarks
e) Established cost elasticities
f) Other. Please detail:

37.

Is further data manipulation required upon the cost raw data extracted
from the above sources to calculate the cost level? If yes, please detail the
nature of the data manipulation
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Calculating the difference between net costs of base and counterfactual scenarios
The actual calculation of the net costs of the USO can be carried out in a single step using both
the changes in revenues and costs following the removal of the USO. An alternative is to carry
out the exercise in two steps. First step calculates the avoided costs, assuming no change in the
level of prices (when compared to the base scenario). The second step translates the potential
avoided costs into lower prices and derives the new volumes and revenues that would result from
a decrease in price. The costs of the counterfactuals are then netted off from these adjusted
revenues to obtain the estimate of the net costs of the USO.
38.

Does the method implemented follow:
a) A single step approach to the determination of the net cost
b) A two step approach as described above
c) Other. Please detail:

39.

If the approach taken has been to measure one or few elements of the
USO at a time, how does one arrive at a global estimate of the net cost of
the USO?
a) Adding up the net cost of the different elements
b) As a., with an adjustment to minimise risk of double counting
c) Other. Please detail:

6

Efficiency adjustment and incentives

40.

Does the USO cost method implemented seek to account for incentives
for cost efficiency as suggested in the directive?
a) if no efficiency adjustment is included, please provide the reasons
i. Not justified under the method used
ii. Current price regulation includes cost efficiency targets and
therefore actual costs are already subject to on-going
efficiency incentives
iii. Difficult to establish the appropriate level of efficiency
adjustment in the first place
iv. Others. Please describe:
b) If yes, how is it done?
i. Percentage taken off the estimate of the net cost of USO
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ii. Percentage taken off the base cost of USO
iii. Other. Please specify:
c) If yes, how is the efficiency adjustment is estimated?
i. By using historic data on past cost reductions
ii. By using stochastic frontier analysis or DEA analysis
iii. By comparison with cost information on other similar
operators
iv. By informed guess
v. Other. Please specify:
41.

Does an efficiency adjustment calls for other adjustments in the USO
cost method implemented? (e.g. revenues). If yes, please provide detail:

42.

What is the materiality of the cost efficiency adjustment? (e.g. the net
costs would be reduced by 2% to adjust for efficiency). Please provide
detail:

7

Intangible and market benefits

43.

Does the USO cost method implemented seek to account for intangible
benefits and/or market benefits as suggested in the directive?
a) If yes;
i. Which benefits are quantified? Please detail:
ii. What is the methodology used to quantify the benefits? Please
detail:
iii. What are the data necessary to apply the methodology to
evaluate the benefits? Please detail:
iv. Are the necessary data readily available?
b) At which stage of the calculation of the net cost of the USO are
intangible benefits taken into account?
i. Counterfactual
ii. Once the net cost of the USO has been calculated
iii. Other. Please detail:
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Does the USO cost method implemented make the distinction between
intangibles and market benefits as suggested in the directive?
a) If yes, what are the differences between these two types of benefits?
i. Intangibles per se are non-observable, market benefits are
ii. Market benefits refer to exemptions (e.g. parking restrictions)
iii. Other. Please detail:

8

Reasonable profits

45.

Does the USO cost method implemented allow for reasonable profits as
suggested in the directive
a) If no, please detail the reasons
i. Directive recently implemented
ii. No agreement on methodology for determining the level of
reasonable profits
iii. Other. Please detail:
b) If yes, what do reasonable profits refer to in the USO cost method
implemented?
i. Rate of return applied to net value of assets
ii. Swap rate plus 100 basis points
iii. Sum of dividends paid to shareholder/ state plus interest
payments for debt
iv. Other: (e.g. average return on equity, return on sales). Please
specify:

46.

If reasonable profits refer to a rate of return applied to net value of
assets;
a) What analytical technique is used to determine the appropriate rate of
return?
i. The weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
ii. Other. Please specify:
b) Who carries out the WACC estimation?
i. The USO
ii. Benchmark WACC readily available
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iii. Use a WACC approved by the regulator
c) What was the level of the WACC used in the USO cost method
implemented? Please specify:
d) To which assets is it applied to in the USO cost method
implemented?
i. All assets of the firm
ii. All assets used for the provision of the USO
iii. Other. Please specify:
e) What is the valuation basis of the assets
i. Current Cost Accounting
ii. Historical Cost Accounting
iii. Other. Please specify
f) What is the source of information on the relevant assets used in the
USO cost method implemented?
i. Existing cost accounting systems
ii. Specific financial reports (please state)
iii. Other. Please specify

9

Unfair financial burden

47.

Does the USO cost method implemented include a methodology for
determining if a positive net cost of the USO is an unfair financial
burden?
a) If yes, please describe the method
b) If yes, please describe the information used to apply the method.
Please detail:

48.

If the USO cost method implemented does not include a methodology
for determining if a positive net cost of the USO is an unfair financial
burden, has the NRA developed such methodology separately?
a) If yes, what are the features of the NRA’s methodology for
determining if a positive net cost of the USO is an unfair financial
burden? Please detail.
b) If no, does the NRA intend to develop a methodology in the near
future
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Lessons

49.

Please detail the lessons learned with respect to:

255

a) the USO cost method chosen. Please detail.
b) the data availability for the implementation of the chosen USO cost
method. Please detail:
c) the quality of the data available for the implementation of the chosen
USO cost method. Please detail:
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Questionnaire 2: Cost accounting systems and
cost allocation for the purpose of calculating the
net costs of the USO
1

Cost accounting system of USP

1.

What cost allocation methodology governs the cost accounting system
the USP?
a) Is it an ABC methodology?
i. If yes, does the ABC model cover:
1. all business units of the USP (e.g. letters, parcels, post
office counters, bank business units) or;
2. only its letters business activities?
b) A different allocation methodology
i. If yes, what are the main features of the allocation
methodology used? Please detail:

2.

Does the cost accounting system of the USP generate Fully Allocated
Cost product costs (and generate total and average cost per product)?
a) If no, please specify the nature of costs generated by the accounting
system at product level. Please detail:

3.

Does the cost accounting system of the USP allow zonal costing?
a) If yes, what are the criteria for the zone definition
i. Actual geographical areas in the country (e.g. administrative
regions)
ii. Zones based on population density characteristics (e.g. urban
vs. rural)
iii. Zones based on the postal network (e.g. delivery offices,
postal offices)
iv. Other. Please detail:
b) If no, is there a separate model (to the ABC costing model) for zonal
costing?
i. If yes, what are the criteria for zone definition
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1. Actual geographical areas in the country (e.g.
administrative regions)
2. Zones based on population density characteristics
(e.g. urban vs. rural)
3. Zones based on the postal network (e.g. delivery
offices, postal offices)
4. Other. Please detail:
4.

Does the cost accounting system of the USP allow class costing? (Class
costing is a term used in the UK for example, that refers to a set of
principles that attempt to recognise that some costs are incurred to
provide a first class service and this should be reflected in the costallocation methodology)
a) If yes, how many classes of mail are there?
number.

5.

Please indicate the

If the current accounting system follows an ABC allocation methodology,
please provide the number of categories at each level of the allocation
system in the table below:

Level of cost allocation system

Number of
categories

Comments

Cost categories (or resource)
Cost drivers

(e.g. machine hours, operational hours)

Activities
Activity drivers
Services

a) More specifically, does the cost accounting distinguish between:
i. Collection
ii. Consolidation
iii. Sorting
iv. Transport
v. Delivery
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b) Does the cost accounting system include sub-activities to those
outlined above?
c) Does the cost accounting distinguish between:
i. Fixed and variable costs; or
ii. Long run marginal costs and fully allocated costs
iii. If none of the above applies, what types of costs are being
distinguished in the cost accounting? Please describe:
6.

To what extend does the NRA provide guidance on cost allocation?
NONE/ SMALL / MEDIUM / HIGH

7.

If the USP current accounting system follows a different allocation
methodology to ABC, what is the basis for cost allocation?
a) Input-based allocation (e.g. using other known input attribution)
b) Output-based allocation (e.g. using output indicators)
c) Value-based allocation (e.g. using revenue indicators and/or Ramsey
principle)

8.

What defines product breakdown in the cost accounting system? (i.e.
combination of format, weight, class, machinability, retail product,
stamp)183 Please detail the handling characteristics that make a product in
the cost accounting system

9.

How many separate product accounts does the USP maintain?
a) < 10;
b) 11 – 50;
c) 51 – 100;
d) >100

183

In the cost accounting system, the level of granularity of product costing may go beyond a retail
products paid by mailers. For example, a first class stamp retail product may be in the cost
accounting system split into a machinable first class stamped product and a non-machinable first
class stamped product. This breakdown by handling characteristics will therefore lead to an
accounting system with more products than the retail products available to customers.
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Is the product breakdown in the accounting system higher than the retail
products sold to customers? (e.g. the system may break down a first class
letter [as sold to customer] into first class manual letter and first class
machineable letter for accounting purposes)
a) If yes, how many retail products would the aggregation of the smaller
product units in the accounting system correspond to?

11.

What proportion of your product costs on average are:
a) directly allocated to the services defined
i. for USO products
ii. for non-USO products
b) indirectly allocated using an appropriate cost driver
i. for USO products
ii. for non-USO products
c) common (cannot be directly or indirectly allocated & hence must be
attributed based on some other method)
i. for USO products
ii. for non-USO products

12.

What proportion of total costs on average are:
a) Direct
b) Indirect
c) Common

13.

In order to maintain separated accounts, in relation to revenue, which of
the following is applicable?
a) all revenues are directly attributable to each of the USO and nonUSO services
b) at least some revenue is indirectly attributed across these services
i. If yes, can you briefly describe the process of allocation and
the revenue drivers used. Please detail:
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Does the USP distinguish different sets of common costs? (e.g. common
costs for running the operational activities for handling letters only vs.
common costs that are treated as “pure” overhead)
a) If yes, what is the number of common cost categories?
b) If yes, how does it impact on the allocation of common costs
ultimately? Please detail:

15.

What is the rule for allocating common costs?
a) Equi-Proportionate Mark-Up (EPMU) based on direct costs already
attributed to products
b) Ramsey pricing principle (i.e. price demand elasticity of a product/
group of products)?
c) Other. Please detail:

16.

For the purpose of this questionnaire, we do not make the distinction
between common and joint costs, does the cost accounting system of the
USP makes this distinction?
a) If yes, do common and joint costs are allocated according to different
allocation rules? Please provide details to a Yes answer:

Unlike operating costs, capital costs are typically not expensed in the year they are incurred;
instead they are capitalised with the annual costs reflected in the depreciation charge, and the
allowed return on capital determined by reference to the weighted average cost of capital and the
non-depreciated part of any asset base.
17.

If capital costs are capitalised in the current accounting system of the
USO, how are the capital costs assessed?
a) Historical cost accounting (HCA) basis184
b) Replacement cost (or modern equivalent asset) basis185

184

HCA basis states that the capital cost is given by either the cost at which the firm initially acquired
the asset (potentially adjusted for inflation), on a gross basis, or less any depreciation of that asset on
a net basis.

185

The Replacement cost approach requires the capital cost to be recorded as the cost of replacing that
asset with one of equivalent productive capability, to satisfy the remaining service potential of the
asset being valued, allowing for any difference in both quality or output and operating costs. The
capital costs can be recorded either as a gross value or on a net basis (i.e. the depreciated value,
taking into account the remaining service potential of an old asset compared with a new one).
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Is the allowed return on capital determined with reference to weighted
average cost of capital?
a) If no, what is the basis for the determination? Please detail:

19.

For how many years has the cost accounting system just described been
producing accounting and product costing information? Please specify:

2

Accounting separation

Accounting separation means producing separate financial statements for
different parts of a business which operates as a single commercial or legal entity
but where, for regulatory purposes, it is necessary to treat the business as
comprising separate parts, particularly in relation to different groups of products
produced or activities undertaken by those separate parts.
Accounting separation can be applied to the balance sheet and cash flow
statement as well as in relation to the income statement and any product
profitability statement.
Article 14 of the Postal Services Directive requires the following with respect to
accounting separation:
The universal service provider(s) shall keep separate accounts within their
internal accounting systems in order to clearly distinguish between each of the
services and products which are part of the universal service and those which are
not. This accounting separation shall be used as an input when Member States
calculate the net cost of the universal service. Such internal accounting systems
shall operate on the basis of consistently applied and objectively justifiable cost
accounting principles.
Delineation of separated accounts
20.

Does the USP produce separated accounts for postal mail and non-postal
activities (e.g. mail [letters, parcels] and banking services)?

21.

Does the USP produce separated accounts for USO and non-USO
products?
a) If yes, is the USO separated account further split?
i. If yes, what is the delineation? Please detail:

22.

Is the USP required to produce separated accounts for upstream and
downstream pipeline activities?
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Does the USP produce separated accounts for wholesale and retail
products and services?
a) If yes, is the end-to-end product separated account further split?

24.

Does the USP produce separated accounts for reserved and non-reserved
services? (If applicable, as a number of member states will fully liberalise
their letters market by December 2012 at the latest).

Transfer pricing
Transfer pricing is needed for accounting separation where one separated accounting entity
provides services to other separated accounting entities. It is employed within a wider group or
company for statutory accounting purposes and within a given reporting entity for separated
regulatory accounting purposes. Transfer prices form the basis for the notional revenues
attributable to such services. The value of a service that one entity provides to the other is the
transfer price of that service.
25.

What are the rules for determining the transfer price of a service?
a) Market-based pricing - Use of available open market or regulated
prices of externally provided products and services as the basis of
transfer prices, where appropriate comparable products and services
exist
i. If yes, what are the main 5 services in value terms for which
transfer prices are set on this basis?
b) Cost-plus pricing - Use of FAC of products (possibly including an
appropriate mark-up) to represent relevant costs; where no
comparable open market or regulated products exist but where a
transfer price is still needed for accounting purposes
i. If yes, what are the main 5 services in value terms for which
transfer prices are set on this basis?
c) Other. Please detail:

26.

Are these transfer price rules applied to all transactions between entities
for which separated accounts are produced?
a) Yes – all entities
b) Yes – for some entities only
c) No
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Do you apply transfer prices for the use of the postal counters network
by non-postal entities (e.g. for the provision of financial services)?
a) If no, how do the costs of the postal counters network get allocated
to non-postal products?
i. They are not allocated
ii. They are allocated by using appropriate activities and drivers
iii. Other: Please specify:
b) If the answer to the previous question is yes, what rule is applied for
the determination of the transfer price?
i. Market based pricing
ii. Cost-plus pricing
iii. Other, please specify:

28.

Is the approach to transfer pricing outlined in the above:
a) NRA’s regulatory accounting guidelines
b) USP’s regulatory accounting

3

Cost accounting reporting and auditing

This section explores the extent to which current accounting systems and cost allocation
principles are documented and/or audited.
29.

Does the NRA have the legal power to specify the regulatory accounting
approach of the USP?

30.

Has the NRA published regulatory accounting requirements or guidelines
for the USP?
a) If yes, do these requirements / guidelines specifically relate to:
i. USO costing or are;
ii. Other themes (e.g. price regulation, competition assessments,
etc)
iii. Both
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31.

Do the requirements / guidelines include cost accounting principles
which must underlie the USP’s accounting approach

32.

Has the USP produced any publically available documentation describing
its regulatory accounting approach?
a) If yes, does this documentation specifically relate to
i. USO costing or are;
ii. Other themes (e.g. price regulation, competition assessments,
etc)
iii. Both

33.

Has this documentation been submitted to the NRA?

34.

Has the NRA reviewed the USP’s accounting documentation?
a) If yes, has it been approved?

35.

Has the NRA reviewed the USP’s accounting system to confirm whether
it complies with the USP’s own accounting documentation?
a) If yes, has it been approved?
b) If no, has the NRA reviewed the most recent regulatory accounts of
the USP?

4

Long run incremental costing

Long run incremental cost is an alternative costing approach to Fully Allocated Cost. Its
attribute is that the costs are assessed on a forward-looking basis and are for an increment of
output (as opposed to an additional item). In this section we explore whether the USP has a
LRIC modelling capability alongside its FAC product costing systems.
36.

Has the USP developed a LRIC modelling capability?
a) If no, are there plans to do so?
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If a LRIC model is or about to be implemented, does it follow a:
a) Top-down approach?
b) Bottom-up approach?

5

Cost accounting and separation as an input to the calculation of
the net USO cost

The questions in this section are to be filled only by USP, or NRA or other authority, who
have calculated the net cost of the USO.
The calculation of the net costs of the USO requires cost and revenue data. According to the
directive (Article 14(2)), the separated accounts from the accounting system (as defined by the
directive) must be used as an input in calculating the USO net cost.
“This accounting separation shall be used as an input when Member States calculate the net
cost of the universal service.”
Further, the Annexe of the directive, states that “The calculation shall take into account …,
the entitlement to a reasonable profit”.
We explore in this section how the combination of these two items of guidance is reflected in the
calculation of the net costs of the USO.
38.

If such a USO cost calculation has been carried out in your country,
which cost concept has been used for it?
a) FAC
b) Avoidable cost/ LRIC
c) Other. Please detail:

39.

What was the source of information for the cost concept used?
a) FAC:
i. Cost accounting system
ii. Other, please detail
b) LRIC:
i. Top-down or bottom-up models
ii. Other, please detail
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40.

More generally, how is accounting separation used as an input in the
calculation of the net costs of the USO, if applicable? Please detail:

41.

How is the concept of a “reasonable profit” captured in the calculation of
the net costs of the USO? Please detail:
a) Does it entail modification to the cost generated by the cost
accounting system?
i. If yes, how? Please detail:
ii. If no, how does the cost accounting system capture the
notion of reasonable profits? Please detail

6

Other aspects of demand and operational analysis

This section focuses on the collection and availability of descriptive statistics on the operations of
the postal service and of analyses on customer behaviour and demand for mail.
42.

Does the cost accounting system (for example cost drivers in the ABC)
provide a basis for estimating the impact of operational changes on costs?
If yes, please detail how:

43.

Are the following operational descriptive statistics available?
By type

Number

Post boxes

YES/NO

YES/NO

Postal offices

YES/NO

YES/NO

Sorting centres

YES/NO

YES/NO

Delivery offices

YES/NO

YES/NO

Delivery points

YES/NO

YES/NO

Mail addresses

YES/NO

YES/NO

a) Is the above information available by:
i. Geographic areas (e.g. administrative regions)
ii. Zones based on population density characteristics (urban vs.
rural)
iii. Other, please describe
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Are the following delivery statistics produced and readily available?
a) Number of feeder services per day
b) Distance travelled for feeder services per day
c) Average driving speed
d) Average number of items per vehicle
e) Waiting time per stop
f) Proportion of mail that is walk sorted at the delivery office/post
office
g) Time per item to sort to walk
h) Time per item to walk sequence
i) Number of delivery routes
j) Average speed of delivery (foot, bike, van or other methods)
k) Average distance travelled for delivery (foot, bike, van or other
methods)
l) Average time spent at delivery
m) Average time spent between deliveries
n) Average number of items delivered per delivery
o) Is the above information available by:
i. Geographic areas (e.g. administrative regions)
ii. Zones based on population density characteristics (such as
urban, sub-urban, rural)
iii. Other. Please describe:
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Has any analysis been carried out to understand the impact of various
operational changes (1st column) onto a pipeline activity (2nd column)
and therefore costs (3rd to 4th columns):
Analysed impact on:

Total cost

Individual product
unit costs

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

Changes in the number of offices

YES/NO

YES/NO

Changes in service classes

YES/NO

YES/NO

Time in transit

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

Latest / earliest collection and delivery
times

YES/NO

YES/NO

Number of delivery days

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

Change in:

Impact on pipeline
activities

Reduced number of
collections
Changes in collection time

Number of collection and delivery
days

Collection /
Consolidation

Sorting / Transport

Place of delivery (door, address, post
office)

Delivery

Latest time of delivery

46.

Has any analysis been carried out to assess the impact of the following
operational changes on demand for postal services:
a) Reduced number of collections
b) Changes in collection time
c) Changes in the number of post offices
d) Changes in service classes
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e) Time in transit
f) Latest / earliest collection and delivery times
g) Number of delivery days
h) Place of delivery (door, address, post office)
47.

Is the following information on customer demand available?
a) Customer surveys reflecting customer preferences in relation to
postal products
b) Customer surveys reflecting customer preferences for using the USP
and other operators
c) Customer surveys eliciting customer reasons for switching to other
postal providers
d) Trends in demand for mail
e) Estimation of demand elasticities

48.

Is the following market information available?
a) USPs and competitors market shares
b) USPs and competitors market shares per different postal product

49.

What analytical techniques are used to understand customer switching
behaviour?
a) Marketing expertise
i. If yes, please specify the type of information taken into
account. Please specify:
b) Econometric model of customer switching
c) Other. Please detail:

50.

What analytical techniques are used to understand mail demand?
a) Marketing expertise
i. If yes, please specify the type of information taken into
account. Please specify:
b) Econometric model of demand for mail
c) Other. Please detail:
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